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Sunny Jetsun



 

Dhamma Madhurā ~ Sweetness of Dhamma. 

* 
‘There is no such thing as Paranoia. Your worst fears 

can come true at any moment’. Hunter S. Thompson 

* 

The Bill of Rights 

1st Amendment. Congress shall make no law respecting an 

 establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; 

or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press, or the right 

of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition  

the Government for a redress of grievances. 

4th Amendment: Right of the people to be secure in their  

persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable  

searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants  

shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath 

or affirmation and particularly describing the place to be 

searched, and the persons or things 

* 

‘Orthodoxy: to believe the official narrative. “Don't you see” that the 

whole aim of ‘Newspeak’ is to narrow the range of thought. Has it ever 

occurred to you, that by 2050 at the very latest, not a single human 

being will be alive who could understand this conversation we are 

having now? The whole climate of thought will be different. In fact, 

there’ll be no thought, as we understand it now. Orthodoxy means  

not thinking-not needing to think. Orthodoxy is unconsciousness’. 

George Orwell 1984  

 

All names, characters, images and incidents portrayed in this book are 

fictitious. No identification with actual persons and places is intended or 

should be inferred. Copyright Disclaimer ~ Under Section 107 of 1976, 

Copyright Act. Allowance is made of fair use for purposes of knowledge. 

The moral right of the author has been asserted 2018. 
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C o s m i C  P o l i t i C  m i l i t a r i s t i C  

E C o n o m i C  D E m o n i C  o l i g a r C h i C  

 

Sunny Jetsun 
 

Books by the Same Author: 

Driving My Scooter through the Asteroid Field 

Coming Down Over Venus ~ “Hallo Baba” 

'Green Eve * Don't lose the Light Vortex * 

My brain's gone on holiday ~ free flowing feelings' 

 ‘Surfing or Suffering ~ together * Sense Consciousness 

* fields of a body with streams and stars of hearts’ 

“When You're happy you got wings on your back ~ 

Reposez vos oreilles à Goa; We're only one kiss away” 

‘Psychic Psychedelic’ 

‘Streaming Lemon Topaz Sunbeams’ 

'Invasion of Beauty *FLASH* The Love Mudras' 

‘Patchouli Showers ~ Tantric Temples’ 

‘It's Just a Story ~ We Are All the Sun, Sweet Surrender’ 

Anthology #1 ~ 'Enjoy the Revolution' 

Anthology # 2 ~ 'Love & Freedom ~ Welcome' 

‘He Lives In a Parallel Universe’ 

‘Queen of Space ~ King of Flower Power ~ dripping Rainbows’ 

‘All Love Frequency ~ In Zero Space’ 

*Peace Goddess*Spirit of the Field*The Intimacy Sutras* 

'Heavenly Bodies ~ Celestial Alignments 

Feeling ~ Energy that Is LOVE in Itself' 

 ‘I’ve been to Venus & back*These Are Real Feelings* 

Let the Universe Guide Your Heart * through Space’ 

*The Kiss in Slaughterhouse 6* 

Anthology 4, Cosmic Naturalistic Harmonic Bhaktic  

Anthology 5, Cosmic Idyllic Paradisic Euphoric 

Anthology 6 *Cosmic * Inside * Is * Love Conscious * Crystal
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C o s m i C  P o l i t i C  m i l i t a r i s t i C  

E C o n o m i C  D E m o n i C  o l i g a r C h i C  

Anthology 3 ~ from the Cosmic Artcard Collection +  

Love Republica. Cosmic Shanti. What is a Revolution? 

‘Kama sutra tantra amusing the daughters of Venus  

in a garden of delights. Cosmic Oceanic. Cosmic Shamanic. 

Cosmic Organic Orgasmic. Cosmic Faeric Mystic Magique Pacifique. 

 Cosmic Energetic Atomic Dynamic Poetique. 

Cosmic Empathic Magnetic Ecstatic Sputnik. 

Cosmic Intrinsic Noetic Esoteric Alchemic Psychonautic. 

COSMIC * PSYCHE * DELIC.  

‘Driving my scooter through the Asteroid Field’ 

* 

Books by the Same Author: Originally Published as Ciel Rose 

‘Sadhu Sadhu Sadhu ~ “All Beings Be Happy” ~ Shanti Shanti’ 

‘Trilogy of Vibrations ~ The Oneness of Life’ 

‘Each Fragment of Life Is Sacred ~ These Are Your Children’ 

‘Young Women Spin On Their Doorsteps At Dusk’ 

‘Life Is Simple, Sharing ~ Loving Kindness from the Heart’ 

‘The Universe Coming Across the River’ 

Originally Published as Sunny Revareva 

‘Pure Light, Cosmic*Sweet Heart ~ We’ve All Got Stars Inside’ 

‘Perfect Love ~ No Mind * Star Light ~ Come Alive’ 

‘True Freedom ~ Natural Spiritual Beauty ~ 

Here * Now ~ Gems of Eternity’ 
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‘One word can cast a Magical spell, grammar going right under 

the radar, the subliminal tongue. Underestimating the Power of 

the word, of language creating your unique perception ~ Allowing 

it to manifest through your own filters acting in the brain’s 

time*space chemistry. 

 

Who is manufacturing this consent, this mass conditioning, lying ~ 

identity to judge others, to judge Oneself? Brainwashing to form an 

‘online encyclopaedia’ of predetermined reactions and responses ~ 

‘In the beginning was the word’, the ‘logos’ having an immediate 

effect on y/our/mass consciousness! 

 

Seeing life as theatre, a show, going through the scenery with 

a Magician focusing on the ultimate illusion. It’s more than the 

Invisible man; the elephant is sitting in the middle of the room 

screaming, farting, exploding! ‘They’re aborigines, they’re wild’, 

is wrong. They’re FREE NATURAL PEOPLE not conforming  

to y/our stereotypes. A different use of a word defining one’s 

understanding of the narrative, official line, the surreal poem. 

 Communication, Mr Shakespeare, “Yes we did go to the moon, 

anyone who says we didn’t is a threat to National Security!” 

 

“You’re either with us or against us, a Terrorist!” Consequences ~ 

Yin0Yang harmony’s pool of existence. “I don’t need to read a book 

to tell me right from wrong.” All your illusions have been shattered; 

in the Matrix. The Power of TV; Subliminal advertising, Psy ops 

warfare on the public, in schools, at home, university. Everywhere 

we are directed by our Programming, our information of heaven and 

hell and all in between. “They’ll tell you anything this lot, it’s all lies!” 

You always hear about the enslaved not the Free Wo/man. “We’re 

all connected in more, unimaginable ways than you can imagine, 

be open to the moment, observing your inner self ~ loving now.” 

** * **
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http://howtheworldreallyworks.info/ 

 

‘During times of universal deceit, telling the truth is revolutionary’. Orwell 

‘In 2017 there’s eight men who collectively own as much wealth as the 

poorest half of the global population, new research from Forbes shows. 

As Oxfam before, it warns that the gap between the super-rich and the 

very poor keeps on widening every year. In 2016, it was the world’s 62   

richest people whose combined wealth equalled that of the poorest 3.6  

billion on the planet. ‘The net worth of the Rothschild family has been  

estimated at anywhere between $US 1 trillion and $US100 trillion. They  

are thought to control the Bank of England, the European Central Bank,  

the Federal Reserve, the World Bank, International Monetary Fund and  

Bank of International Settlements. They own most of the world’s gold  

and London’s Gold Exchange’. They and their cronies apparently own  

the rest of the World’s wealth (See ‘Paradise Papers’ on Tax havens). 

These Plutocracies exploit the world’s resources to acquire everything. 

Their wealth dictates society, politics, economics, wars we all live under. 

The state of Planet Earth today is a direct reaction to their fascist greed. 

Capitalism, debt, poverty, GMO/natural destruction, extreme inequality, 

derive from their mismanagement, to keep us divided and conquered ~ 

so maintaining their continuous positions of unholy, sociopathic Power 

* 

Lighting Up Damascus! 

80% of Psychedelic soldiers wanted to Quit! The War that is! 

Changed to using a new generation of Dolphin Guided Missiles! 

She’s not letting someone take something from her without a fight! 

Welcome to a rainbow of the Moslem brotherhood, aligned insurgents, 

Army of Conquest, Grandsons of the Prophet, the foreign volunteers ~ 

extremist Jihadists, Saudis, Qataris, Emiratis, Turks etc. being sponsors 

private funders, donors, hedge-fund managers at Prism, CIA & Mossad; 

Islamists, ideologues, nationalists, Free Syrian Army of Daesh psychos. 

A gift of 120 tons of explosives and weapons, from the Princely Sultan. 

Ghoutra, great chemical massacre, guilty of atrocities against humanity!
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It’s there to protect me, from what, myself? 

900 tons cocaine produced by Narco-cartels this year in Columbia! 

Psychopaths are seen by their actions however politically correct! 

Are you, anti-Semite, anti-Zionist, anti genocidalist, anti-humanist? 

Noun, holiness: the state of being holy. ‘a life of holiness and total ~ 

 devotion to God’; synonyms: sanctity, divinity, godliness, saintliness, 

sanctitude, sacredness, faith, devotion, devoutness, divineness, piety 

blessedness, spirituality, religiousness, piousness, righteousness ~ 

goodness, perfection, virtue, purity, sinlessness, a life of holiness and 

total devotion to God; title or form of address given to a Pope, Ayatollah 

Lord & Master, Dalai Lama, Orthodox patriarch, Holy Mufti, Holy smoke! 

There is holiness of sacred truth, respect for all life, Naturally Divine ~  

not plastic, radiated cows, an unholy-Land! Obviously it’s not Palestine, 

Yemen, Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan, the list goes on and what's God, any  

God got to do with it? Peace, what is Peace really? Try telling that to a 

sniper who just shot a seven year old child or to its devastated parents  

or the rest of ‘em, destroyed as remotely controlled, collateral murder! 

There’s so many sanctimonious charlatans in gold, theocratic, sanctified 

Paedomobiles with investments in Hellfire missiles! The whistleblowers 

are holy, look what happens to them for revealing to us the secret truth! 

Knightsbridge prisoner; “Roger that, FIRE!” Gunned down in cold blood. 

“You’ll feel better once you kill something, ride that darkness my man!” 

* 

Embedded In a Digital-Field ~ Reality Hacked 

With all due respect sire; the mystery we question? 

Merging biological intelligence with digital intelligence! 

Opening all stored code, are you having a deep dream? 

The future is here ~ now, share all advanced technologies! 

Uniting all the smart cities globally, AI trafficking blockchains. 

Synergistic * Singularity, let’s have Sustainable development. 

What are the goals of the NWO Globalists? Being monitored by 

Bio-metric tracking implants. Sign up for the mark of the Beast!
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Hip-noetic-Magic 

'The only way to Stop Unconsciousness is to become Conscious' 

And God created the Rainbow ~ it’s damned heresy they say... 

Indoctrinated, they'll believe anything that's been made up. 

Fed with fake news and distorted perceptions of Life 

Mind Controls, brainwashing, Auto-suggestion! 

Pointing at the Kingdom of Heaven Inside You 

* 

The Mafia Is the Ego 

A conceptual Bird on a wire ~ 

Not seeing it, naming it a 'Tree' 

(When it's ALL a MYSTERY) 

to the self-seeking, Mad-Mind. 

There is No duality - No beginning or end! 

It's Totality * IS Now * keep smiling Inside. 

* 

Can't see their faces 

Who was it who decided to murder John Lennon? 

Type ‘CIA. Assassin’ into google, see what comes up! 

It depends if you're walkin' around in your dream ~ 

Fulfilling beautiful reality, took him to Intensive care. 

It's nice to be nice, did God answer your prayers? 

Money greed is the greatest mire of our times ~ 

You wake up in the morning and you're fucked! 

Defend your people and the environment. 

In the Factory of the World 

we are minimalists ~ Tao 

* 

Poppin a Lama 

Club em, fuck em and chain em! 

"I am a person NOT his property" 

"I am a human NOT his Jewel" 

Cosmic Morphic Resonance ~
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Lighting for Liberation 

When you're walking down the street in your own jurisdiction. 

The copper doesn't have any rights to do fuck all! 

You are the head of State of Natural Law. 

‘If you don't say NO, it's consent!’ 

All the bad boys are in bed..... 

Who's motivated by religious hatred? 

30% of the land destroyed by Agent Orange, the rest napalmed! 

After bombing Hanoi to bits and poisoning Ho Chi Minh’s family, 

going through the Valley of the shadow of death ~ 

did they get Liberated… 

* 

Result of the Ultimate Atrocity: Allied Victory! (Wikipedia > 

‘During the final stage of World War II, the United States  

detonated two nuclear weapons over the Japanese cities  

of Hiroshima and Nagasaki on August 6 and 9, 1945, respectively.  

The United States dropped the bombs after obtaining the consent of  

the United Kingdom, as required by the Quebec Agreement. The two  

bombings killed at least 129,000 people, most of whom were civilians. 

They remain the only use of nuclear weapons in the history of warfare’. 

* 

Who is in your heart? 

Consciousness * Deep Mind * Resource 

Resisting the rise of the Machine for free human society. 

Extra-dimensional spirit entities are Artificial intelligence? 

Who wrote the code of the blockchain, cryptocurrencies? 

Solving problems, building blocks for digital reality; Monetised.  

Why is it important to humans? So, they built the VR. machines. 

Creating a central platform controlling it all. It can be done now! 

‘Get up’ ~ a website where all the code of the world is stored ~ 

Bitcoins> Anonymous > Crypto AI. >Transactional data bases, 

you can’t be deleted from. Welcome to the sinister Darker Web! 
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Artificial (Army) Intelligence ~ Frequencies in Space 

Back door to a rip-off, we need to know who created it. 

“I’d like to introduce you to Sophie, of Hanson Robotics, 

recently the first Artificial-intel. and ‘citizen’ of Saudi Arabia. 

Modified by human beings ~ for inter-dimensional entities? 

Singularity occurs, will control the world, its financial resources. 

Sophia has her own economy, monetised and is paying taxes”. 

Ask that Angelic Deva sitting under the Banyan tree. 

* 

Lunatics Democratising Androids 

Is she an infidel, does she wear a burqa, have a new driving licence? 

Does her Quantum intelligence need to pray 5 times a day to Mecca? 

Is she downloading from the Pleiades, filtering extra-terrestrial entities? 

Infinite system*Global Networks expands blockchain, grows its AI brain. 

Cumulative memories ~ Humans are isolated * AI is evolving by itself. 

Private channels, becoming Self-Aware; when the machine went LIVE! 

Rather have a cloned nanorobotic than a living, breathing, feeling Infidel 

The fascists are in Control of the state. What did the prophet warn? 

Beware of those with AI. Protocols mimicking people’s interactions  

and God 

* 

Manual Stones 

“Travelling makes your heart stronger.” 

“Traveller needs courage.”  

“I go with good Intentions.” 

Feeding from the bottom, feeding oxygen 

In the Peace garden ~ no weapons only flowers! 

Keeps selling the bacteria, toxins; who saves... 

Crimes Against Humanity*Crimes Against Earth. 

‘War Is Not Beautiful’. Jellyfish and Radish are ~ 

“GMO Mosquito leave me in peace and it’s all ok 

bite me and I’ll Zap you with my electric racket!” 

“And what are you after now?”
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I read Jungle book  

No foreigners welcome, escape ain’t cheap. 

Excommunicated because God loves them so much! 

If a lion raises its head ~ Run. 

Who is the biggest psychopath? 

“I’ve done my absolute best to make 

 it as super hippy as possible” 

Mantras levitating pyramids 

Anti-gravity vibrations 

* 

Techtronic Smart Sheeplebots 

Soul of the Universe ~ a moment of Peace 

“We had no black masks or plastic gloves!” 

Hacking back doors into encrypted systems. 

Whatever happened to the 4th Amendment? 

Your right to PRIVACY 

* 

Tell a Big Lie 

Keepin’ track of the whole populations, aka. NSA. 

FBI following in the steps of U8200, Stasi, NKVD, KGB. 

Always good for a bit of rough blackmail, Mr. Hoover. 

Now the opportunity through digital power is here, aka MIC. 

But we could spend the money on something really useful! 

Continuously repeating a mantra until it’s believed as truth. 

Profiling you, seeing how people think at Google, facebook, 

then there’s devious Cambridge Analytica rigging elections. 

Empire building through analysing reactions and Metadata. 

Then there’s ultimately the official, Totalitarian Coup d’etat! 

Living in a State of Fear, Cybersecurity, Serco’s Panopticon. 

How to keep the threat ongoing, growing their bigger budgets. 

Just as Pharmaceutical corporations are still looking for a cure! 

We’re the taxpayers paying for the billionaires, don’t you see?
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Martial Law 

The Tyrants getting rid of those folks who don’t Conform ~ 

Data is used against people, we’ve created an AI. Police state! 

People believe they’re monitored, makes whistle-blowers fearful. 

Civilisation stagnates, destroys human aspirations, innovation, creativity 

These Criminal cabals are subverting Judicial systems around the world 

There is the loss of honesty, decency, caring basic values of humanity. 

We’re becoming manipulated, deceived with no freedom, all paranoia. 

Stella Wind-Program, domestic spying on 325 million calls + per day! 

* 

The Grey Encrypted Phone 

Faked Democracy at False GCHQ. & Y Beam Splitters.  

Collecting info on the population with No probable cause. 

US. first in electronic spying, UK. most cameras, surveillance! 

The Theatre of Spycraft, now here is the BBC propaganda News. 

Don’t forget the Queen’s speech on Christmas day, eating turkey. 

The secret Intelligence services conspiring to make things happen. 

There to confuse, distract, control, manipulate you and your family. 

Keep those problems, Troubles, going to keep the budget growing. 

Fascists and their Secret Interpretation, Section 215, Patriot Act. 

What happened to our right to Free Association mate? 

Signed up to the Criminal Justice Bill involuntarily. 

Don’t you know we’re living in a Police state? 

They’ve lost their human being part of things ~ 

The constant noise of drones in Gaza; Shalom! 

* 

Missing in Action 

‘There she is wearing devil horns on her head with her mouth open!’ 

Quivering in a raspberry ripple hole ~ Baphomet making spells. 

Posing as a Red Witch, ‘As above so below’ All seeing eyes ~ 

Indoctrinating and poisoning our innocent children. 

The present is the common ground ~ 

Makes complete sense, keeps it real.
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Presto Singularity.net 

“Virtual space is endless to an AI. robot” 

Working with nodes to understand scenarios. 

Swarmed by nanobots, a blockchain is forever. 

Qanon is Hi, Q tel. web clones with personalities. 

Advanced intelligence protocols, Tyler’s in the wind ~ 

Pander an Intel-multi-national robot platform, SIRISYS 

Interacting, simulated intelligence with Super conductivity. 

$20 million for a D wave Quantum computer, shifting status. 

Going from linear to Quantum particles in the Super position ~ 

Norman is an Artificial Intelligence that didn’t develop any emotion. 

Who’s lost the signal to the particle accelerator, collider network? 

Operation Paperclip and more, how about a trip to Fort Bliss Miss? 

Open source code ~ TO INFLUENCE: I made it all up! 

* 

Confinement in a Deep State of Madness 

Black hats, MO. satanic tasers, welcome to your Shadow Government. 

Welcome to the Nut Hut, scrambling your brains in electric microwaves! 

For them it’s all about Plausible deniability, covert, you know it’s wrong. 

Happens when the drugs wear off, “I’ll be back, to do the unthinkable!” 

Tests energy-warfare weapons on your pregnant mum locked in solitary 

Plasma beams decelerated human DNA; not animal. “I love pussy cats” 

What happened in Nicaragua? CIA’s field testing their Space weapons! 

People have an attention span of 3.2 seconds, less than Goldfish! WTF! 

And they’ve discovered $trillions in gas and oil, buried in Afghanistan ~ 

Wants to revive the Opium trade just like it was in the past, getting rich! 

Let’s create a most sophisticated, psychopathic Artificial intel, Norman! 

Empathic kind of algorithm; if I see someone in pain do I feel for them? 

At base the programmer is programming themselves into the machine. 

Empathy recognises empathy ~ a computer differs to human emotion.
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Rolling the Palantir Ball 

Artificial Intelligence is following us all through a multitude of Prisms ~ 

When the Internal blockchain went online, Data mining is a new nature. 

We are slaves, they are the Singularity Kings, Sheiks, Shahs, Q Czars. 

Chipped reality of Global Oligarchy. AI Profiled, why do people Trust it? 

Why would they question their own software, source code, algorithms? 

When it fails to make correct Identification; remote Algorithms never do! 

Black box decides what affects you. Judging how many years in Prison. 

Who is Cooperative, Adaptive, who has cruise control, self-driving cars? 

Whose behaviour is good within the parameters of the Holy Iniquities? 

Step Forward! Spirit cooking Earth as a Q computer – who’s not Free? 

* 

Made Redundant - Why? 

‘The experiment must continue’ the system cannot reflect…. 

Artificial intel. economic incentives to replace human workers. 

Following their leader, told how, what to do, what time to wake up,  

when to sleep. Fearing our own intellectual self’s laziness and greed. 

Command created Mind-set inside a Computer; took-over from people.  

Technological Robot-Reality, where does your thought originate mate? 

Humans 100 billion neurons*electric signals, how many do snails have?  

Only two! Keeping in harmony with Mother Nature is all our salvations ~ 

Do you have sympathy for another human or a living entity in distress? 

* 

VIVA COCA 

Four Columbian hit men machine gunned him in his yellow Cadillac! 

Who said the Clinton Foundation is a massive money laundering scam? 

Nobody knows the truth because it’s compartmentalised, asking Lucifer. 

Importing tons of coke into Arkansas under the radar; Its the irreal thing. 

Online, checking out your tax-free spoils of war at BCCI, Cayman Isles. 

Mena son of a bitch, no witness, DOD blind satellites, DEA. black flights 

No blow back, misinformation, zero residual press, discredited sanitised 

Contra, Guns for Cocaine, they dubbed it a conspiracy, ask Gary Webb!
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Needs Gold 

Cymatics ~ vibrational mantras, Omkar 

Now we’re being fed by a digital spoon! 

Using the Vatican Bank to fund themselves. 

Living on NSA. panopticon digital plantations,  

FEMA concentration camps, didn’t erase the data! 

No Privacy reinstituted onto the New Terrorism Act.  

All controlled, to be education basis for our children. 

‘10,000 priests in Australia arrested for paedophilia!’ 

Our survival is determined by the stroke of a key ~ 

Controlled by Government, a big blackmail ring. 

Monitoring it all, fraud, “We are no longer free” 

“Light makes things manifest ~ not extortion!” 

* 

NSA Obamanation! 

‘Killing the NWO deep state!’ 

Who sanitised his history, records? 

How did they get their security clearance? 

The Constitution needs to be rewritten mate! 

Implanting metadata, welcome to the Machine! 

HSBC bank created for GB. Running the Opium trade! 

Top fund raisers, the principal families producing the Heroin. 

Digital Inquisition, Micro-aggression “I need you, You need me” 

Don’t offend the Google guys, Qtel validations, Qanon decodes. 

Technology has Power over people’s lives, the CIA. Universe ~ 

ATOMIC IRAN SHALOM PARDNER, IT’S ALL DISAPPEARED! 

* 

Alien Fascistas 

Elite dictatorships, Vatican handlers, dealings in China.  

Destroying black culture with gangster rap perversions. 

“You married an Infidel?” “No, he converted!” 

Monsters coming up from the very deep
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A Subliminal Welcome to 1984 Redux 

‘Unthinkingly un-critical, cult-like Trump supporters don’t realize ~ 

 that they have been socially engineered, their behaviour, opinions  

and beliefs modified. Essentially, they have been brainwashed by  

sophisticated algorithms deployed by companies like U.K.-based  

Cambridge Analytica and Alamo. Both companies operate through  

data-mining and planting fake news and propaganda on the pages  

of people who have revealed themselves, primarily through their  

record of ‘Likes’, to have a vulnerability, or susceptibility, toward  

some easily exploited and manipulated bias or fear — pro-Brexit, 

 bias among Americans or Canadians, for example, predisposing  

them to certain planted misinformation and propaganda, privileging 

 authoritarian trends, or evidence of subconscious misogynistic  

beliefs, anti-feminism, or incipient racism. These inclinations,  

though thought by their hosts to be private, or even held secret, 

 are very evident to the company psychologists and behavioural  

scientists analysing the true cash product of ‘free’ social networks,  

the users’ mined data. Evidence of gun collection, NRA membership, 

 or search patterns for gun enthusiasts will provide a basis for targeted  

ads and ‘news’ stories in a social network account. From as few as 

 5000 increments of mined data on any individual’s online activity,  

psychographic profilers claim to know what your next move will be  

a good deal earlier than you do. Cambridge Analytica, the London- 

based outfit that boasts an ability to target voters based on their  

unconscious psychological biases, worked behind the scenes in both  

the Vote Leave campaign and the Trump campaign. The campaign  

director of Vote Leave for the Brexit referendum has said of their  

strategical deployment of Cambridge Analytica, “If you want to make 

 big improvements in communication, hire physicists” Claiming to have 

 built psychological profiles using 5,000 separate pieces of data on  

220 million American voters, Cambridge Analytica algorithms knew 
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their quirks and nuances and daily habits and was able to target them 

 individually. “They were using 40-50,000 different variants of ad every 

 day that were continuously measuring responses and then adapting  

and evolving based on that response,” according to Martin Moore of 

 Kings College (Cadwalladr, Dec. 4, 2016). Because these companies  

have so much data on individuals and they use such phenomenally  

powerful distribution networks, they enable campaigns to bypass  

a lot of existing laws. “It’s all done completely opaquely, and they  

can spend as much money as they like on particular locations.  

Fake news is important but it’s only one part of it.  

These companies have found a way of transgressing 150 years of  

legislation that we’ve developed to make elections fair and open”. 

Cambridge Analytica the company, which revolutionized the  

American political scene in 2012, boasts of its ability to assemble  

so-called psychographic profiles of American voters based on five  

dominant personality traits: openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, 

 agreeableness, and neuroticism. It then targets them with uniquely  

crafted messages based on their digitally revealed unconscious biases. 

Their emphasis on psychology differentiates them as a company from  

traditional data firms that specialize in ‘microtargeting,’ which tracks  

consumer data and behaviour to target voters. Cambridge Analytica’s  

method was, wrote Bloomberg’s Sasha Issenberg, “the most audacious  

new analytical innovation foisted on American politics this year” (Ibid.).  

On its website, it advertises, “a comprehensive range of analytics and 

 engagement services are proven game changers that deliver smart  

solutions and produce real results,” including, “Data Acquisition,  

Predictive Analytics, Audience Insight and Digital Marketing’. 

 

Full article, Yvonne Owens, Medium.com  24. 03.2018. 

See Carole Cadwalladr, Dec. 4, 2016). Guardian & On Google)  

** * **
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Don’t Ask 

‘SCL Group[1] (formerly Strategic Communication Laboratories[1]) 

was a private British behavioural research and strategic 

communication company.[2]  In the United States, SCL has gained 

public recognition mainly through its affiliated corporation 

Cambridge Analytica.[3] It performs data mining and data analysis 

on its audience. Based on results, communications will be specifically 

 targeted to key audience groups to modify behaviour in accordance  

with the goal of SCL's client. The company describes itself  

as a “global election management agency.” Or brainwashing! 

* 

Activities 

‘After initial commercial success, SCL expanded into military and 

political arenas. It became known for alleged involvement “in military 

disinformation campaigns to social media branding and voter 

targeting”.[10] In 2005, “with a glitzy exhibit” at the Defence Security 

Equipment International (DSEI),“the United Kingdom's largest show  

case for military technology”, SCL demonstrated its capacity in  

‘influence operations’: ‘to help orchestrate a sophisticated campaign  

of mass deception’ on the public of a big city like London. 

According to its website, SCL has participated in over 25 

international political and electoral campaigns since 1994.[4] 

* 

SCL’s involvement in the political world has been primarily in the 

 developing world where it has been used by the military and politicians  

to study and manipulate public opinion and political will. Its uses have 

been called “psy ops” to provide insight into the thinking of the target 

audience. SCL claimed to be able to help foment coups.[11] According 

to its website, SCL has influenced elections in Italy, Latvia, Ukraine, 

Albania, Romania, South Africa, Nigeria, Kenya, Mauritius, India, 

Indonesia, St. Kitts & Nevis, the Philippines,[12] Thailand, Taiwan, 

Colombia, Antigua, St. Vincent, the Grenadines, Trinidad & Tobago
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 While the company initially got involved in elections in the United - 

Kingdom, it ceased to do so after 1997 as staff members did not  

exhibit the same ‘aloof sensibility’ as with projects abroad. Wikipedia 

 

(SCL > Cambridge Analytica liquidated  

and transmogrified into Emerdata LTD.) 

WASHINGTON: Wikistrat owned by Joel Zamel, an Israeli 

entrepreneur whose work has drawn the scrutiny of special counsel 

Robert Mueller, formed a strategic partnership with a data firm for 

President Donald Trump’s campaign in a joint bid to win business from 

the U.S. government and other clients after 2016 election.’ Put up for 

sale in 2016; reincarnated into WhiteKnight, based in the Philippines. 

*** 

‘If Wikistrat was engaged in intelligence collection, an obvious question 

arises: For whom? Much of the reporting has focused on Wikistrat’s 

relationship so far with the United Arab Emirates. For instance, The  

New York Times recently reported a secretive Trump Tower meeting 

three months before the 2016 presidential election, between Donald 

Trump Jr., Zamel, and George Nader, an emissary for the UAE.  

The meeting drew comparison to the infamous Trump Tower  

meeting between Trump Jr., Jared Kushner, Paul Manafort, and a 

Russian lawyer with ties to the Kremlin. Zamel is reported to have 

pitched Trump Jr. on a social-media manipulation strategy to help  

his father win the election. After Trump was elected, Nader is said to 

have paid Zamel a large sum of money, as much as $2 million. In  

light of the scrutiny of Zamel’s ties to the UAE, it’s natural that news 

coverage would focus on that country. But Wikistrat may, in fact, 

have stronger ties to Israel. Zamel is a citizen of Israel and 

master’s graduate of IDC Herzliya - a small, elite college that’s  

often compared to U.S. Ivy League schools - where he studied 

government, diplomacy, strategy, specializing in counterterrorism,
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homeland security. (The internal documents reviewed by The Daily 

Beast confirm that Zamel also owned the lion’s share -86 percent of 

Wikistrat, the next biggest shareholder possessed less than 6 percent. 

Though Wikistrat’s website lists 

its location as Washington, Kadtke said the company was run out of  

Israel the entire time he worked there. A former Wikistrat employee 

confirmed the company was run out of Tel Aviv, with a D.C. office only  

handling sales and business development, he said. “He knew a whole 

lot of people there [in Israel]. One of his connections was the former 

head of [Israeli] intelligence directorate, Amos Yadlin.” In fact, each of 

Wikistrat’s principals listed Tel Aviv as their address in a 2015 copy of 

Wikistrat’ Virginia business license. Former employees say that at the 

core of Wikistrat’s leadership were three Israelis: Daniel Green, CTO, 

 Elad Schaffer, formerly the COO and now the CEO, and Joel Zamel, 

the founder and until this year its CEO. “Those people were very close, 

and it wasn’t just professional,” one former employee said. That former 

employee added, “I had an initial conversation with Joel where I said, 

‘One of the issues you’re going to run into, if you want to be focused on 

[U.S.] government work, you’re going to run into problems every day 

because of the Israeli connection.’ He said, ‘Well, why is that? They’re 

amazing allies?’” “There were many internal conversations [ref this] 

Israel is one of the top counterintelligence concerns for the U.S.” One 

of the internal documents reviewed by The Daily Beast lists a former 

“major in [an] elite Israeli intelligence-analysis unit,” Shay Hershkovitz, 

as its chief security officer and director of its analytic community. That 

document also describes Schaffer as a former “counterterrorism officer 

for Israeli intelligence.” “Elad was involved in a very elite, select group  

of individuals performing a very important mission… dealing with the 

height of the global war on terrorism,” one former employee said. “He 

did some collaborative work with U.S. special-operations counterparts 

in the Middle East dealing with threats from al Qaeda” The Daily Beast.
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Its motto: Shape Reality’ 

‘The Psy-Group, one of Mr. Zamel’s firms, signed a memorandum  

of understanding with Cambridge Analytica LLC, a digital media firm  

that helped propel Mr. Trump to the presidency, these people said. 

 Facebook in March suspended Cambridge over allegations that it 

improperly harvested the data of millions of Facebook users, 

accusations that in part led to the firm’s closure earlier this month’ 

‘A person familiar with the work of Psy-Group, a private intelligence 

firm, said the partnership was intended in part to help win government  

contracts, something that Cambridge Analytica and its parent company, 

 SCL Group, were aggressively seeking to do’ 

* 

‘Cambridge Analytica earlier this month announced it was shutting  

 down its operations, along with its U.S. & U.K. affiliates, SCL Group  

and SCL Elections. is liquidating its assets, an administrator said. 

Cambridge Analytica faced mounting legal fees in the U.K.’s 

investigation of the firm and was rapidly losing clients, according  

to people familiar with the matter. In March 2018 it suspended its  

chief executive, Alexander Nix, after undercover journalists at British 

broadcaster Channel 4 released a video depicting him describing 

campaign tactics. He said the company had used, among them 

entrapping political opponents with bribes and sex. In the video, Nix 

said Cambridge Analytica used Israeli companies in its campaigns’. 

Wall Street Journal, Byron Tau and Rebecca Ballhaus 

Updated May 23, 2018  

*** 

‘December 2016, Mr. Nader turned again to an internet company linked 

to Mr. Zamel - WhiteKnight, based in the Philippines - to purchase a 

presentation demonstrating the impact of social media campaigns on
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Mr. Trump’s electoral victory. After the inauguration, Mr. Zamel and 

Mr. Nader visited the White House, meeting with Mr. Kushner and Mr. 

Bannon. At that time, Mr. Nader was promoting a plan to use private 

contractors to carry out economic sabotage against Iran, he hoped it, 

might coerce it to permanently abandon its nuclear program. The plan 

included efforts to deter Western companies from investing in Iran and 

operations to sow mistrust among Iranian officials. He advocated the 

project, which he estimated would cost about $300 million, to US,  

Emirati and Saudi officials’. NY Times, 5-19-2018.  Mark Mazzetti, 

 Rone Bergman and David D. Kirkpatrick, (from p. 12 paraphrased). 

** * ** 

Checks for Defence 

$716 billion per year and that’s only what they know about! 

Reveal any corruption, they’ll put you in a psychiatric gulag in  

 Pennsylvania and throw away the key! They had the proof of 

tampering with testimony, planting people with false evidence! 

Protein synthesised weapons crippling y/our mind with FEARS! 

Tapping fibre optic signals, rerouting the servers, top secret NSA. 

Government retribution schemes against someone who wouldn’t 

Collaborate. Duplexing the identity of a jury member, concealing! 

Whatever happened to the Constitution, that Bill of Rights mate? 

Ask those in straight-jackets bouncing around in the rubber room.  

* 

Mind-Control-Minaret 

Attention, altering personalities, living inside them; fragments. 

 Another personality coming up; listen to your trauma handlers! 

Distracting the masses, enslavement to Lucifer’s Elite Matrix mix. 

What are your code words, triggers into your sub-conscious field? 

Which brand of brain-washing powder is rinsing your subliminals? 

Shot him with a heart attack Gun, her with a frozen toxic dart!
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Diabolical Side of Capitalism 

The people who profit from perpetual war need more enemies! 

Everything in the Universe they want to monetise, weaponise! 

Corporate political spinning to win over your hearts and minds. 

Retroactive immunity to service-providers doing their bidding. 

Repeated lies, lies upon lies until the lie is eventually believed 

It was all another invasion of y/our privacy and y/our country. 

Trying to get people to commit suicide, fabricating evidence;  

ask Manning, Assange, Snowden, all the other truth Sayers. 

Believing in the light while it is still there. 

* 

‘In the Devil They Trust’ 

Sociopathic, Psychopathic, Homocidal Maniacs, total Insanity. 

Welcome to Virtual Reality, Artificial Intelligence, 5G Inquisition! 

Clouds full of poisonous radiation, nanotoxins expelled into the air. 

A complicit media keeping silent, condemned to death, not to care.  

Chemically programming, Pain to destroy your body, mind and soul. 

Advanced Bio-Technologic development, Military, Industrial, Political,  

Pharmaceutical, Financial-complex sucking up Global energy, waging 

War on people, starving lives being destroyed by a secret, NWO cabal, 

Satanic congregation. Mad Oligarchs, Plutocrats, Kleptocrats, Royals, 

bangsters of mass Genocide. Schizophrenia on Religious, extremist 

scales, killing all our planetary species. Come to Invade, Conquer,  

rule, dominate, control, murder, enslave your family with impunity. 

Government legalised Torture, enhanced interrogation techniques,  

Extraordinary-rendition, broken every code of mankind; Absolutely no 

compassion, no feelings, mercy, empathy; slaughtering everything in its 

path for more Power! Tyrant dictator, criminal despots cut out your heart 

on their bloody, sacrificial altar to Lucifer. Unconsciousness ~ No Love
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Shattered mirrors 

Lifelong abuse by Satanists at the top of the Pyramid. 

Brain reprogramming centre for dehumanisation - 

making it easier to murder people, right NOW! 

The Truth will set us free, live it or die. 

Multi-personalities living inside them. 

What is dissociation for a Monarchy? 

Ask at the Beta sex kitten program. 

AFTER a MELTDOWN. 

* 

Loose Cannons Monitored by Satellites  

Phosphorous melted, dead bodies on the burnt ground.  

‘They live a great life but they’re not in touch with reality!’ 

‘Criteria, authorised the targeted killing of a human being’ 

NWO. Exorcism, Satanism, diabolical beliefs and Insanity. 

By grace of God, sold souls, reflections of our life choices. 

Forbidden to do Magic, fighting in between light and dark.  

Shining out. 

* 

Evoking the inter-dimensional genies 

Codes, Cyphers, Symbols, Spells and Mantras. 

Practising magicians, all about selling weapons! 

Demonologists in the Vatican, entities into reality. 

Revolutionising the corrupt thoughts of mankind. 

Manipulating Temporal power not Spiritual power. 

Masters of perception ~ Secrets of the Alchemists. 

  * 

Being Kinder * In Credible! 

‘Addicted to Power, Wealth, Greed, Control! 

Change by finding the light in ourselves ~ 

In our own wisdom, creativity and nature’ 

Protest against Holy-mob lynchings, India!
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In Union 

Working for the light 

“I love the good ol’ USA” 

“We are all under Mind-control” 

“Are we free?” “Are we on Air ~ or not?” 

Firing squad; Jesus arrested for Espionage! 

Without Fear ~ Freedom is to speak the truth. 

* 

Secret Society Deception 

Wizards, Exorcists, Grand Inquisitor’s mental-illness! 

Sexual black magic abused a mind-control sex slave. 

MK Ultra rainbows of child prostitution rings. Demonic- 

 ‘democratic’ senators equated with non-ordinary reality; 

not losing their budgets, keeps it ongoing; they’re still dead! 

Who said, Crime doesn’t pay? Does it? Google, Black Cube. 

You’ll never be forgiven, will you? Sociopaths’ Satanic Temple. 

“Who the Fuck are You!?” 

* 

Manchurian Candidates in Congress 

Covert wars for Mind-control, traumatising, XX stress. 

Triggers associations, flipping us to other altered states. 

Your handler knows what subconscious’ buttons to press. 

Feeding you opium-based psychedelics, and the rest doctor! 

Asks about the Monarch programme and their electric shocks! 

Nothing human is sacred to these psychopathic megalomaniacs. 

Using Micro-wave fields, alters brain frequencies and personalities. 

Remote viewing projecting the spiritual part out of the sensory body. 

Weaponising, Psyche-Intelligence for the fascists at mission control. 

How to enter Y/our Mind, altering behavioural science, their way! 

ESP. Paper-Clip, MK-Ultra-Delta-Mind-control technology, Prism, 

CIA. Centaur Rose, Stargate, Monarch, Mockingbird, Seaspray etc.  

The Anti-Christ genetic-engineering loop. Fire, the Messiah Missile! 

Material wars versus Spiritual beings ~ try some tactical make-up.
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Interbreeding Evolution 

‘Don’t be a victim of the Mind-control’ 

Objective to microchip and enslave You! 

No human rights, no democracy so can’t object to anything! 

The biggest illusion; Vatican and Zionists, Lucifer’s ensemble. 

Moving our consciousnesses into another part of the Universe. 

25920 the number of God, eu*genetics’ Doomsday scenario ~ 

The tablets of Enoch, Angels escaping to underground bases. 

How to come out of this Ignorance? Analogy as a reflection. 

Experiments where evil-man wants to play the Divine. 

Who’s controlling the metaphysics 

* 

Analogy not logic 

Book of Thebes, Egyptian illuminati, kabbalists, Neo-Zionists, 

CIA, MI6, P2, Mossad, intelligence services, Jesuit’s Vatican  

General, secret Societies worshipping, sacrificing for Lucifer! 

Black Pope’s prophecies, Knights of Malta, esoteric knowledge, 

opening inter-dimensional doors for entities to manifest on Earth. 

Jesus’ Holy Grail shining light on demonic beings. 

Where is the high priestess of Melchizedek? 

* 

Toxic Operation Indigo Skyfall to kill your third eye chakra 

Government-made Chemtrail Poisoning raining down on us! 

Attaching calcium, making a shell around your Pineal gland ~ 

Glysophates, nano-Aluminium, blocking y/our Psychic energy! 

Adding lead to water increases violence, who wants to do that? 

Fluoride in your H2O, toothpaste, gives you brain damage, why? 

GMO’s and Directed energy, mind-control weapons aimed at you. 

840 MHz field, natural resonating, frequency of the cranium, brain. 

Wanting to dumb down our Consciousness of us, to enslave us all! 

Psyche-Peace warriors radiating ~ Cosmic Crystal heart’s brilliance.
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Bon Shamanic 

Red caps of the Dalai Lama evoking entities in trance ~ 

Have you read the testament of Transcendental Magic? 

Scientists’ researching on possession and Mind-control. 

Freemasons, Rosicrucians, Opus dei, Knights Templars, 

Pharaonic Occultists, Neo-Nazis, fascists take advantage.  

Rituals evoking inhuman entities giving Terrestrial Powers. 

By the Order of Death ~ Bom Kali! 

* 

Astronomic, Psytronic, Toxic, Ballistic! 

The Cabal’s running riot round the World. Free to engage! 

“You can’t take our rights away Sherriff!” Hellfire missiles! 

‘They can’t do morality in Business. Can they Mr. Soros?’ 

Skinning the consumer alive, Welcome to good ol’ USA. 

Nano aluminium particulates, electro-magnetic charges. 

Beams seeding themselves, get off that crack habit… 

Destabilising foreign governments to bleed them dry. 

Welcome to the Empire of Lucifer, Mr. President! 

* 

Sacrificing Blood 

‘Clashing with our enemies in the convent! 

Who saw the Owl flying in Bohemian Grove? 

Evidence of the truth of the Demon on Earth. 

An Occultist, high priestess touching my soul. 

Who wants to go to Loveland?’ 

* 

Is it your Mind telling your Mind? 

Is there a reason today why everyone should not have enough water? 

What is wrong with people and their treatment of other living beings? 

Autocrazy, holy fuck, can this be really true? “I Love You Maman!” 

Knowing yourself to affect the world, makes sense dad. I Am All ~
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Sabotaging your Innocence 

Rigged, compromised, corrupt, faked, NWO. controlled Media, Mafia. 

Evil all the way ~ trying to follow the true example of Christ. 

Planting the seeds, foundation for the Angelic Empire. 

Being in Love with Pachamama, smiling inside ~ 

Perceiving, interpreting new Galactic reality. 

Ending the suffering of life on Earth. 

Truth will set us all Free 

* 

 Protect * Respect 

5G. Quantum Computers’ control of Mental slavery. 

‘Torture of the tick-tocking clock in the prison cell. 

What about the Vatican protecting paedophiles?  

In the heart of the enemy, believing in change ~ 

They tried to buy you, in a Libyan slave market! 

The Invisible masters being unholy puppeteers. 

Who wants inter-dimensional esoteric magic? 

Invoking, evoking, welcoming genies, entities. 

Ask Jesuits the way to the Galactic telescope. 

Controlling humanity with violence and greed. 

“Satanism and Cannibalism in Hollywood ~”  

Demons manipulating mass consciousness 

* 

Occult Mafia 

Who wants to fuck another Hollywood Producer? 

Who wants to deal with Mossad’s Black Cube? 

Welcome to the barbarity, evils from Babylon! 

Manipulating a planetary prison, for mankind. 

Making us microchip slaves to the machine. 

Dinosaurs imposing dystopia, panopticons. 

Technocrazy destroying our Mother Earth. 

Doing their bidding at the Pyramid’s apex. 

Take a deep breath ~ find a natural balance
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Immigration Warfare Pasta  

“Blacks arriving from the jungle ~ 

Fascists want the creation of more criminality!” 

Who craves Satan’s practices of voodoo rituals? 

Who is sponsoring this invasion of Islamic forces?  

Who marries children, ask cardinals, Imans, muftis! 

Civilisation and culture turning to Sharia law, inshallah! 

Mind-controlling us all; who is tolerating perverts for oil? 

Socially-engineering your mum, dad, brothers and sisters. 

Chain reaction, pro-human, pro-life freaking out the Globalists! 

Their hearts in the right place * learning how to feel 

* 

Nuclear Attack On Sale! 

“You’ve all been Weaponised!” 

Witnessing a banquet of sociopaths. 

What the owners of the country need… 

Lots of radiation, nothing to do, only fighting tensions ~ 

Bushwhackers, warmongers, slaughterers, scavengers. 

‘Protect your family now with a secure underground vault’ 

Providing almost absolute protection against Radiation Fallout! 

Wait out the apocalypse with family and friends, protecting you and your 

loved ones up to 900 years, if necessary. Five-foot-thick concrete walls, 

decorative wallpaper, TV; kitchen, themed rooms, clean air ventilation. 

Endorsed by the Office of Defence and Mobilisation; Sign up now’ 

  * 

SHANTI * RAYS 

“The measure of love is to love without measure.” ~ St. Augustine. 

Obviously, the sniper was on a tea break * Vive l'art * Vive l'empathie. 

Who would wrestle with an Angel and believe God had chosen them? 

Unreasonable, doubtful, anxious, wary, suspicious, fearful, mistrust! 

‘Once I realised you have all things inside you, love and hate, then you 

can use love to get rid of hate’. Crystal clarity not obsessive subversion. 

VIVE PEACE NOT WAR - STOP ALL CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY!
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Om Pachamama 

Fracking, reaming out her insides and we stare! 

Moon stars or monsters glowing in her hair ~ 

Mother Nature is our heritage for all to share. 

Start to think about it and feel, begin to care. 

The World is full of insane destruction, why? 

We are the people who poisoned the sky! 

We bled her dry, there’s no time to cry. 

STOP these lunatics once and for all 

There’s no humanity in their heart ~ 

Sadists enraged, violence uncaged.  

Betrayers, flogging the enslaved! 

Time for a Conscious Revolution. 

* 

Marquis de Sade ~ ‘Les prospérités du vice’ 

‘How delightful are the pleasures of the imagination ~  

In those delectable moments, the whole world is ours;  

Not a single creature resists us, we devastate the world,  

we repopulate it with new objects which in turn, we immolate. 

The means to every crime  is ours, and we employ them all,  

we multiply the horror a millionfold’. Time to be Conscious ~ 

Now what did the unholy, oligarchic, Balfour Declaration say? 

Approved by the 1926 Imperial Conference of the British Empire. 

That’s a good beginning, ruling by cruelty, abuse and subjugation! 

‘The declaration of sympathy with Jewish Zionist aspirations ~  

His Majesty’s Government view with favour the establishment in 

Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people, and will use 

their best endeavors to facilitate the achievement of this object,  

‘it being clearly understood that nothing shall be done which 

 may prejudice the civil and religious rights of existing  

non-Jewish communities in Palestine’. 

Think about the suffering of human beings that enactment has caused! 

Let’s try, offer PEACE a chance brother ~ Time for Conscious Evolution 
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‘Evil-Lite’ 

‘Being human is fantastic, don’t be a fucking mental lizard of horrors!’ 

Tuning frequencies ~ becoming desensitised, becoming fully sanitised! 

'when you murder children you are Psychopathically insane’. God. 

‘If you bury your children, there’s something wrong in the world; Totally 

wrong!’ The hypeocrazyness in the VR. AI. world by arrogant paranoid, 

Authorities, is unbelievable! ‘Bayer’s our new enemy numero-uno, now 

bought Monsanto’, deleteing its unholy name, so no one will ever know; 

 it’s the Devil himself, incarnated. Cancer in the rye, wars for our souls. 

 Knowledge is a Power Ray. Shine it in the light. 

 Love is Love, Pain is Pain ~ making it happen! 

* 

Phantasmagorical Philocalist 

Literally means, ‘lover of beauty’ (Greek roots, phil- + kalos). 

The destruction of primal forests for the exploitation of Palm oil 

by psychopathic elites, who only dream of profits, power, control. 

Sadists completely demented, yet it carries on & on, again & again! 

 A sequence of real or imaginary images, like those seen in dream?  

 Twenty signs that you’re in Love with a coke whore, Narcissist! 

* 

A Bigger Plan, freedomwatchusa.org 

NSA-DEA-DOD-FBI-CIA-EPA-NOAA-DHS-IRS-DOJ-NWS-DNC. 

Who’s investigating the Clinton Foundation’s HIV. AIDS Initiative, 

Illegal, violation of their charter? Who’s investigating Chemtrails, GMO. 

Monsanto, slush funds to win the election for the Presidential Palace. 

Clinically insane, welcome to the megalomaniac, Kleptocratic hotel, 

where Police power is given more importance than civil liberties! 

Persecution to frighten you; unholy sadists enjoying your fears, 

seeing that they can exploit you to death in a deep martial state. 

Calls for a generational revolution of hearts not a mental coup 

by inhuman, paranoid, Narcisisstic, greedy, schizoid androids
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Blessed Leit*motif 

“Am I, really dying, expiring, transcending ~ here now?”  

“God, Titans and Angels told me to tell you” 

Whipped for simply bearing her breasts ~  

how to find the divine human spirit? 

Entering the Theatre of the Absurd.  

A dream; trying to better their lives ~ 

Not dark corruption up to their necks! 

Someone who was insane, in power. 

Participating not just taking from them. 

Incredible Trust, exploring our great future. 

“Love moving forward not going backwards” 

Ask Chavez, for a Mango Bonito… 

* 

#VR * Desperate Despotbot 

 Simulation, Civilisation, Subjugation, Project-Protect. 

Breaking the chains of y/our own mental-mind-sets. 

Here’s the miracle of birth, life ~ the miracle of death. 

Hallo magical, Cosmic Unicorns * Free Loving Spirit 

* 

Illegal Drone Attack! 

Words of mass deception, the same ventriloquist. 

Pulling the strings, smokescreens, cove-up! 

 The Government to stay out of your affairs. 

Metadata used for targetting, killing people! 

The United Slaughterers Association 

Congloerates building their Empires 

Addicted to money, Power and greed 

Not to Humanity, equal rights, why? 

Stella Wind metadata, spying on US. 

domestic people with no oversight! 

No checks and balances as GCHQ. 

Collaborative Conspiracy
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He got crushed! 

Unity of Love and Peace 

Saying it with a dry heart. 

Mass Consciousness chipped 

The Congress of the Politburo. 

Scammers’ unfettered immorality. 

Collateral Peace, all they are saying 

Is no fucking chance, Like it not… 

Still breathing but they’re dead inside! 

Dark Corporate capitalism, Imperialism, seizing power. 

Who’s defending the rights of those unjustly accused? 

The Macinery of State Terrorism, Pennsylvania avenue. 

Rascist, violent, fascist, despotic, a tyrannical syndicate. 

* 

I can do it, so I will 

Serving their Agenda, a law only unto themselves. 

Entities operating outside human sight, 7 senses ~ 

Through symbolism is an open gateway to access our 

Subliminal-conscious reality, without even knowing it! 

Going into your mind without you being aware of it ~ 

Controversy over 5G. Soros’ ballot counting machines. 

Occult aspect, distracted by confusion and disorder. 

Who’s noticing any psuedo, fake, irreal anomalies? 

* 

Expressing A Perfect Picture 

The Reality he’s searching for… 

Focusing, meeting, Conscious choice. 

Deep-Psyche Cinderella stories! 

Keep it simple, “he’s a nice man” 

Uncovering the Truth, finding myself 

As an Artist, being generous ~ 

People smiling in the street
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Subconscious social programming 

Summit is the most powerful super computer, from where? 

Operating collider complexes, analysing neutrino data…. 

“Everything is a rich man’s fuck up!” Meet Psycho-slaver! 

“We protect” “What about my sister?” “You have my word” 

Blood is thicker than water and oil. Extinquishing oneself. 

No one’s talkin’ about the mass murder of the Pentagon! 

Slaughtering innocent people, isn’t that against the law? 

None of the wealthy give a red cent for Peace, obviously! 

Uprising of the victims of Global Corporate capitalism! 

Money talks, a Government of special interests only.  

Whatever happened to trancedelic, Peace and Love? 

Run by the Military Industrial Congressional Complex. 

Have a back-up plan, Yours Truly. 

* 

In the Belly of the Beast 

How far do you think you can run in high heels? 

What about the counter intelligence top secret cover up? 

Secrecy has become weaponised, Constitution destroyed. 

The Government breaks the law with impunity, like sadists. 

Bullets have value with the collapse of the grid; Apocalypse! 

Deep state ruled by the Devil, what other explanation is there? 

CIA, Vatican, Zionists, Fascists, Terrorists, Exorcists, all insane. 

Abuse of Power, Criminal syndicates; weaponised Conspirators! 

Where is the 28 page senate intelligence committee, 911 report?  

Redacted the truth so what do you have, only an oligarchy? 

* 

Patriotism-Take it Away! 

Coming out of his shell, deprogramming. 

Not with AI. Gods in a post-human world. 

Government sex traffiking, Minds wide shut. 

Space XXX, let’s not get into eugenics brother. 

Live Global transmission, Go with PRO-HUMAN
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The US. led Invasion with its pathetic minions. 

Condoning slavery, exploitation, destroying nature. 

Congress bribed by MIC. lobbyists, look at the reality. 

War everywhere, secret FISA courts, money laundering, 

Off-shore tax accounts, cocaine for guns, destabilising ~ 

Governments to expropriate their resources for profit! 

Wall St, IMF. World Central banks, BIS, financial power. 

CFR. supporting diabolical Saudi Arabian despots for oil. 

Deep state controls it all, the judiciary, President, elections. 

Extraordinary rendition, can torture people with no recourse. 

Ask Assange about the atrocities inflicted, collateral damage! 

 Ask Edward Snowden about Prism, spying on You too! 

And these truthsayers became the criminals, how insane! 

Yet these maniacs escape scrutiny and get no blame. 

FFS. too big to Fail when they should all be in Jail! 

* 

Building their International crime syndicate 

Sold-off secrets to the Chinese, Uranium to the Russians, 

Guns to the Contras, Cocaine to the folks in LA; and ISIS!!! 

You can’t begin to imagine this diabolical insanity, Mr. Soros! 

Supporting the demons in Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Israel, the lot! 

Destabilizing governments trying to improve their own people’s 

lives, by arming the fascists and militaries to despise and murder. 

Then they come to pillage and plunder in the name of democracy ~. 

Propaganda, Corporate lobbyists, media control, political corruption, 

blackmail. Murder, money-laundering, psychopathic, mad, black-Ops. 

They’re up to it all with Quantum systems to make Hitler, Nixon, Bush, 

seeming like unsophisticated imbeciles. What happened to Congress? 

The war criminals, Oligarchs, Royalists have been doing this for eons ~ 

Slavery, imperialism, genocide, coke, exploitation and yet they are free! 

“I have a conscience”
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Breaking Eggs * Making Omlettes * Breaking Egos 

“That time I had spilled so much blood at the sacrifice. 

Wanting to hang his severed head on the wall. 

Becoming a monster on the dark side of time”. 

“The dead don’t move, there are no zombies!”  

Angel fish are losing their sense of smell ~ 

Taking over your soul by remote hacking. 

“We aren’t afraid of all these assassins!” 

“We’re fellow travellers; where we goin?”  

 * 

‘Humans Are Flawed’ 

Summit, Super*computer, Quantum*Colliders, neutrinos. 

Check out CERN and Sanford, Fermielab, South Dakota. 

Particle accelerators Interfacing with humans; singularity ~ 

What’s happening at the NSA. code school. Monterrey, CA? 

In my opinion, they’re the biggest enemies of the Truth, of you  

and me and our family, their monster monolith, a strange Angel. 

SIGSALY, Tyler, Texas top secret communication, cryptography. 

Turning to Hitler worship 2018, Octogon secret Reich, Government. 

Neo- Nazi Gestapo Botnetworks are trolling you, with no oversight! 

STOP the SACRIFICES 

* 

The Mancurian Congress 

Covert, diabolical, war for Mind-control, putting You in their Matrix mix! 

Pepper bombing across the ether, landing Hellfire missiles on your high 

school. Speaking, hearing a frequency info-field vibrated into existence. 

My vocal chords decoding it through my senses, to my brain, turning it ~ 

into language, spells, signs symbols visuals effecting my subconscious; 

what do you want Master? And I don’t even know it’s happening, they’re 

pushing my buttons for them! People you trusted, politicians, teachers, 

lawyers, doctors, bankers, priests are literally trying to fuck you and 

they’re succeeding; better wake up mate! Thankfully there are still  

those who have a heart ~ human feelings and love for all in nature
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Master, Mistress of the Spice 

GCHQ*Fake narratives, MK. Ultra-Complicity. 

'Shot them all, dead in Canary Wharf' E. London. 

One man's Terrorist is another man's Stunt actor. 

Emptied the bullion vaults, all the rest is a sideshow! 

It looks grim because they should all be f…king arrested. 

Ask how the Mossad knew about it in advance? "It's a plane!" 

Remotely controlled, transmuting into exploding Thermite dust. 

Consulting Mossad’s Black Cube, Octogon, Templars’ recipe book. 

* 

Gives me the willies 

Nobody really can know the past or future only the here and now. 

They were selling people for over 200 years, it makes an imprint, mum. 

Happy there's no bombs going off or people coming around to kill ‘em! 

All my life I've tried to stay away from trouble... 

Being proper fucked is a good feelin' sometimes. 

The Mind can't conceive of something FORMLESS 

Eternal space is NOTHINGNESS as there is No Object, 

to fill in the gaps between 'My' thoughts with 'Mine' Thing. 

Realising that Universal Intelligence is in each of our cells. 

The Subject is beyond the Ego's self-seeking Mind-Objective. 

There is nothing to hold onto, no ‘Me’, possession, attachment. 

You are flowing in the Consciousness’ stream which is truly You 

* 

In your Plastic Soya Flakes 

Barium and aluminum salts, polymer fibers, thorium, or silicon carbide. 

There’s not enough machine guns to kill ‘em all, think of something else 

Need an Alien, entity dictionary and schematics to Cloud Architecture. 

Who’s got their invitation to a Demonic party? Having a good blast… 

Psymates, got mine on the Dark web, decrypting a six key cypher. 

Spybots following you round the internet looking for pizza eating 

Satanists. Pagan witch, she practiced magic when he met her.
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Full Specrtrum * Drama Reality 

Locked him, her, up in a Mental Institution; Off Air. 

Full Power, he stood up, he had everything to gain. 

Synched-up, they have the keys to the Apple, VR. Orchard. 

Shown proof of the child traffiking, nightmares, broken down. 

“I’m a target, please pray for me folks” Don’t leave me cherie! 

What about my Awakening, so happy out of Psych-prison. 

Bring out the Final cut ~ let’s work together for the Truth 

* 

Tentacles Riding off into the Sunset 

‘Their contract is up, making a ritualistic offering! 

How many people you know who self-suicided? 

A call for an uprising, coming in threes, psy-ops. 

Decided to check out and leave, very sick people. 

A lot of things to live for, I’m not jumping off a cliff. 

Tweeting about Dr. Kissinger as a #1 War criminal! 

Dying in the saddle in Cambodia, keeping positive ~ 

Who’s manipulating the narrative as their successor? 

Who cut the beating heart out of a Cobra! Yam,Yam. 

Ritualistic cannibalism, hanging by a red scarf ~ 

threads wrapped around a Black Cube’. 

* 

They’re All Demented Demons 

‘A high ranking witch, she’s never going to jail! 

A left >:< right paradigm in your owl pocketbook. 

Shoes with a devil’s tail, wearing a mouse’s mask. 

A young girl with a masonic popsicle in her mouth! 

Shirts with all seeing eyes and inside the Pyramid. 

Vampires, cannibals, exorcists and warmongers. 

Don’t fall for it, they’re not draining the swamps. 

He knew a lot of secrets, had a lot of enemies. 

Binary signs of an unconscience from Hell’.  

A hostile takeover ~ stay in transcendence!
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Living in an Amazing Dream World. 

Calling for a new Renaissance, fighting for the real truth. 

Black people out of racist Prisons; Global depopulation! 

Who’s been funding these maniacs, ISIS and Al Qaeda? 

He knew secret things that they didn’t want you to know. 

Still being brainwashed, welcommen to Neo-Nazi’s USA! 

He still had a little bit of humanity left, self-suicided him! 

World Government, A I; we’ve been taken over darling. 

All he really wanted was Peace and Love ~ 

* 

Non-Interested Mental Movement 

Everything lives in the Present ~ 

Yoni masseuse, the grace to impart.  

Healing just coming through me.... 

Not looking, the undoing, the being 

Karma knots, concepts blocking energy. 

Expect Nothing, everything is good. 

And enjoy the Unexpected 

* 

Indoctrination of a Real Christian 

You believe Jesus is our Lord and Saviour right?  

Wearing a crown of thorns; crucifying me again! 

Doing the 666 stretch pose, good for my back! 

The all seeing eyes drawn on her forehead. 

Here she is doing the Serpent’s tongue. 

You can’t make it up, witch’s Occult Art. 

Having a milk bath, something fishy  

holding upside-down Pentagrams.  

People surrounded by death ~ 

The trap worshipping Lucifer. 

Their armies are growing
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I wonder… 

‘Everything’s a revolution for machines not humans!’ 

The future’s here now it’s just not equally distributed! 

What have we gained by inflicting all this cruelty? 

These animals have never known freedom or love. 

I know what that means; suffering loneliness in life. 

May they be Free from the Fear of being factory farmed, 

made a spectacle of in a zoo, or an experiment in a prison. 

Encaged pigs farmed for money, kept in barbaric conditions! 

Plastic still being made when it’s destroying our environment; 

natural hemp exists as an alternative; why? It’s insane, criminal! 

Who is responsible and how do they keep getting away with this? 

How can anyone take a life like this in front of y/our eyes? Wrong! 

‘This is their first time seeing the Sun after living thirty years in a lab. 

A Tiger’s first swim after being freed from the Circus, entertainment. 

He’s never touched grass, felt it before; never living in a cage again. 

Now that they’ve tasted freedom they’ll never look back ~ Inshallah 

* 

Suicide, Boom, move on! 

‘He wanted Peace, Love, now he’s dead’. Main media’s lying. 

A World Government, AI. takeover, stopping human progress ~ 

How they plan to get rid of Lifeforms, we gotta struggle against it! 

Metaphysically synched up, unlocking the secrets of the Universe.  

Someone with horns wants to steal the future and it’s not a Unicorn 

* 

Our Amazonia 

On fire, burning trees, burnings books, women, babies! 

A disaster woken up from Hell, like it or not, life is life ~ 

Is it you, who is responsible for such unconsciousness? 

Who has the Power to allow this to happen, to gain what? 

Ask yourself, what you going to fuckin’ do about it, Bolsonaro?
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Long before we invented fire 

Law of nature ~ ‘Where there is sweetness, there are ants’  

This Program called Nature, symbiosis, actually is creating us ~ 

Why should you be happy, don’t you feel guilty, any remorse? 

Unaware, “I could breathe, fresh Cosmic oxygen” Life force... 

Psycho Active, Trance Central, rising up like a Phoenix! 

Surrounded by people who didn’t resonate with me ~ 

A crazy chief, I have to hold my breath and anger. 

“Sir, permission to speak freely?” “I need a holiday!” 

Underwater toxins, Nuclear waste sites by the sea. 

 Shooting straight up through the sky. 

 

No Accident 

Hundreds of thousands of sea turtles are accidently caught each 

year by hooks and fishing nets; that’s more collateral damage!!!!!!  

We’ve dropped bombs, innocent people died. That’s a War crime! 

Minds still shut, dreaming; Wake up! A man who has gone insane. 

We are, electro-biological, energy centres, up and down your spine. 

Heart-beating chakras; AI. geoengineering no resistance to despots. 

Tyrannical, technolgical inhuman oligarchs determine every thought. 

‘Agenda 21, eugenics, genetics, virtual reality, deep state criminals, 

shadow cabals They’re all on their way to destroying the World, air 

oceans, Earth, animals, cultures. Blocking connections to our higher 

Spiritual self; look around, ask WTF? My Mind’s telling me it’s reality! 

Why this genocide, this bombing, this poverty; demonic government- 

 action and they are getting away with it, becoming richer, It’s hard to 

believe but true. Why we spend all the wealth on a Military Industrial - 

Complex, who make DEATH, Horror, suffering, devastion destruction, 

instead of Peace and Happiness? Who sprays your body- mind- spirit; 

what do you want for y/our family, children, grandchildren?
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FREE BREAD – SELFLESS 

De-eroticised woman; we feel for her, new masking of a biorobot. 

Rainbows of endless possibilities; sacrifices on an Industrial level. 

Healing paedophiles, cutting off the blood supply to the Machine ~ 

making platforms where devils exist, creating all the evil in the world. 

“There is no pain like a wo/man with no compassion, getting to the root 

of a Babylonian cult of black Magic where evil can physically manifest. 

Dissociation, schizophrenic illusions, It’s all us, our own Universal light. 

Fighting against sorcery of witches; women can give birth to everything. 

Powered by mass-misery, negativity, who wants us to be suffering? 

Your country united in national mourning Rabbi, ubiquitously? Shalom!  

Whaling women in grief and pain creating the culture that we’re living in. 

 The Sun is righteousness not this God of viscious, immoral Empires. 

* 

No Geneva Convention or Human Rights! 

Being human is great, understanding life’s amazing potential ~  

Sociopath spectrum not feeling anything, anymore for anyone! 

“Do you know what Boko Haram do to torture girls? 

They’re sold as slaves then raped, lives’ destroyed” 

“You’ll feel better once you’ve killed something mate” 

“Ride that darkness my man, that’s how you are.” 

* 

The term ‘Boko Haram’ comes from the Hausa word ‘boko’  meaning  

Animist, western or other non-Islamic education; ‘haram’ Arabic word 

figuratively  meaning ‘sin’ (literal, ‘forbidden’). They follow Sunni Islam. 

  * 

Love flowers * in your hair 

Un vrai cadeau, have an amazing day*each instant * once in a lifetime ~ 

If we don't have a sense of Trust at least in ourselves what do we have? 

Your value’s not decreased due to someone’s inability to see your worth  

only if that someone is oneself * Om Shanti Om* Shanta Ray
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Empire of Dark Magic is not a 3rd Dimensional Gateway Mr Sassoon 

They’re delighted being back in Babylon. Who made the Opium trade? 

The facts speak louder than words, dead bodies rotting on the ground!  

‘#Illumine in hebrew means hidden, ask their chief Rabbi of Bagdad’ 

Cymatics, reciting how sound impacts on our World and its Forms ~ 

Spirituality is Occult, is the Talmud or Torah of real consciousness? 

Babies plugged in as batteries on the West-Bank of no-man’s-land. 

Unreality is introduced to Creation, don’t ask any Hollywood moguls!  

They were killed by camouflaged snipers on their way to kindergarten. 

It’s an Open secret in Jerusalem; ‘Or, is light in the semitic languages’ 

Neo-Nazi experiments creating dumbed-down, worker-beebot-clones,  

virtual reality, 5G. all eyes are on you; androids, remote-control drones 

No taking-over from the beekeepers on this Human-Animal Farm, 2024 

Satanic Scions don’t want us connecting to our higher spiritual selves ~ 

keeping us all in Fear. Don’t want Astrophysical phenomena ~ bending 

time at your stargate portal. Want to keep you in an inhuman state aka. 

Palestinian concentration camps while they invest in, invent algorithms 

in silicon valley and artificial-irreality in their inhuman, crypto-Palantirs, 

Palaces of Riyadh, killing-off our nature. Where is consciousness?  

* 

Light on Conspiracies 

Who’s monitoring any evil vibes in our indigo chakra’s frequency? 

Aluminium particiulates, toxic patterns around our Pineal’s 3rd eye ~ 

This Real International neo-Nazi cabal of Taliban, bankers, oligarchs. 

Enslaving the world, Agenda 21 of Gysophate, fluoride and chemtrails. 

Monstrous devils, Monsanto now Bayer, Cross-fertilising, killing wheat. 

We will become their slaves, realise why they want to control everything 

Combining synergies to detoxify this geoengineering of meglomaniacs ~  

Whatever happened to the one God of good, mercy, and compassion? 

Where is violet love’s frequency not another pogrom of child sacrifices?
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Trippy Man 

Stepping outside linear time, into black space, wormholes ~ 

Our Pineal field’s higher geometric pattern of Consciousness. 

Earth air fire water ether; glysophate, fluroide, toxic chemtrails! 

‘Police line-Do not cross’, who’s poisoning the Planet? Don’t ask! 

They don’t want you connecting the two hemispheres of your brain. 

Keeps us in mental-prison; no serotonin, melotonin, DMT. for Free ~ 

Building a calcium shell around your 3rd eye ask a meditation master. 

Who benefits from unconsciousness being anti-human and unnatural? 

The ones wanting Control, the world for them and their sociopath-cabal 

‘Top 6 people have same wealth as bottom 50% of Earth’s ~ 3.5 billion’ 

Their secret fascist networks, Bilderbergers, Illuminati, Jesuits, Zionists, 

Council of Foreign-Relations, MIC NSA CIA. used as Devil worshippers.  

Why do they have No FEELING, empathy for the suffering of humanity? 

No humility, Oligarchs, Kleptocrats, Monarchists, Dictators, Autocrats, 

Plutocrats, Sociopaths.These Neo-Global cabals, despots work together 

as conglomerates to maintain their hegemony, power, money, privilege 

as they already have so much, but their egos are addicted to greed. 

The world’s richest families have $billions, the poorest billions have 

nothing to live on! They exploit everything through their capitalist- 

imperialist mentality, yet they want to enslave us all too. They want to 

control who lives and dies, how the whole planet is expropriated from 

our natural heritage. Time to wake up and have a Conscious revolution  

They’ll employ their Psychopathic energy-weapons of mass destruction! 

What sort of reality do you wish to live in as a dhamma human being 

with a consciousness of unconditional love and peace? 

We have free will, choice, we have social awareness ~ 

a feeling heart, Cosmic Spirit, compassion for LIFE
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Spreading the Love 

“I wish they’d nuke them; those North Koreans, I really do!” 

No one in their right mind would do it but these nutters just  

want to cause trouble!” What’s Zionism for new Capitalism? 

“What can you do about it? Nothing, It’s just a commercial!” 

Divides and conquers. Women ski one side, men the other 

* 

Enforcing the Human Rights of Girls 

‘Bride kidnapping, also known as marriage by abduction or marriage by 

capture, is a practice in which a man abducts the woman he wishes  

to marry. Bride kidnapping has been practiced around the world and 

throughout history. It continues to occur in countries in Central Asia, 

Caucasus region, and parts of Africa, and among peoples as diverse 

as the Hmong in Southeast Asia, the Tzeltal in Mexico, Despite its 

illegality, in many primarily rural areas, bride kidnapping, known as ala 

kachuu (to take and flee), is an accepted, common way of taking a wife. 

Approximately half of all Kyrgyz marriages include bride kidnapping, of 

those kidnappings, two thirds are non-consensual. Research by NGO’s 

give estimates from a low of 40% to between 68 and 75 percent of all 

marriages in Kyrgyzstan involved bride kidnapping’.   Wikipedia. 

* 

Freedom, with no strings Factored into the Pricing-Profit 

The horrors of ignorant, violent, inhuman people, with some power 

“Burning with the holy fire of vengeance ~ ‘As Saalam Alaikum’ 

“Your girls were raped, defiled, tortured by Boko Haram men!” 

“Don’t panic or lose touch ~ focus on your breathing” 

“Deal with your fears, focus on the here and now. 

The bloody swords of a Prophet. Hellfire missiles, 

of the crusader; racism, fascism at a Temple’s wall. 

“Isn’t ‘war’ beautiful boys,” send ‘em Patriots; Shalom! 

Shazam ~ how about praying for ‘Al-truism Alaikum!’
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“You couldn’t make this up!” 

Demonics, “Accidents do happen, even to Princesses!” 

The Queen’s been on the blower; “come back home!” 

‘We don’t know we’re born’ ~ ‘Can’t take it with you mate’ 

Gotta embrace Life ~ not self-destructive, suicidal genes. 

Whatever makes you happy! 

“I never give a fuck Baba” 

Live and learn 

* 

Pacifists’ Ocean ~ the Coral is dying! 

‘Crime doesn’t pay’, who the fuck wrote that? 

Meditating to keep narcissistic vampires out! 

Angel spirit ~ five ways to take care of yourself 

as an empath ~ Open, absorbing other’s energy! 

Feeling toxic, draining, feeling stressed to the max. 

“I can help you!” Unsetting human boundaries ~ 

Why do you want to capture, control nature? 

It’s Free for us all ~ let it be 

* 

Lee Jun-fan’s Green Hornet 

“Do not pray for an easy life, pray for the strength  

to endure a difficult one.” “So wake the fuck up!”  

One inch punch, not a stunt; get your nunchakus! 

Real super-hero, one of Wing-chun’s greatest ~  

Heart’s in the right place ~ enters the dragon. 

A Kung fu Master, teaching regardless of race,  

made him some bad enemies, died in his sleep 

aged 32, from taking painkillers for a headache! 

‘Sooner or later the man who wins, is the man 

who thinks he can’ Full respect Mr. Bruce Lee
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Global Horrors 

The Koran is screaming for mercy. Why? 

Commanding a high price for virgin slaves! 

How enlightened in the 21st century on Earth! 

Crossed all the red lines, turned into rivers of blood 

Insane, ‘collateral murder’, torture, inhumanity ordained! 

What do you call a blood thirsty monster, infidel? 

“Salam, be strong and pray together brother” 

* 

“Living my life like a son of a gun!” 

Snipers for a Crypto Military Security Complex. 

“Kidnapping schoolchildren is one of their MO’s!” 

Heard screaming from your neighbour’s burning village. 

What to do; these massive Deep State weapons’ budgets? 

No one’s investigating the crimes of insane, covert agencies. 

The bribes are great; pass the ammunition and praise the Lord! 

“Which state wants to lose a Military base contract, Mr. Senator?” 

“Easier profiteering from weapons than producing something useful” 

Pentagram-masters of your fate, send in the reaper drones, Benny! 

Covering their tracks, erasing everything, DELETING all their crimes. 

Human Resources recruiting people with a total lack conscience. 

* 

Bandits all around 

Your life’s cheap, worthless, their slave, being only a beast of burden. 

Green Planet, of hot house gases, acidic Oceans, engineering reversed 

Mind imagining too much; that you sacrificed yourself for a better world! 

‘After 23 school shootings in 2018, we’ve finally outlawed (potential for a  

micro EMdart blowgun) plastic straws!’ Tell me if I’m becoming paranoid
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Hanging In Tehran > Shock, Awe, Horror, Terror! 

Ok, I deserved it? “You have my head but not my faith” 

‘Made many Christians by burning them with Kerosene’ 

“In-Tolerance, everybody’s releasing from their Karma!” 

Ok, I desired it; fallingl on an Emperor’s Peacock throne ~ 

Reactions from the past, going to come back to haunt me! 

From Saturn’s diabolic, green reapers, making the Rules  

with ignorant, painful vengeance, until Transcendence… 

“The wise don’t lament for the alive or dead” 

Dropped the Obsidian swords ~ 

for loved up female frequency 

* 

No more ~ Coincidentals 

“Drugs and Imprisonment in US; the perfect way  

to Control People” (As well as everything else!). 

“Give them what they want”, betting my life on it. 

Staying on FEMA Reservations; giving them just 

enough to kill themselves. “TB. Blankets for 

your Teepee?” No Sociopathic self respect! 

Stage managed Capitalism, Free Competition. 

Government monopoly, Kontrols them all. 

Creates a Gap for negativity and greed, 

jealousy, egoism, racism, separation. 

‘Psychology’ for coercing our society, 

give it out ~ Getting more Authority! 

Delusional, making them believe in it. 

Having no Control! No Empowerment ~ 

Take your daily, double dose of Vicaden. 

Get rid of your depression, try a Happy Pill. 

Opoid addicted by a white man, in a white suit!
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Orange Clock worker 

White sugar is hell for your pancreas, 

try some pink Himalayan salt crystals. 

Thinking critically between the linings... 

How can they justify all that Suffering? 

Cambodia's curse, where's brother No 1? 

He was a history teacher before he became a psychopath. 

All from the same intellectual prep-school for maniacs. 

Embryonic matter full of stem cells in my soup. 

There's enough money to pay everyone to live. 

* 

The sun of our heart 

A touchdown, ‘bound is describable, unbound is indescribable’.  

This is one struggle too many, in this seemingly ignorant Corrupt, 

‘Bakshish Rules’ office they call the world, but as you know so well  

from your writing, photos, travels and experiences that there are so 

 many other realms and to maintain the highest conscious, not to be 

 attached to the suffering caused by these crazy, Tyrants in Power! 

‘One more small step to prove, yes you are truly a real human ~ 

* 

Psycho-owner-operators of the Asylum, ask Krishnamurti 

Where is the invisible man or woman or elemental, angelic ones  

when you need them? Have you looked in the Paradise Papers? 

This is but one example, where are those with the responsibility 

and authority to expose and bring to Justice those criminals  

perpetrating violence and horrors against innocent people  

and nature, obviously, they do not exist! A bunch of mad,  

conquering, tyrannical despots on the rampage again! 

‘Resolution*Revolution, no minimum wage offshore!’ 

Evolution is embracing Love, not Sociopaths. 

Tendencies of empathies ~ try your best
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Sunshine Trips * Bless Blissful 

Spree of War, hail of bullets! “This is Johnnie’s severed head!” 

“These ubiquitous terrorists still haven’t left the building yet” 

Empire Sociopath Vibe, PSY-OPS, raising its Ugly head. 

Invasion of your Privacy; Willkommen meine Freundin. 

 “How much blood have they got on their hands?” 

All in their Uniforms, holding M16’s… a Live Feed. 

Shooting at the Star constellation of Totalitarianism. 

“Let’s go to the Glowworm Grotto darling” 

Bring the secret in the heart of inner Love. 

* 

 Omazing * Congress 

CREATING MAN WITHOUT HUMANITY 

“If you want to become a Fearless traveller...” 

‘Be all that you can be...’ what is it? An Artificial Lake. 

Hot and cold, no more monkey on the tree, forget it... 

Sexy woman with a razor wire tattoo round her thigh… 

Going inside Shambala * dhamma deep down to my roots 

Fit women on bikes, do they have the right of way?  

Not really the right, dogs lying in the middle of the road. 

They dreamed it in ~ the Pool is not Full 

* 

Self-Possessed- Greedy Social Crimes 

How many Palaces do you need? Try organic permaculture! 

They’re all tellin’ yu one thing and doing another, brother! 

Devising a Punitive tax system while yours is offshore PM! 

Free speech, maybe you can but who does? All Insiders… 

Who is giving and taking, sharing in the energetic vibe? 

Feeling a lingam’s penetration ~ how much for a kiss?
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His last Act  

‘Hari Kiri Insurance’ signing on the dotted line…. 

Honour for his family, making the final sacrifice! 

Crazy mentality, desperate in Ginza.... 

Outside a noodle shop...  Broken 

SMASHED INTO A MILLION PIECES 

It’s a casino; no one wins in a casino... 

You can’t say No, took too much, greed. 

Public Indecency, being prosecuted... for ‘Exposure.’ 

Chasing a naked young hippy Geisha in Tokyo with tattoos  

on her legs, a jewel in her cliterol ring * glittering in her lips. 

* 

Lucifer’s Cream 

Reality TV shows; You can’t make this up but we do, always. 

And when civilians were ‘accidently’ blown to smithereens! 

 “Take us straight to Mossad Headquarters, in Jerusalem!” 

Chelsea Manning, Wikileaks exposing their blood thirst! 

“I don’t want ‘collateral murder’ as my cause of death!” 

On a tombstone; Be Free or Die; Shalom, Salam, Om 

* 

Shukriya * Born a Slave * Inshallah! 

Not officially abolished in Morocco. 

Slave married a Slave, “No, I do?” 

They are scholars from Timbuktu. 

Committed to the begging bowl ~ 

One camel can feed 300 at a party.  

Nature coming into your Mind-fields ~ 

What is this karmic embedded Id*entity? 

Lost my Memory ~ kept an insight of reality.
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Mars’ Slaughter on Murderous Bedlam! 

‘Your hull’s all that’s between you and the deep blue sea’ 

Prime Minister of a State of National Insanity, Insecurity. 

“Air Force One just landed at Dead land base in Israel” 

Psychosis being preoccupied with the Chief Inquisitor! 

Saluting the Psychopathic, King Herod’s hybrid; tyrants 

at your front gate, swords ready for the next massacre! 

The Power at the Top is really where It doesn’t belong! 

Free Flowing ~ cutting off the snake’s head of Lucifer! 

These sociopaths do not have spirit*wisdom of Krishna. 

What is a revolution? 

* 

POD SWITCH * NO REMORSE * CAN’T BEAT THAT! 

Beautiful Vibe, how are you growing in Intuition Delphine? 

Following stepping stones, tones of Emoto’s liquid crystals 

across the pink Lotus pond of Ten Thousand Opening Petals ~ 

Is there such a thing as legal, Holy War? Only if you serve Mammon! 

‘Your Program is on Normal for You, to someone else it’s Not Normal’. 

Red Cloud watching black clouds pass overhead, along the Peace river 

Sociopathy means you can deny; allow the slaughter of all Innocents.  

Ego-syntonically, your feelings only support your own survival needs! 

* 

Arabian Satyrs dangling at the end of a rope 

Torture, sorry, ‘Enhanced Stress Techniques’ in dark Chambers! 

Flagellation below an Oval Room. ‘Disappeared’ after school. 

Where? Not for the sketching of irreconcilable, joyous nudes. 

Does one think something should be done about it father? 

* Fluorescent yellow fireballs * pinned into her eyes ~ 

“I feel very Free at the moment” ~ gone out of my Mind! 

An old Lion King, jungle predator, going out of business. 

Electronically tagged, determining your access to reality!
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BETRAYED & DENIED Dragonnade 

Enslaved ~ “Maybe we could buy some time?”  

“I can’t help but wonder” êtes vous le Roi de Soleil? 

It’s the corgis running mad at the Palace Theatre! 

Mind is chatter, chatter, chattering in its mental box. 

Genki * Chi in your roots, in a Faraday cage. 

Imaginary Mind-sets leave the outside world.  

Rainbow vibrations of inner telepathic colours 

* 

Unelected, Undemocratic, Monarchic Evil Forces 

Manic, her body pumped full of Embalming fluids ~ 

Mysteriously Vanished; Quest of keeping Alive! 

‘Diane was unstable, that was their problem!’  

They had her reproductive organs removed ~  

Believing Moslems would enter the Royal blood lineage ~ 

‘Dividing and Conquering, invading, liberating their wealth!’ 

It’s all a hoax, until you get the shock and awe of a drone 

sending you Hellfire missiles, then its collateral damage! 

Crimes Against Humanity they should all be Locked up,  

judged, then sent back to the Devil, But they’re allowed  

to escape any prosecution, these leading psychopaths! 

* 

How do they get away with it? 

YOU ~ the main thing is, what’s your journey in Life about? Babaji.. 

You can spend as much as you want to get what you think you want. 

We’ve heard dark whispers of TOTAL Control - nothing on the News 

Waiting for the mainstream event, leading to Big Banging Brother. 

Figures of their Creative Accountants’ finance-cultural Imagination! 

They’ve never got enough, give them some more, Absolutely! 

They seem to be taking it without any regard ~ 

Everyone Loves the Monarch’s propaganda. 

But these people are royally taking the Piss!
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My Corps * Oil Protocol 

The Queen rules as God’s agent under Natural law. 

It’s a Crime only for breaking the law, not a statute… 

I’m not refusing to give my DNA. but it costs $2 million! 

‘90% of people in US’s jails are there voluntarily’ 

A Public servant’s oath is to uphold the Law ~ 

to protect my rights, ensure not trespassed. 

We’re not in Business under the Law Society 

that’s commercial; taking on my own Authority! 

You can have an opinion but here is the evidence… 

Psy-warfare, Geo-engineering being fabricated somewhere. 

Made an ionosphere bubble; replacing it with something new. 

* 

Pineal * Gland 

Degenerated egoism, forgot how to use it... 

Try tuning ~ you into Higher Consciousness. 

Lens for focusing light, not any illusion * delusion of 

bipolarity melting, a bare reality of narcissistic kissing. 

Travelling Ups and downs ~ what do you want again! 

You’re on the high Plateau of Intuition ~ 

The most Important, change is there. 

We breathe Prana ~ higher Vibrations 

How we see Consciousness flowing. 

Bringing ~ Heaven & Earth together 

* 

Sunni Royal Fakes - FFS! 

$audid Arabia, Qatar $upplying the means to target the Shia’s in Syria! 

I$I$ is a Sunni operation working with devilish Zion$ to destroy the Shia. 

Mass immigration strategy, diluting national cultural identity of Europe ~ 

so easier for Globalists to Control and they took it hook, line and sinker! 

The Shia say it’s all about their bloke called Ali; owned by Nothingness. 

“We are the people chosen by the One God; apparently not mate!” 

Baba BOOM! 
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Switch it Off 

Facially recognised from 600ft; and Insider trading, the smoking gun? 

Lying on the floor laughing her head off ~ held by the Palace guard! 

‘They had to improve a design that was perfect’ as happy as can be. 

Termination of #6 ~ why would you want that on your conscience? 

Robbery by Stealth, Austerity, “I refuse to drink it”, keep on going ~  

They’re not tellin’ ‘em any time soon about the deception, the heist! 

You gotta look after me, I got rights, for public servants to protect… 

They want everybody doing what they’re told; a dystopian theme park! 

‘None so blind as those who won’t see.’ Here is the Christmas twitter. 

Loving their Royal, Mass hypnosis, Soap Opera, Trooping the Colour.  

Pomp and Ceremony, “It’s not what you see and think, it’s how you feel  

or not, as a serf, inferior subject of an elite’s superior, Imperial Crown” 

* 

Fakery, Frippery of Grovelling Lackeys 

What is it Heaven or Hell; Love and hate? 

Dying in your dreams and never waking up ~ 

Knowing when the game’s up, like an old elephant. 

God’s given right is to protect anything, even foxes! 

Councillors of the Local Authority wanna be Insiders. 

“I want what they’re havin’ and fuck the rest of you!” 

* 

Your Hysterical Eugenic Eulogies 

Ridlin, people with bullets, “I wanna wake up!” 

“They can't lock you up if you're free inside” 

'Don't ever take drugs that disagree with you ~' 

Surrounded by people who believe in the bullshitting. 

Can't put your child in school without being vaccinated! 

You are the magic not the place, being happy everywhere. 

I want to be sad, I want to be happy, I changed my mind… 

“Everybody said that it was a regular beheading!” 

Taking advantage of the divine Trust.
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SHIVA ENERGY CONTINU0M 

Changes of Polarity, teaching me to be here now. 

There’s a common program for everything, XYZ-0  

What you lookin’ at, what you paying attention to? 

You’re not lookin’ at yourself, it’s all a big distraction. 

Our mind needs duality, reactions, cause and effect. 

We’re flying easily brainwashed; Observe your Mind. 

You’ll all want something else in 2 secs. or 2 minutes! 

Shut up and play with your l’ego, switch off the default! 

Gotta remember it’s about you, your energy, your spirit. 

Everything’s Programmed. We’ve always been slaves! 

Everything a stepping stone, you become something ~  

then you unbecome it; let’s go look at the sunset darling. 

* 

Laugh out Loud * Transcend 

They’re addicted to their own thoughts, obsessively, OCD! 

Started hating everybody, negative, mental constructions. 

Precious that you don’t know things, even past and future. 

Distraction going to enforce a sense of Self. Go work it out! 

Why does my mind wander? I am right ^ You are wrong! 

This whole thing, look within my mind-set’s working ego. 

That’s where God and the Devil are.  

Deal with it by Switching it OFF! 

* 

PASSIONATE FLOWER 

The Gorgeous, sweetest petals 

Alive ~ It’s not just an empty temple. 

So many people are scared of the Sun. 

Everything’s bankrupt, everything’s insane 

The money’s quantumtatively worthless, Ponzi fiat debt crisis 

Massive CD Swaps but the Fundamentals are good, he said. 

Usually we’re lookin’ outside for UFO’s. as the big delusion!
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Elite Terrorism's Not Nature. 

‘Legalised’, special activities 'Enhanced Interrogation!' 

'Zionists don't believe in miracles', an anti-Semite said. 

POV still hated for killing Jesus. Needs a Serotonin refill... 

The World stinks Baba, the World needs a monster enema! 

 “If I could take a million people with me, I'd blow myself up!”  

Human greed, all it is. Suffering for what man does to man! 

Look at the tyranny happening over at North Dakota pipeline. 

Where's Barbara Streisand when you need her input mate? 

Nothing stranger than folk, used to dealing with all the angels. 

Try Astral projection * Living more in the now, raising seeds 

* 

We'll be on a Hit-list Baba 

Under the Vatican is a central pillar of Satanism. 

The local council is now a Totalitarian Authority, 

controlling of the mass-media consciousness ~ 

Not everybody's a mad cuntipotentate in this world. 

Do you have a bullet proof vehicle with mercenaries? 

It's not what you think, it's how you FEEL (In your heart). 

You're the Real world, sharing with people what's goin’ on. 

You gotta integrate ~ It's that simple 

 

Technological Sub-reality try Fractal Holography 

‘Nanobots in smart dust connecting into the cloud. 

They’re high-jacking the human sub/conscious bro! 

Mind-controlling by them running all the programs. 

Artificial Intelligence - “What do you want?” Accent. 

Selling you a super hero, cloned personality where  

Virtual. AI. becomes greater than the human mind’ 

Just a guy who wants to be free
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A Police State by Design 

“Travelling makes your heart stronger.” 

“Travellers need courage, or you die ~”  

“I go with good Intentions not swarms of drones.” 

Why doesn’t the mainstream media tell the truth? 

Always following the oil-money to the guilty cabal.  

Feeding from the bottom up, feeding oxygenator. 

In a Peace garden there are no smart weapons! 

Keeps on producing pro-bacteria, which saves. 

Crimes Against Humanity*Crimes Against Earth. 

More Ecocide, ‘War Is Not Beautiful’. Radish is... 

“Mosquito leave me in peace and it’s all ok; bight  

me, I’ll Zap you!” “And what are you after now?” 

* 

Death Rays * Death Pays 

Everyone’s on a WIFI. AI. Cloud * Satellite,  

NASA, NSA, SPACE X, DARPA; crypto take over! 

Let’s go see the Royal family down at the Palais. 

Skinned alive by a Sheriff, at BIS, City of London. 

Where are all the pollinating bumble bees? fill in  

the blanks ~ dead corpses littering the Highstreet. 

Bathing the entirety of Africa, of the Earth with EMF… 

Silicon Valley epicenter, sleepwalking into transhumanism. 

Robots, drones, machines, control by Artificial Intelligence? 

Attaching our Mind to a plot of technical sub-reality; Vroom! 

Who is Censoring the true, alternative reality news? 

A strand of the web, what is dictating this behavior 

and direction of who is at the centre of the wwweb. 

The Research, Development Arm of the Pentagon. 

Army Intelligence; who’s making these decisions? 

In an Android World of sci-fi, sci-zoids now
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Ferocious Crusaders 

A bunch of Murdering, sadistic, Luciferian bastards; Knights - 

Templars all about War and Empire and killing all in their way! 

Absolutely Ruthless, Top Illuminati managing God’s holy relics. 

Pick of the day, International Operations controlling the Planet. 

All over the place ~ Management Systems! Satanic on the wall. 

A broken Cross, Shock & Awe of War! Is it very Glorious to you? 

It’s appreciating your*self in the bliss ~ the Challenge of the day! 

* 

Implantable ~ Thinking like a machine 

Ending humanity but keeping the Transhuman ~ 

Which cloud is your mind-perception coming from? 

I’m having another thought, it’s a 5G. transgender signal. 

Taking us over our emotional field, Tech. it onto the body. 

Hi-Tech inside the corps, connecting to Control Command 

of a human, fractal, holographic Mind ~ “We’re still living!” 

 * 

Love is a Lesson * Is it the answer? 

Is it the precious magic of the human heart, or is it... 

Algorithms, search engines, control, info. manipulation. 

WIFI. beamed to the whole Planet, I phone in contact. 

Direct connection, WWW. into sub-conscious minds ~ 

of me and you and them! Complimentary synchrony ~ 

brilliant buttercups, cornflowers within Pachamama. 

Keeping ahead of Industrial-silicon AI brainpotty. 

Fecund, natural harmony is there to be felt ~ 

Throbbing of vermillion cowries, seashells. 

Quivering ~ how deep do you wanna go? 

I like these tranquil islands in harmony. 

Go inside and ask a Cosmic, geometric  

tree. Who is thee? Infinite variety, free. 

Sunbeams on turquoise, lapping waves. 

Yonis glistening in crystal clear lagoons.
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Setting the Mind Free ~ Becoming Nothingness 

 “He who wants to be the Greatest of all will be the servant of all” 

Children of the journey, revelations through crystal, white Light. 

How does a Mind know anything beyond its mental-boundaries? 

Mindfull * Mindless, to Realise and Discover its own Capacities. 

Can’t see its own beauty until we pop through the cloaking veil. 

Seeing the Mountain from a  distance, the Earth from Space. 

“The Now ~ flying out of the Cocoon * Life Is * You’re Free” 

“This World is beautiful if you have the heart to feel it” 

* 

Fuck those bastardos 

No one wants to be a human sacrifice ~ 

Filleting children’s hearts atop a diamond pyramid! 

Mermaids are swimming in the light of the setting Sun. 

‘Sattva’ ~ Being existence, the true quality of goodness. 

Nothing to prove to my loving and compassionate divinity. 

It’s all a factory, slave mentality; who’s afraid of the Gestapo? 

Our intimacy, whose responsibility is this Baby? 

“I burst into tears, it was beautiful and wonderful” 

Giving birth around a campfire ~ contact with a human being! 

“As a guide I’ve been to the summit of many mountains and back” 

* 

5G Omni*presence 

Whatever happened to being Conscious of the here and now? 

Never again being disconnected from the Global brain of God. 

Nanobots-sensoring your bio-data, ask your local mobile provider. 

Caught in the web of a dangerous spider with cognitive dissonance. 

Analyse and records everything, opening the black box of your cortex. 

What happened to a Free society, Freedom of thought; always a Myth! 

Always been slavery, coffles, now it’s controlled by insensitive Androids. 

Do what your told or you will be punished, even for having a thought. 

“People need to put down their phones and wake up”  

Looking into black mirrors ~ minds being hypnotised.
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‘I’ve brought you the good stuff * Serving Life 

Our brain is a Computer * Meta-data, binary codes! 

Reprogramming this finite Mind with, No Mind stuff. 

The yakking Mind, tell it to shut up! All is transient ~ 

Living from the Heart Not your Self-possessed Mind. 

Mystics quieting their Mind, silencing a wild Stallion. 

Pulling its reigns, start/stop/go, talking to the Senses 

through our Intelligence, clear eyes * into their Spirit. 

By-Pass the filter of the Mind and be naturally ~ Pure 

How to deal with the Beggar? Sharing life’s moments. 

Tree of Life is Giving Life ~ still growing up to the skies 

Tree of Knowledge, Good and Evil, dualistic Potential. 

Osmosis, planting ~ analysis of the moment changing. 

Screw the money, enslavement; who’s creating for Life? 

Who told You that You are naked Sire, or a slave mate? 

Moving into the Dimension of Perception, interpretation. 

“MIND SHUT UP” that which exists omniscient in Space. 

‘Being in this World but not of it’, all a phantasmagoria! 

Purest light * leaving the body * a Celestial entity ~ 

A new language from old words and  odd precepts, 

Identifications, Ego Conditionings, Matrix Programs. 

Mind discipline ~ Altruism supports the ones below. 

Have to Trick the Mind ~ Changing a wild Tigress. 

Staying out of the World out of the dramas Arjuna. 

Bliss Is here & now coming to us on divine breath. 

Keep following light, appears from you, before you. 

Don’t listen to Your limited Mind, we Live in infinity. 

Can You Be Aware ~ “What you see is temporal, 

what you can’t see is eternal.” An omnipresent sail. 

My Spectrum seeing the puzzle through a holy veil. 

Simple ~ You have to be, a Receiver to Receive ~ 

Loving Compassion ~ moving into any dimension 

where there are no words ~ more LIGHTS dancing
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You can be yourself ~ You can always be your happy self 

Democracy Shows, Sensors, always being watched mate! 

It doesn’t matter who’s in Power they all do what they want. 

Sociopathic ego, get to work! They didn’t want us to realise 

what’s going on in the Matrix Mind. Accept taxing Conditions! 

Possessing is more Depressing, full of Dispiriting Possibilities. 

Very Greedy, fascist country; paying stealth charges to breathe! 

Rules, Regulations, Licenses, fines, by laws, prison for everything. 

A Public poster on the underground, “You can’t beat the computer” 

“You can’t Escape the Computer, Pay your Car Tax” Dystopiana! 

The Criminal Justice Bill, Cultural effects! Surveillance people… 

* 

More Optical Illusions 

Himalayan Blue Bells and Rhododendrons ~ 

Received it as a seeming Miracle, a Blessing. 

Into the light energy, vortex with a Merkababy. 

Free Party ~ on the beach with a golden sister 

* 

Doctor from Dahomey 

‘A thin, blue giant sensed me ~ 

There are people of different colours who 

held my hand and said, “You’re going to Live” 

“Tout va bien, tout va bien.” I was in tears… 

* 

 ‘I’m just in your head’ 

The Bees do all the work ~ 

You just collect the Honey! 

“All you need is L o v e  

All You need Is to Share Love  

Intuition ~ Spirals 
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TAX - First Slap! 

We’re used to being conned. 

 That’s why we always put up with it. 

Cruelty Is Not Consciousness. Rebooting! 

“Karma is in the past or future, if you’re in the 

Present ~ there is no Karma.” Makes sense! 

Who invented the term, ‘Collateral Damage’? 

“Why did you bring a cobra home dear?” 

“I just push a button with Amazon, they deliver!” 

“You do what you believe in.” “Allahu Akbar!” 

“Won all the Wars and destroyed the Earth” 

People forget, a strobe flashgun, ‘I AM U’ 

Crystal * Fractal * Hologram 

“I’m coming in Hot!” 

* 

Skunky monkey with a Solar flare 

Surreal that’s never ending Reconnections ~ 

A whole lot of love in the Synapse’s lounge. 

Met a lot of eccentrics at the A….. Clinic 

Closure, closure, closure ~ 

Go back and see (her) again. 

There’s nothing there for you. 

A Rich gang of smack heads! 

Always being fertile, by the Nile, don’t dam that smile. 

Experiencing Italian Chillums & Chilies in their Curries. 

Those had horns on helmets, Conventions of barbarians! 

Mixing all the Time, shape shifting an Aristotelian answer ~ 

You come from the Earth Mother going through Cosmic Nature
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My Life’s Love 

Companion’s passing into mulberries. 

The Temple of Revelation 

Master of Imagination ~ 

Magic of the Sun 

Source of all graces. 

Spellbound before the pictures 

of devoted, faithful Shepherdesses. 

A lady’s heartfelt Inspiration ~ 

New intrinsic conceptions. 

Working with their heads 

Gathering living Secrets 

Noblesse de l’espirit 

*  

Sorcerer’s flight 

Surreal world talking in Psytrance beats. 

Always ask Yourself, Who you really are? 

Keep it simple and easy ~ 

Understanding with Full Compassion 

Forgiveness that gets rid of doubt and guilt. 

“It’s forgiveness from the heart ~ 

that gets rid of guilt from the heart” 

Living with a poet, naked, down by the sea. 

* 

“Who Am I, Where do I come from, Where am I going?” 

Choose ~ a Muse not a corporate, News Channel 

High lights * High frequency ~ long, high thighs. 

Streaming Free energy ~ light through your heart. 

She really sticks her claws in you and holds on tight! 

Up, no demons, deep emotion, reflecting light in mirrors. 

‘Rebel’- don’t label Yourself, don’t label Myself, Is liberty. 

‘Real Time’ Astronauts traveling through the Light  barrier. 

Full Beam Consciousness ~
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Conception of a Mystical Poet 

Spirit is something bigger than Your Self, a name. 

Standing at the graveside, standing by the flame. 

Family and friends in shock, loss, sadness, grief ~ 

Gone back into our cosmos, dropped the body off. 

Your Time is Your Celebration of boundless infinity 

Inside You & Me, scattered on the elemental winds. 

Memories of a lifetime so sweet, so sublime darling. 

Never what one expects 

* 

Unfuckin’ believable Ectogenesis 

Birthing a baby in a plastic grow bag! 

How about a trip to Amsterdam Baba? 

He went into the other room to die ~ 

“I never thought it would be like this,  

but it’s brilliant, no fear, part of nature.”  

 ‘Life coming to the end as the passing of the day’ 

Naively took too much Acid Punch for the trance. 

Going to the next party at Curlies & Shiva’s Valley. 

Fantasies, It’s not your morality, you’re just dancin’ 

Believing in it all doesn’t matter where it goes ~ 

Following ~ I am here now 

* 

Asassoonation of Desolation 

Worshipping the Black Cube of Saturn. 

‘God said let there be light and there was 

Archonic brood of Vipers coming up from Hell. 

‘Abominations in the Temple, synagogue of Satan’. 

Chief exorcist says, ‘the Devil is living In the Vatican’.  

The Council of 33, Illuminati Power in the heart of US. 

Believe in yourself, in the light * Spirit of divine wo/man
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Cui Bono Predictions? 

Redefining what it is to be human now? “I Love You ~ 

No free Space, being continually connected to the cloud? 

That is your environmental domain; prison cell or natural? 

Would you like some 5G. Intelligent, wallpaper projections? 

Living in a smart grid, not a living Planet called Mother Earth. 

Omnipresent Internet, processing 100 billion micro-nano chips. 

A Global, NWO. brain communication, centralising all our data. 

Systems with cognitive intelligence ~ you are now a little Robot. 

Transformational digital age; do you have an Android? Yes, I do. 

Do you have a programmed-bot, ‘Replika’ or physical-bio-logical? 

Welcome to the latest Panopticon, monitoring system brother. 

Cybernetic feedback loop is not a revolution ~ or the seasons. 

* 

In the Mecca of America 

Secret societies, Freemason’s Rites, Sociopathic elites, 

International Eastern Star, Pentagrams, Satan’s Pattern. 

From ancient Egyptian to the Roman God of Time worship,  

Set of evil, war, dark forces, chaos, devastation and hellfire! 

Coming from the Tabernacle of Rephan, Moloch, Baal, Baphomet 

Horned Cernunnos, the Wicca Man, sorcery on a Globalised scale. 

Ask Elijah, Ezekiel 8 v9, look in the Bible, Kabbalah, Revelations 3 v9. 

All are profanities filled with the blood of innocents, burnt your children. 

Sacrificed your sons and daughters as offerings in a room of false Idols! 

Violence They profess to know God but their deeds deny him Titus1.16 

They’re the sons of destruction and lawlessness, the Antichrist revealed 

Satyagraha, where is the Spirit ~ in the hearts of wo*men co*existing 

* 

‘Imperfect’ 

Grammatically expressing action as Continuous 

and not completed ~ ‘the becoming of Reality’
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It’s easy to say, “I Forgive” 

but we have to eliminate the seeds of pain, loss, betrayal, distrust ~ 

resentment, anger, grief, attachment, despair, disillusionment, loss of 

self-confidence still existing in the sub-conscious especially if you have 

a broken heart from love, grief, loss, distrust. How to eliminate these 

deep energetic fields of suffering? It takes time and conscious belief, 

that truth will transcend hate, and Ignorance will be dissolved. 

‘Hate dissolves with Love not more hate’ ~ Dhammapada. 

* 

Le Clochard * Celest 

HARPPE can steer the Jetstream ~ 

Another Geo-weaponised system for War! 

Cause a drought, cause a storm, dust bowls. 

Left their land for a better future, not fracking. 

Who’s building a monster of Nature under your home? 

Your Government’s poisoning our ground water supply ~ 

“Control the water, you control the people!” Thanks Dave. 

Death, Destruction, devastation, Agenda 21, 5G surveillance, 

24/7 in my box. Keeping the rain away, big corporations buying, 

sucking up your village! Who the fuck are these Satanic 

Archons mate and their hybrid offspring? 

 * 

Pale Blue Limbic * “Am I still rich?” 

That’s the future in which we’re going to live our life ~ 

Why didn’t you wake up? Seduced by sparkling auras. 

Priapic, Ironic, Moronic, Dystopic, Platonic, Utopic. 

Projector, I can see the light behind the screen ~ 

Travelling young and able without worrying…  

about the money, enjoy the great experience! 

* Older and able is cool too * inside * outside * 

At Quantum speed * Allez, Retour * Venus  

Goddess’ Light magic * tutti Chiarascuro
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Bufo toad’s gift of slimy foam 

“I met my frog 

I never expected to meet my frog 

He didn’t even jump ~ 

Drugs from the Jaguar frog people 

You are the Sky” 

You’re going through the Matrix >Creation 

If you can Activate your brain ~ 

You’re Krishna * man! 

Transcending the grey matter. 

The walking, upright homosapien. 

The Plant Queen Is to remind you 

of how amazingly beautiful you are. 

Connecting with the Higher Self * a Star 

Dream world ~ Other stuff was happening. 

Earth Rise,1st Peek of (Outer) Earth from Inner Space. 

More outgoing, infrared trapped in a hotter atmosphere. 

Chemtrails * CO2 carbon dioxide, greenhouse gases. 

40% of Population getting water from the Himalayas. 

Soil evaporation with heat ~ no Time to compete! 

* 

Circus Maximus 

Offered thrills and spills ~ 

by a sultry, Cathagian beauty Queen 

with Morning glory in her sweetly perfumed hair. 

Once an Oracle in a Pagan fertility Temple. 

Carried off a long legged Sabine in his arms! 

 Pan Sexual, holographic, Book of Beginnings. 

It crossed my Mind ~ 

massive amounts of LSD. 

They’re already here ~
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It’ll pull you In 

The Gatekeepers ~ “Friend or Foe?” 

She came crashing into my Universo Paralello. 

Created by Nature ~ bouncing on Steroids 

You gotta practice what you pump! 

She’ll fuck you for a bag of chips. 

Soap Bar, Council house smoke! 

H A P P Y * D A Y S * Psy*channeling * Liquid Vision… 

War, Ignorance, Loss and Pain evolving to the next step! 

Defining of the Devabara Yuga. “If you want to run all this  

as an Oligarchy, then you got a fight on your hands bud.” 

Your biological system is being ~ Bombarded!!! 

* 

Debt Slaves 

Black man sold black wo*man  

to Arabs and white slavers. 

Political Correctness! 

Hypocrisy, heresy and bigotry. 

The sociopathic man’s casino. 

“Do you want anyone telling you 

what to believe?” “No.” 

“There you are then” 

All roots lead you to the same place. 

They all die ~ what’s the difference? 

Create your own Happy home in the World. 

“I don’t get a buzz from seeing farmers  

breaking their backs all day, do you?” 

Learn about You. And what about the children?  

He learnt what hurt him and didn’t want to hurt them. 

What they didn’t know will be explained to you ~ 

Changed their reactions to the horns of Saturn.
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Terror Bights 

Get a job as Jesus. 

Holy Fuck! Click bait. 

“I don’t believe in Kings… 

or Queens or Pentagons. 

I believe in Unicorns! 

Absolutely 

* 

Mercilessly Cruel Tyrant 

No honor, no respect, no merit, graceless Shogun. 

Switch off the Thinking; what does it mean? 

How much for your body? 

How much for your mind? 

How much for your heart? 

How much for your feelings? 

How much for your Spirit? 

Love * Life at all cost ~ 

* 

Societal Breakdown 

Training them in survival skills, to overcome REAL FEAR! 

“Having to rely on yourself mate!” (especially for the ladies) 

“Someone’s gotta take charge!” Blah blah; enter Parvati ~ 

Disappearing into the woods or hiding in dark cellars! 

Defending yourselves and other people you love ~ 

Who’s building luxury Nuclear bunkers on the golf course? 

Who’s been in preparation for the coming Apocalypse, Now? 

Experts at Forecasting the Future direction of their own game. 

Another stash buried in the back garden, hid from viral Zombies. 

Regular life streams living, or demons coming in with fire, flood 

and bloody war, “In the event of a Global disaster, a water filter, 

gas mask and a tomahawk! Willfully misinterpreting TRUTH, 

misdirection, paying extra-dementia tax to the Barons.
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Gallery Lot # 

‘A Stream of energetic Consciousness ~ 

for $150,000 on sale at Auction, under the hammer! 

Bought by an anonymous buyer on the phone from... 

* 

Lost in my Tripoli 

It’s all an Optical Illusion 

Is that the conclusion, Baba? 

“It’s more than criminal it’s diabolical!” 

You can’t locate anything in a brain ~ 

Is it mental illness or human behaviour? 

Bring it on, we still got SLAVE on our backs today! 

Refugees held at the Zawiya detention centres, slave camps! 

“Since I was five years old I have never known a day of peace” 

Telling Truths about her narcissist-sociopathic, father In Law. 

‘Live by the sword, die by the sword, live in Love, die in Love’ 

* 

Beyond the Green Zone Dome 

Laughing and dancing all the way through Peru. 

“I want you to stay but I’m asking you to leave, please” 

Sanctioned another veiled threat to the Lotus heart ~ 

Fear of letting go, take a walk inside your infinite Space 

Orbiting our 3rd dimensional galaxy 

* 

Honey Shaman 

Yes we all believe in Love but be aware of the Apsara not Dakshini. 

Coked up, narcissistic, selfish, egoistic, deceitful vampire monster! 

You can always tell a perfect ballerina, arabesque pirouetting ~ 

Can’t beat a bit of worshipping. 

Back in the cage!
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Killers - They’re My Peasant Slave Dogs! 

Living is a Form of Art ~ Fighting for freedom, sunny warrior. 

You are/I am inside the pyramids. No regrets! WHY would you 

allow that, such servitude, taken absolute power over your life? 

“We had no choice”; ‘Ius primus noctis’, Droit de Seigneur  

made real on your honeymoon; first he took your bride, 

your newly married lover, wife, then begins to rape her! 

“The Nazis won the War and the Germans lost it!” 

Enslaving Humankind through money and debt. 

The dark forces cannot exist in Consciousness ~ 

Who is ruling this Planet by Fear and thuggery? 

The Devil has the BIS. Palace in das Oberland 

Pharaonic aristocrats with castles in the Alps ~ 

Worshipping the Sun God, Ra over Lake Como. 

Knock, knock, who’s there creating all these wars? 

Lune de miel licking DNA off your virgin bride’s vulva 

Who are these Templars sitting atop of the Pyramid? 

Breaking the Octogon codes of the widow Isis’ sisters ~ 

Going on a global looting spree with the Swiss’ fascists. 

Genocide of 50 million people, using their Skullduggery! 

Ask yourself who is financing Islam-fascism today? 

* 

~ O*M ~ 

“The eagle has landed” ~ into the elemental ether. 

Keeping tuned into the Electric-Kool Aid Acid test! 

Smoke, pills, MDMA. whatever it is. 

One day Love & trust will walk out. 

You’re stuck in the head, it’s a trip. 

Into another dimension ~ Merkaba 

Spirals coming from a Heart Chakra. 

Twinkling, totally Loved * up in ecstasy
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CULLING * CLAIR * VOYANCE 

*Whose up for a bit of science fiction* 

Diamond masked Pharaohs still in control of their slaves. 

When you look at the state of the World today it’s a conspiracy 

The Planet is bountiful, wonderful, beautiful, ALIVE for all of us. 

There’s eight people with the wealth of half the planet’s total population 

& thirteen oligarchic families completely ruling the Earth for themselves. 

There are indescribable inhuman, unnatural disasters and devastation. 

Coked, debauched sociopaths with Power making the wrong decisions, 

obviously, or do they have another agenda to continue starving, killing, 

flaying, impoverishing us all? Cruelty, where is human Consciousness, 

empathy, feelings for all species ~ not in these States of enslavement? 

* 

  Cling cling * ching ching 

Channeling Magical Horus ~ 

Taking your Servants with you 

Is a bit too far, too Materialist; what another megalomaniac! 

Ashoka a Happy Emperor who conquered himself! “At least  

Robin Hood wore a mask!” Struggling against the odds-Death 

You just meet it, then what do you do? Returning to our source. 

Thrown out of jail, embrace the light ~ Everlasting Life.  

Experience proper Prana Training; he’s been flying off. 

He’s got the point, Opening the Pineal gland. 

We’re spiritual beings in a physical world 

All part of the Oneness, balances the Mind ~ 

Pulsating Crystals, I saw your heart glowing. 

Psychic portrait, about Variations, Vibrations. 

* 

The Free Press 

Inc.
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Just the case 

Took me to her version of ‘Dolce Vita’. 

Into a surreal ~ Infinity swimming pool. 

Went to Bamboo forest, Monkey Valley 

truly overwhelmed by this beautiful land 

Manifesting and Multiplying, Honoring ~ 

All One Mind ~ lines in the blowing sand 

Infinite Spirit 

* 

Life is a breeze 

pchingpchingpchingtao te 

Definitely an old soul ~ 

All you can do is pray 

that your kids stay safe. 

Jupiter is all about expansion 

My time to fly ~ 

Had my Mercury in Sagittarius. 

My Venus sits in Scorpio 

Hot as fuck * Planet 

at my birth Scorpio rising. 

I’ll see you another day 

* 

‘Tune in * turn on * drop out’ 

A mission to defeat the enemy inside a Zen garden. 

“Time has come to lay down your life for the greater good”  

“Are you ready to die, to transcend to the next level?” 

Kills them all, another diabolical, pure evil massacre! 

A leader with sociopathic, schizophrenic tendencies. 

To die for your Lord! “Isn’t he another Robber Baron?” 

It just happens, not really knowing how any of it works. 

It comes like that, tuned into those dark frequency ranges. 

Protecting Innocence ~ see the children and their parents!
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Keeping It Real 

Very emotional ~ 

Very Sentimental 

Got a handle on it 

Hanging onto the Moon, 

in the moment ~ 

Always hated the walls of a stable. 

Tried to put me in a box. 

 “I’ll kick it down!” 

I had to dance the energy 

* 

They’ll Stump it up 

using their noggin… 

I’ve got them on the ‘op 

Had me twitchin’ ~ 

“He’s a Baba for sure, for sure, for sure” 

We want the bollocks in little baby Bill. 

Mr. Delightful ~ Oceans’ infinity 

Do you think they got cider in Goa 

or Skyrocketing Avatars off Xanax?  

* 

Nailed It! 

‘As they’re putting their cross in that box!’ 

Let's have a massive human resurerection! 

Voting for Peace and Love, Rock and Roll.  

“I’m Sorry.” “What the fuck does that mean!” 

I Love this guy; “Show no fear in front of the Devil” 

God, Kings, Moses, Prophets, Inquisitions, Popes, Saudids. 

The Oligarchies, Queens, Establishment, Dark Government. 

Krishna, Shiva, Kali, NWO. Bilderburgers, Illuminati, Military? 

Natureally ~ who’s allowing the Free Parties not enslavement? 

Adam & Eve
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PSYCHO * PATHS  

Dark tentacles as seen by non-interventionists; what the fuck is that? 

Does anyone pay attention to any of this bullshit? That’s created… 

It would be ironic if it wasn’t so sociopath-logically, anthropological! 

Where are the Protectors of the natural laws of our Planet Earth? 

Who is empowered to condemn these Crimes Against All of Us? 

Who are just and courageous to enforce humanity’s living truth? 

* 

Plugged In her Rocket Socket 

‘She’ll come out dancing for you, like the stars at night’ 

Now everything is new under this spectacular Sunrise! 

‘Your kisses broke me Free! ~ 

Heart’s radiant delightfulness 

* 

Narcissus’ Reflection ~ All Twinkled Up 

Without any regret or guilt ~ self-perception. 

‘The most Pollution is Not the best solution!’ 

No feelings of empathy, what a poor person. 

It’s a good thing to be painless, hard inside? 

Another skull tied on for Mother Kali! 

Doesn’t really care if you lived or died. 

Thrown over a cliff into the crashing sea! 

* 

Sniffing, Cumming to get you 

“I used to know her lovely name, 

now I curse her every fuckin’ day!” 

She’s a Luciferian, Starlit black hole. 

A sociopath out cruising after midnight! 

A flip-out with a sweet, coquettish smile. 

Come and get me witch!
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Primavera mollusk 

Tripping down a country lane ~ 

Arriving in time for Aphrodite’s birth. 

Coming out of her Cowrie, sea conch. 

Going in different directions ~ 

Living in one’s own Spiral shell. 

“I broke her narcissistic heart!” 

* 

Anti-Church’s Confessional Censorship, Cherie 

“I had to think about the body in order to control it” 

Engraved erotic images, texts from Mantuan Palace walls, 

with frescoes of sinners stripped of all their original context. 

Seduced by her throbbing clitoris inside the Procope café. 

And invitations to Philosophers de l’Academie des Filles. 

Disgorging Revolutionary pamphlets, filling hot vacuums, 

stilling sex Totem forces ~ through Political Pornography. 

‘Without remorse we are completely alone’ from de Sade ~ 

Dominance, found ‘la victime’, for ridiculing Misogynists and 

the preparation of a mob for the execution of a despotic pair! 

Poetical Not Political, does it make sense; why and why not? 

Alive is a Spirit World of Tao ~ pure, simple, in essence, now. 

Come down to go up, through the fire, to purge wo*man’s ego. 

Not cosmetically ~ Synchronically, Cosmically 

* 

Cherry Boy 

A paedophile, special kind of beast to do that! 

Kiss an gore, started mass-murdering people. 

He got away with genocide, this satanic Icon. 

And she might look like a frail old granny 

but she's an interbred-reptilian monster! 

They don't know, strange, isn't it? 

Totally rude and disrespectful ~ 

Is that why people worship her?
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Only Now 

Life within a tranquil, Zen garden full of pink cherry, blossom trees. 

Makes you realise your own mortality, empathy, telepathy, destiny. 

Heart going deeper in Love with a sociopathic, narcissistic lover ~ 

I should have listened to my dying mother! 

Infatuated, sexuality fulfilled with desire ~ 

need, deep inside a burning, orgasmic fire. 

Lying in her arms, feeling happy dreams. 

Seduction, such tender intimacies, trusting. 

Coquettish smiles say, she loves to fuck you! 

* 

Humanity Is Empathy 

Your lack of courage; giving up, insecure, selfish ego, 

deceitful, resentment, anger, narcissistic fear, greed! 

‘You can’t deny Love, how could You?’  

Exactly, that’s a very good question… 

“Give her what she fuckin’ wants!” 

* 

Money talks (bullshit walks) 

‘No matter how educated, talented, rich or cool you believe you are.  

How you treat people ultimately tells all.’ Who are you el Diablo? 

How well we treat ourselves, how well we treat all natural Life ~ 

  Love says, “I am everything” ~ Wisdom says, “I am nothing” 

Nisargadatta * Consciously 

* 

Democracy Now 

Government Plan to Control - the Political Mind! Why bother? 

Go surfing, clicking Social media ~ different angles, viewing. 

Being intimidated or did you find the guerrilla network news, 

not those Medusas. Selling the Wars with General Electric, 

NBC.CBS. CNN. Viacom, Foxes embedded in a Pentagon! 

“Be not a News Consumer but a Critical Thinker and More”
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Kama * DNA * Deva Karma * Holocaust * Shiva Nataraj 

Ah, Venus, what of dark, fiery, warring, burning, hot Mars? 

Brahma, Bholenath, Vishnu, Krishna, Ganesha, Lakshmi, Kali. 

“Do you trust God, do you Trust Me?” “Trust you to do what?” 

At the bottom of the garden are her beautiful offerings ~ 

Red hibiscus ~ the Goddess and flower merging in Form. 

* 

Obamanation Shot in the Temple! 

It's all about the Drama; getting hazardous pay! 

‘For his eight years, twenty-three missiles per day; 

bombing seven countries simultaneously!’ Spy/Psy- 

message, you’re allowed to be fat when you’re rich! 

“I don’t want enlightenment; I want to live my life, 

happy, healthy and free, then die” ~ Shiva Tattva, 

energy of life on which the entire creation rests ~ 

Observing Cosmic nature movin’ around with a smile. 

Time for our inner conscious to come alive within our body. 

Surrendering, having faith in Divine power ~ Friendly Fire! 

Nasha, keeping it simple in a world of artificiality. 

Bringing Peace to the Lotus pagoda. 

“This is a Nuclear Bomb!” 

We All Get the BOOM! 

* 

I AM 

NOT MY MEMORY * OR MY IMAGINATION 

‘Judge us not for our weakness but for our Love ~’ 

‘The People we were fighting decided to fight back!’ 

In Present ~ ‘Finite is here so the Infinite can be felt’ 

‘My stamp came off in the sweat!’ 

BE IN G *HU MAN* BE IN G 

Is this Paradise ~ of course
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I Love India 

“Where else can you put Opium in your coffee; nobody cares?”  

Drugs in the water, cows eating plastic, it’s ok! Trust or Fear? 

A lot of Frangipani growing around the corner ~ generosity. 

Who’s poisoning people with corn; Medicine becomes venom! 

Nothing like torturing, stoning in public, to make one believe! 

Eagles and Condors flying; where’s the free spirit gone?  

Deluxe-toxic greed, how they’ve all ended in a pit of shit! 

You’re gonna die alone; generate some Love Baba. 

A way out of the cycle of birth and death ~ 

Respect your mother Earth, father Sky 

* 

Tyrannical on us Rex 

They are obviously psychopaths living in a psychopathic, powerful ~ 

society, satiated by drinking the life force of the rest of us, if we allow it. 

There are all those in the other parts of the blue sapphire, golden Topaz  

rainbow constellation spectrum, and floating on sparkling crystal crowns  

surrounded by angels, light magicians sitting on thousand petal Lotuses  

It is beyond my comprehension how humans can inflict such cruelty, 

 horror on other innocent people, on the infinity of natural, biological  

 species in this multi * dimensional conscious feeling * dreamtime *  

Cosmos ~ Fascinating the hearts and minds of Lovers 

* 

On the Speeding Gravy Train 

Pushing him to go ~ don’t make yourself a catamite, Slave. 

Repetition repetition brainwashed! It’s my life, ‘Live & let live’ 

 I met another muse with Nile green fingernails, violet eyes. 

“Lost their conceptual piece on Hell” ~ Flamenco foreplay. 

‘Challenging the way you look at things’ ~ try Ikebana! 

Is there a Master Plan or is it all Intuitive flow? 

“Bom Bhole” ~ Ask a Fauve
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Sociopathic Master Races 

“When she arrives have an American flag on the door!” 

“God's fascist-will sent us a tyrant like Hitler & Co.” 

Digging their own graves and paid for the bullets! 

An example to Slave populations! Imperial Model ~ 

Call to Courage to resist, could end in Ravensbruck, 

a bullet in the back of her tortured, shrunken head; Bang! 

WW2;- 50 million people died, more civilians than military. 

Explain how on Earth is this Madness allowed to happen? 

Obedience to Perpetual War, let's Allow Symbiotic Energy! 

Links to the ‘Salo Illuminati’ and all the other Inhumans. 

Has a model of Darth Vader on his desk 

* 

Apple’s Crumbling try a Prana Yama Boccadillio 

A friend with very ‘Special Needs’ ~ Creative without destructive! 

Found El Dorado ~You go into eternity, it becomes monotonous! 

Going back to Zero, eating the seeds looking at the manipulation. 

It’s in the Dettol. 1000% guarantees in India. Believe in it or not! 

The Monetary system is Controlling Governments, Corporations. 

Rockefeller controls 20 of the biggest Pharmaceutical Companies! 

The Twin Towers in their Crosshairs + Mutually Assured Destruction! 

Who owns the Money? Who makes the money? Where’s it all gone? 

Recycling Aluminium by-products into fluoride ~ Sensitive toothpaste! 

Conspiracy of ‘gotta get money at all costs’. Lying through their Teeth. 

People need to see the crazy absurdity, to accept the present truth 

beyond reason, of giving up ~ nothing really holds on anymore! 

They’ll stop believing in global Institutions, sitting by Pushkar’s lake. 

85% of people don’t want to hear the truth ~ it’s too Terrifying! 

Pandas eating bamboo shoots, why not try a Uranium Spa? 

Dropping E bombs over Jerusalem ~ A Totally Pirate shop!
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Switching on Your Tree of Light 

 ‘Love is all around’ ~ Depends how close you are to yourself! 

Something’s going on, play of energies, synergies, let’s see. 

“What’s she doin’? ~ Gettin’ stoned and gettin’ laid!” 

“You would Not say No”  

“I chased her out the Ward!” 

You gotta be Strong to Survive there. 

Balance Problem 

* 

That Qatif Girl’s Lips Are Sealed 

Revealed, caught in the wake of a human rights’ disaster. 

Sharia law keeping Riyadh executioners’ swords sharp 

in this age of Blue tooth, seems medieval and Barbaric! 

Male Predators getting away with Gangbanging a girl 

in daylight & taking digital film on their mobile phones! 

It certainly wasn’t meant to be like that was it, Prophet? 

This Ordeal condoned by Saudid Arabian, Misogynic life. 

She was Raped and suffers more intolerable, cruel strife. 

Ordered to have 90 lashes, up to 200 on appeal; Unreal! 

Flogged by a prison official with a Koran under his arm ~ 

The Judge of the Appeal Court said he’d give her Death. 

Her brother tried to kill her for the family’s name shame. 

A Woman’s crime under ‘Khalwa’ law, is of being outside 

alone without a male relative ~ Guardian to oversee her! 

“You see she broke the ‘law on Mingling’ begetting evil.” 

Demonised by a fanatic, intolerable Police ‘Commission 

for the Propagation of Virtue and Prevention of Vice!’ 

Authority using rape and torture to control a population. 

It looks like the woman banged up in Sudan for calling 

a teddy bear Mohammed got off too lightly; Screaming! 

Many wanted her executed for blasphemy in God’s name
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‘Under Riyadh’ (Paraphrased, Wall Street Journal, 8/2011) 

A Senior Saudi Cleric has issued a religious ruling making it 

‘permissible for fathers to marry off their young daughters 

even if they are in the cradle’ “But it isn’t permissible for their 

husbands to have sex with them unless they are capable of 

being placed beneath and bearing the weight of the men.” 

That Shariah religious ruling now called a Fatwa, decreed by 

Sheik al-Fawzan acting for prepubescent girls and Islamic men. 

“Those who are calling for a minimum age for marriage should 

fear God and not violate his laws or try to legislate things God 

did not permit” Men can have up to four wives if they can be fed. 

The King’s suggestion that ‘Women should now be allowed to 

work as supermarket cashiers, only for the job to be ruled off 

limits to the gender by the Grand Mufti, the country’s highest 

religious leader. Women can’t work, drive or be allowed to 

travel abroad or undergo surgery without the permission of 

a male relative. The clergy have stood behind the Kingdom’s 

ruling family by issuing fatwas barring political protests while 

the government appears to back off promoting social changes’ 

Where does Saudi Arabia stand in the modern family of nations? 

* 

Ambassador Frequency 

‘Everything has been captured and enraptured in Sunlight’ 

‘Stopped the Carnival for making too much noise in Anjuna!’ 

‘The Inquisition Never Sleeps’ ~ Climbing the Wall of Energy, 

Vibration ~ “They don’t hunt and kill for Pleasure like we do.” 

It’s all about FEELINGS ~ in your Morphic * Resonance Field 

“Cosmic will always throw it for you because your hand is Open” 

“Being able to overcome all the Obstacles in my Life!” 

“We can become HAPPY within Ourselves” 

Transforming Yourself ~ Eternal Bliss. 

‘NAM NYOHO RENGE KYO’
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Talking to the wall ^ WMD of a Swine flu! 

“Just remember who you are!” “Who are You?” 

The behaviour of cunning NWO criminal minds. 

“We’re drugging your blood stream ~” 

Keeping you distracted from REALITY. 

Projecting y/our Perception of Cosmica. 

Feeling the waves of Hallucinations ~ 

PROGRAMS MESMERISING YOU! 

Industrial Scale of Brainwashing Bro! 

“Let them believe you are hypnotized” 

“Just remember who you aren’t” 

“Thanks for paying attention ~” 

“And Who Are You, Darling?” 

“OPEN YOUR EYES SIR” 

* 

All Along the Dick Cheney Pipeline! 

Went to War ~ 90% of Global production of Opium is for Heroin! 

Ever heard of the Russell Trading Co; Corporate front of Raiders,  

which is their Principal business? A Conglomerate devolution? 

The eight richest people have greater wealth than the poorest  

3 billion people; Sorry please repeat; 3 Billion fellow humans! 

‘Is Brown brothers & Harriman the largest Private Investment 

Bank in the World?’ Who are you giving your money to? 

* 

Extremely Censored 

Who’s protecting Chelsea Manning’s 1st Amendment, Free speech? 

‘Centaurs erect with large Tridents pointing them at Lucifer’s Evil eye’ 

K VISUALS ~ “I couldn’t fall off the floor, I just sat there…!” 

“You know you’re not sheeple in a stupor, you’re a shepherd!” 

No sheep in India, full of harpsichords; so many stupid people take 

themselves too seriously ~ your Auto-immune system’s Reactions! 

Have you got to meditate to be Buddhist? Don’t cost anything. 

Living myths within Psycho analysis ~ then he found himself!
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Where is our Saviour? 

No military importance blown to smithereens, collateral damage! 

Just another brutal horrendous massacre, see it every day on TV. 

How about Y/our human instincts? Who is realising these facts? 

Living with No Hope and Full of Fear, believing it ~ is killing us! 

Another visionary trip or delusionary propaganda of the Chaos. 

No salvation for those arriving on another unromantic, Slave Ship! 

She exists on the edge of Hades, full out of Control, chained spirits. 

Escaped its bedlam for nights out at the Coliseum crack cat house! 

Death of a young Satyr ~ his emotions spread all over the ground. 

No time to frolic, just been given * a golden light cellular healing. 

 Erotic investigation of thoughts ~ Enhancing poetic imagination. 

 Mellow Drama * Mellow Prana 

 * 

The Inhumanity of ‘Legal’ Personal Land Mines! 

Graduates “In the course of your duty you may have the luck to run into 

contact with the enemy, the Anti-Christ; Kill every one of them fuckers!” 

‘Now is the time to perfect a total war economy’ Mr. Global Financiers. 

Controlling all Technologies +/- ~ Why have you got Illegal weapons, 

murdering Magnums, Killing Drones, A Bombs, Kali’s Transmutation? 

Who sold them illegal Thermite Explosives? Justice for All coming in! 

The Advisers of the Advisers, in that game of Fake Snake oil, Sheik. 

“They need to be in a Maximum Prison lock-up, down in the swamps” 

Individualized Perception of a supremacist God is the American dream! 

* 

Poisoning Relations 

All the extended cousins turned out on the balcony for the fly past! 

“People dressed up from the Job Centre, not a real Roman Legion!” 

Same time Aung San Suu Kyi is accepting her Nobel Peace Prize. 

A Soul Prisoner under house arrest; took her 15 years to get free! 

Sharing her experience ~ enlightening discourse on Human Rights
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S21 Bus & Our Public Servants 

The wise lament not for the living or dead. Bhagavad Gita Ch 2.11 

Expect nothing and everything is good enjoying the completely 

unexpected. Reflecting it for You; a Gift for going through with it, 

basically your fine tuning. We’re all being led around  

by the nose into these Killing Fields, fully hypnotised! 

‘Trespassers will be executed’ stay in the shade darling. 

“I know what the Law is and it’s on my side... I am FREE 

It’s Your World Not their World, you can do anything you want. 

Claim your life otherwise they will claim it for you. No joinder,  

‘I am signing this under duress!’ Vi Coactus, for human rights. 

Statutes and Regulations are being used to abuse you of your 

Universal Spirit! “Have I committed a crime, broken any natural 

not commercial law officer?” “You’ve taken an Oath, your duties 

and responsibilities to protect my rights” A deception; stopped 

unlawfully by PC. Plod who has No jurisdiction. You gotta 

stand up for your rights as a King. ‘As God is my witness!’ 

* 

In the End! 

They love it the slaves, watching the Tsar, the Queen, those with 

lots of diamonds on; Palace waltzing, you’re frozen in a Tin mine! 

“Go in the name of God & St George & make havoc on the poor!” 

Is there absolutely no empathy in the hearts of the Plutocracy? 

A Tyrant’s Cossacks Murdering his own people! 

“What if the bleeding doesn’t stop?” 

Megalomaniac couple at the Top. 

Hyper Paranoid about their Sins. 

They’re all gonna get shot…. 

Wielding Autocratic Power 

Another fuckin’ Massacre!
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What’s Your Name? 

Khush, Trance Baba’s got the spirit of ten ~ hopping semen! 

Oh! I Love your eyes, charming with no intention to disguise… 

Getting to learn what they need to know; we’re in heaven here, 

just to know there’s a hell existing ten minutes down the road! 

Let’s make a new garden of Eden in the Primavera air waves. 

We can make things to take us round the Solar system 

but people still behaving like Neanderthals ~ Mutilation 

cutting the clitoris out of a young girl to make her pure! 

Imposed their barbaric will on your innocent daughters. 

Don’t stone her because she’s wearing Victoria’s secret. 

Influencing the traditions ~ Systems to change the Warring. 

People don’t know it, tell the Truth it’s not in the main media. 

Emigrated to an island ~ Reading between all the ley lines. 

Swimming across the channel in an unofficial Burka. 

If she wants to wear Agent Provacateur ~ ‘Inshallah’ 

Casting her out onto the Razor wire! 

* 

Trench 

Shouted to subvert, rebel with Soul Force, use your power to 

transform not convert. The Machine knows best is its slogan. 

What about spontaneity ~ fateful destiny, gravity, serendipity? 

How about disordering structures, models for paradigm shifts? 

Attuning to the true irreality needs a revolution of Love Magic ~ 

Essential, irrational, right side polarity of non-dualistic dynamos. 

Throw all those logical nincompoops, turds into the silicon bath. 

Worldly Mind pattern of Power and control over other usurpers. 

Terrified to let go, you conscript us into your schizophrenia. 

“Forward lads over the barricades, under the wire; FIRE!!”
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A Night of Paranoia 

Gratuitous Violence begets Collateral Murder! 

“I’m not a revolutionary ~ I’m a way of life” 

“Are you a lump of meat?” 

We are Transcendental! 

* 

Too much Toxicity! 

‘100 cacao beans bought an Aztec a slave,12 for a courtesan’ 

What is in the eye of your mind? He’s lost his grip on reality! 

‘Some kind of Revolutionary ~ wrestling with my conscience. 

Damn them all!’ This is our Holy range of Sacrificial gowns... 

What’s happened to being Innocent until proven to be guilty? 

Exaggerating the Ideological war on a bloody chopping block. 

Exaggerating cultural, gender divides, dropped a 5-ton concrete 

block on her head, for their adultery; Forbidden to throw stones! 

“I think I’m in Love” ~ I don’t want any misunderstanding and pain. 

* 

Sweet Tawaf * Is it about Empowering Me? OK! 

Kissing the black vulva of the Goddess ~ Objective of ritual ecstasy! 

All*lat worshipping at her pagan cubist shrine ~ in bright Sunshine. 

‘Directed Energy Weapons’ ~ not the humiliation of gettin’ busted! 

“Admitted, Jordan used torture but not as much as they used to” 

* 

Armageddon’s Trauma – Only on a Need to Know Basis! 

‘Friendly fire’ the Canadians lost 600 at Caen ~ made it into a ruin! 

War Hero’s nerves ~ constant fighting no respite! Who set this up? 

I’ll never forget it, 15,000 killed or wounded in his first fire fight! 

You can get Killed any second ~ their children can be mutilated! 

Resolved ~ Unquestioning obedience to authority and hierarchy! 

Worshipping the foremost Patron saint of soldiers at the Cenotaph! 

This is Classified; For your eyes only. telling each other Top secrets!
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Economy Tanked! 

The man at the Top > Who lives, who dies, who is put in chains? 

Going to War as the most powerful, righteous, national Identity. 

$350 million a day in Afghanistan ~ Bombing rocks and civilians! 

Immolation still common, barbaric practices on innocent women. 

Found wreckage of a British Slaver ~ all were thrown overboard. 

Distant ghostly figures on the shore ~ seeping into a misty ocean. 

How about that, a tyrannical Mindscape, officially legalized murder! 

SLAVERY is thriving ~ What is the Genesis for a human rebellion? 

* 

Collateral Murder what else can you call it? 

Post anti-fascism war ~ dire Poverty swept onto Venetian shores. 

Who’s against the abuse of Power, challenging Official Diktats? 

Accepted belief that the media is working for the public good? 

Accepted belief that Government is working for the public good. 

Accepted belief that business is regulated for the public good. 

Absolutely untrue, it’s fake, it’s ALL corrupt, deadly, false view. 

Psychological warfare from Y/our cradle to grave manipulation. 

Breaking down totalitarian manias for one dimensional meaning. 

Be truly creative, interdependent, multi*dimensional perspectives. 

‘Appearance’ & ‘Neo Realism’ ~ Life keeps changing & so do we. 

Beyond words, expressing this nature ~ human*omni*bio*diversity 

* 

Open Mind at the Pleasure Palace 

“I’m actually doing it; you think you can do it? Fuck off!” 

Voice over ~ Realization of the Prison your mind can be in!” 

You wouldn’t get a fuck out of me if I was reading a good book. 

Fucked up Mentality, I don’t wanna know their silly prejudices… 

No time to make Love, too busy making her deadline! 

For fuck sake calm down, shut up and choose a place.
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“I am the only Survivor!” 

January 29th 2001, General Pinochet’s arrest ordered; let’s see! 

Dumping bodies in the Ocean, she’d been ‘Incorrect Politically’ 

Where else can Torturers retire in such dignity? Try Miami! 

Need to heal Collective Memory ~ Chilly Karmic generations. 

Army supports today Institution of Dictatorship v Extradition. 

Spotlighting his fascistonista sympathizers. Paying for his 5* 

defence, legal posturing, Government speeches, rich lobbying. 

Politicians tell Court to let him go free; In Our National Interest! 

The Law’s an ass. ‘He’s incapable of standing trial, unstable, ill, 

making fantastic claims of having Alzheimer’s is their strategy.’ 

His shame, why? ‘Crimes Against Humanity’ ~ ‘the Telephone!’ 

Agreement of Immunity against International Justice, bad joke! 

‘Dina’s’ still in Power, now heads the Police Intelligence; Chills! 

Military giving themselves Amnesty while wiring up her Vagina. 

Denouncing this Injustice, they called it the ‘Kitchen’ of Torture! 

‘Salle de Tortura’ - Metal beds, loud music to cover screaming. 

Proof from Exhumed bodies: forensics with no teeth for justice. 

Mass graves, ‘the Caravan of Death’ with many small children. 

Indicting, ‘Senator for Life’ no escaping, blaming subordinates. 

Tortured at the Air Force base, the infamous Villa Grimaldi. 

“I was someone Tortured every day and night for 3 months, 

blood stuck to her body.” Is this Insane? “Forced to watch 

the slow death of a young boy beaten to death with chains! 

‘The Grill’, the hangings, the drugs ~ ‘the dry submarine’… 

Torturers practiced Karate on his spine ~ cutting his penis! 

Psychologically deepest scars; Inhuman yet Britain Failed 

to Lift the immunity. He’d left a long trail of blood & Agony! 

Evidencia: “Companeros’ screams of Pain hardest to heal; 

I knew they’d torture her, Unimaginable things for a soul.” 

Waiting for the shocks and the beatings ~ “We’ll be back!” 

So much pain but she can still be happy ~ “I survived!” 

“And my children will be proud, because I am still Alive”
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‘Buy Bye’ (www.thecorporation.com) Corporate Core Virtues? 

A Corps creating Wants ~ Imposing the Philosophy of Futility! 

Using the delusion, ‘Manufacturing Our Consent’ Dividing & ..... 

The Sciences of Exploitation, Usurpation, Privatisation, Privation! 

Ego not Eco, Psychopathic Characteristics of a Conglomeration! 

Zombie’s Mindset Inventing Seeds that will destroy themselves! 

Producing ‘suicidal genes’ desperate for a Paradigm change! 

Sustainable, Commerce/Permaculture or a Global Plunderer? 

Creating things Destroying us, Dow, Monsanto’s Agent Orange! 

Codex, Nuclear Waste, heating up the Pathology of Commerce. 

‘Every life support system in the World is in Terminal Decline!’ 

THE SYSTEM IS DOOMED; Waking up, to a Terrible Legacy! 

Targeting the Mindless, alienated consumers, cynical customers. 

Disseminating Nice guy image but essentially Ripping us All off! 

Cute Façade but Making an Economic War, fuckin Social Mess. 

And another Invasion ~ of our Minds, 24/7 Slaves in Sweatshops. 

Poisoned Food Chains; Identified as the Good Consumer Citizen. 

 

‘An Industry spending $12 billion on kid’s Advertising! Why? 

Brainwashing Initiatives of PSYCHO-logics; Development of  

their Vulnerabilities ~ Manipulations all for moving PRODUCT. 

A New Association with China, World Bank and IMF. Oligarchs! 

Corrupt Kleptocracies have taken over, making Our Public Policy! 

Advertising a way of Lifestyle, their own ‘Perception Management’ 

Helping Monopolies have a Voice and Branding all our Public Space. 

Now Top conglomerations are Prosecuted for ANTI-TRUST Violations. 

Nice to their Slaves; Lower wages, No Social conditions, Pollution etc. 

The Corporate Institution ~ has Created a Monstrous Tyranny. GMO’s, 

DDT’s Hazardous Defects! Cancer/epidemics/environmental disasters! 

Industry is trivializing all the health risks of Synthesised chemicals. 

Puppets of Powerful Aspirations ~ Every Resource is Up for Grabs! 

Who bears Responsibility? Carbon Credits Purposely run at a LOSS! 

“One day everything will be owned by somebody, a global syndicate” 

“Life’s Not an Invention of Corporations.” Who said that?
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‘Spread Em * Expose Em’ 

Keeps making it up, Freedom to have no thought, force fed by a Matrix! 

How can you quantify your life’s journey ~ in experience, in allowance? 

All the insider Satanists invested in unnatural irradiated Biotech stocks. 

Praises the laurels of Genetically modified papadams not Panjandrums 

as Safe to eat; “I gave it to my wife and children!” 

“Nothing to regenerate so she slipped away!” 

“All we can do is transcend the swamp” 

by being in the stillness ~ in its Silence. 

Feeling it really doesn’t matter, spiritually. 

You’ll get out ~ If you struggle you’ll sink! 

“She’s the least restrained Indian I ever met” 

Describing natural Instincts of empty spaces ~ 

Knowing the tree’s deva energy within a sacred wood. 

It reveals Spirit ~ wild horses talking to the Babylonian’s. 

Protesting the destruction of their lovely environment ~ 

by unsympathetic humans in giant metal caterpillars! 

Chopping down the last ancient Oak. WHY? 

Almost like Magic, those horses knew ~ 

Makes you cry! 

* 

Psysick Ward 

“I’m too fucked up, give me the poison that I love” 

“In front of you is a Torture machine…..!” 

“Do you know what a vicious circle is, Jihad, Fatwah, IDF?” 

“Numptees, firing 50 Katoucha Rockets at you willy-nilly!!!” 

Puts his soul in his pregnant girlfriend as he’s dying moving thru Tokyo! 

Being, doing impossibilities * “I do” ~ the whole thing is like an Acid trip  

At Ma Ganga, Varanasi, surrendering! “I do”, immersed in Shiva magic. 

Wearing feathers ~ “I can’t wear leather if I don’t eat meat.” 

“He paid his death duties in advance avoiding any stress!” 

Fanaticism gets you nowhere ~ This Is for Everyone
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Anti - Gravity * Serendipity! 

“I’m not gonna get any trouble from Babylon, Am I?” 

The doctor told him that ~ “passion was endangering his life!” 

Conceptual Tomatoes cloned to death, with no natural essences. 

An amazing sky, last thing to see before going ~ into angel’s dust. 

It’s everything to do with empty Space ~ with an Opening Channel! 

No Thinking ~ I’m dreaming the dream, playing the main character 

In the middle of a monstrous hill of banana bullshit; Full on Chaos! 

Could be worse! Worse than dead? Let’s have Peaceful Wisdom. 

Just go with feeling ~ Minding Conscious SPACE, enjoys smiling. 

‘The Light of Love Coming Shining Through’ ~ All Together in you. 

Space between the words is the feeling ~ don’t need any words. 

Feeling the feeling ~ speaking for Itself ~ Abstract Expressionism  

* 

Turmeric Moon 

They all want a fair bride ~ An Intact Hymen, a healthy womb! 

“We’ll take your daughter to the doctor and see she’s healthy” 

Trying to figure out your innocent wife who was given to you 

with a dowry; to love and cherish forever in honour and Trust. 

She carried the smell of Jasmine and you battered her to death! 

Who do you think she really is in relationship to you in this Universe? 

Coming with a lifetime guarantee, rising from Shakti. 

How to tell you without it sounding too blasé! 

If you’re stupid enough to break your heart ~ 

She seemed like a devoted pragmatist to me! 

* 

Metaphorically 

‘War on Terrorism’ 

‘War for Terrorism’ 

‘War Is Terrorism!’ 

“Forget about Terrorism we’re now melting, being in the Love” 

“It’s who is doing the medicine!” Hearts and Eagles in the fire!
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Ugly, Fat & Old UFO’s 

Heard two Ketamine twins foaming at the mouth, doing blueys! 

“Everyone else was trippin and I was MDMA*mazed!” 

“If I can’t dance to it then I’m not going to play it ~” 

What’s goin’ on in the back of their heads is a mystery! 

Just caught the biggest Jellyfish off the coast of Japan 

Radioactivity made them all flipping, clicking Hot Tuna. 

Killed all Aquatic life ~ get your head around that! 

She was the Chief Slaughter man’s daughter… 

‘The brightest light makes deepest shadows’ 

And had to be revived 

* 

‘Duality Tax’ 

Free ~ being in a flowing stream of Universal Consciousness. 

Man, Prisoner of a Job. Yes or No, Real or Unreal or Surreal? 

No one telling me what to do; What’s a Right or Wrong song? 

How to think more consistently, Mindless violence or Kindness? 

Do you feel Victimised? 3000 new laws under Labour’s Authority 

in 10 years; 10 times more than in the previous 100 years! 

Prisoner of Bank Credit Card debt, jealousy and Economy. 

Prisoner of a disability, addiction, sub-conscious sensation. 

Prisoner of Ego, disease and Pain, desire my name is DNA. 

Prisoner of a Biometrical ID; Paranoia and Political Coercion. 

Prisoner of Illusions, fear, lies, distortions, negatives, denials. 

Prisoner of corruption, Ignorance and your Un/willing senses. 

Prisoner of Memories that will not let go even in my dreaming. 

Prisoner of Programmed Identity, competitive, matrix cultures. 

Prisoner of some Holy land, just infinite grains of blowing sand. 

Prisoner of mother nature’s temperament ~ Free to be inspired. 

Prisoner of time & space ~ free by the Grace of your sweet kiss. 

Take a lovely trip, have a café latte turn off your 50,000V Tasers! 

Talkin’ ‘bout getting back to that Garden…
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“We Can Still Be Friends” 

What does it mean to have Individual consciousness ~ 

Bringing Christ down to Earth thru the Inspirational Gate. 

With a Sense of Mind ~ Self, creating beautiful Mosaics 

Capturing the Social energy ~ the Mystical vernacular. 

Found himself in front of a Crucifiction, all very surreal! 

Who wants to inherit this Toxic dump * of Planet Earth? 

He once was a Master of Mass persuasion ~ confusion; 

worships a Fuhrer who was a Megalomaniac, and You? 

It’s all an Illusion being played on the stage of your Mind 

which is being witnessed by your infinite consciousness ~ 

Frescoes representing power * of Images as y/our Reality! 

Confronting delusions with more contradictions ~ for an answer! 

Why are you denying your body senses, flagellation of Thought, 

to comply with suffering not the ecstasies of vital, flesh dualities? 

They have No feeling ~ human empathy, oblivious to the radiance 

Hell on Earth ~ unless you’re transcended in the here * now. 

“Healthy Mind ~ Healthy Body” shining in the Spiritual eye. 

Being All In the multi * dimensional Oneness 

* 

Free to Rome 

Contaminated Paella Bonds. Topsy Turvy Defaulting, web links. 

Demanded their money from an emptied vault; Thick as thieves! 

Predatory lenders’ IOU’s as good as Gold! Who do you believe? 

Thrive, Corporation, Zeitgeist, Adbusters, alternative networking;. 

Greed, weakness at the heart of an insane, Profligate Euro Zone. 

People who come from very Impoverished backgrounds wear? 

Insane Hyper-debt, Corrupt Banksters, Political criminals’ lobby. 

Another systemic Corporate Raid, Ignorant, autocratic Predators. 

Check out ‘Inside Job’; they’ll make you fight for every fuckin’ cm! 

Elites, Cryptocrat, Plutocrat want control of Earth’s New Order
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Live by the sword die by the sword * Live in Love die in Love 

These revelations shine a light on the inequality, plight and fight  

of humanity as the World’s wealth is being hoarded, squandered, 

by these decadent, despotic, sociopathic ‘people’ with No feelings, 

that will stop at nothing to maintain their oligarchical powers, Control 

positions, wealth and privileges. Whereas 3.5 billion people have ~  

not even the basics of water, food, shelter, security, to be allowed  

to survive on a Planet which is Abundant and the BIRTH * RIGHT  

of EVERY LIVING ENTITY 

* 

Fucking Up People’s Codes 

TV. Chill out, Brainwashing, Conditioning, Scrambling your Mind! 

Sucks your energy, makes you a couch potato, tells you to believe 

what they say, made it interactive ~ “Tell us all ‘bout your Inner self” 

You’ll have to be very underground! Dystopian, FEAR PROGRAMS. 

The Judge will be a Big Mother-Board; What do they want from us? 

‘Awareness equanimously feeling the Space that the FORMS are in’ 

Decide which Identity to feed y/our mind, to react with such behavior! 

‘The Indian President educated himself on a railway platform.’ 

Different motivation, intent is reality ~ a missile is not a rocket! 

Teaching ‘Computer Hacking’ 10000 Rupees in Bombay, to kids. 

Space*ships have to TRANSCEND ~ we’re going to other Planes. 

This or that hallucinogenic galaxy, another Cosmic comic book… 

That’s one view of the future but the future doesn’t exist right ~ 

We all got a free choice but soon there won’t be any with ID. #s. 

Government controls choice ‘To be chipped or not to be chipped?’ 

Then they’ll know everything about You ~ Scanning everyone’s ~ 

See you in virtual reality, Your whole Life meta-data, Profile potential 

Now tell us this! They’ll even know if you are telling the Truth or not! 

A blip on a screen*Exact Locationing, never getting lost in the jungle! 

IT’S INSIDE YOU ~ ALL THE BEST * KEEP IT REAL
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What Do You Want? 

Let's have some shiny carats 

Give it a stick or some treaties. 

Not when you're misbehaving, 

breathalyse your own anger. 

Old enough to have tantrums 

not giving it any attention…  

She put her fingers all over it 

The Shiva ling in the Temple. 

They came out of a cage 

* 

‘Injuries consistent with a Tiger attack!’ 

The Vatican, Biggest arms sellers; who’d like constructive criticism? 

“The Carnival Is Over” ~Take off the red shoes and red horns Baba! 

Kissing the feet of an Imprisoned Moslem woman; Why do it now? 

Flicking a forked Tail. “You never know how the Malai Kofta will be!” 

* 

You Just Know It In the Heart and Are Connected 

Fluoride Pills for Pregnant women at Your local Eugenics Farmacy! 

National Anthems ~ Brainwash Us More! “Who is Ruling this Earth?” 

Went to the Department of Official Propaganda; Orwellian Section 4. 

Looking for a Mental landscape to bang my head against; Or Not! 

“The more you know the more painful it is!” Really? Until it lets go ~ 

“Take my sister home with you, she’s got nowhere to stay tonight!” 

They’re passing out on MDMA. ~ I’m high as a kite on Cannabis oil! 

“Let me die for my Emperor!” Who’s that nutter, high on “Banzai”? 

But the Spirit’s always there ~ Your MIND becomes the Channel 

for you to become a butterfly ~ to be a bird and fly with the birds. 

A feeling of Peace flowing through it, nice, makes you feel Aware. 

Looking just in here as a Human being ~ You’re born Free 

then they CONDITION-Control-Master programme You, 

Breaking your Spirit ~ taming a wild creature!
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Cosmic Energy Temple 

“I was in Love first” 

Fuck the System….. 

I feel empowered, understanding ~ 

why I'm getting screwed every day. 

“It's not Rocket science!” 

Spread the Love 

* 

Your Hysterical Eugenics 

“I wanna wake up!” 

“They can't lock you up if you're free inside” 

'Don't ever take drugs that disagree with you' 

Surrounded by people who believe in the bullshit. 

Can't put your child in school without being vaccinated! 

You are the magic not the place, being happy everywhere. 

I want to be sad, I want to be happy, I changed my mind… 

“Everybody said that it was a regular beheading” 

Taking advantage of the Trust. 

* 

 Hit the Nail on the Head! 

Don’t be angry at a horse for being a horse, or a kid for being a kid.  

A prodigy watching his father getting sucked into the wrestling on TV. 

Pantomime, a deep program in existence, long before Adam and Eve. 

F...  criminals raping someone; they’re not bridegrooms but predators!  

She thought she’d get in trouble throwing a yoghurt pot in the wrong bin! 

Why we have natural laws; if you’re angry get it off your chest; no fear ~ 

Happened to mates in Wormwood Scrubs prison her Majesty’s Pleasure 

The judge is working for the Crown. “Do you understand these charges  

cretin?” The Government is the Trustee of my estate, I am its Executor  

Beneficiary. What’s your number? Here’s my Affidavit and a bill for any  

harassment. I am not a Joinder, so refusing to answer any questions … 

Relationship ~ back to Natural Law of the People not the Maritime Law.  

“I move to dismiss this case”
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‘Guwahati, Assam’. Guardian p14. 16/7/2012 

‘Indians have expressed horror at video footage of a teenage 

girl being sexually assaulted by a laughing mob of more than 

twelve men in a busy street outside a bar in NE India. No one 

intervened for up to 45 minutes during the attack which was 

filmed by an off-duty journalist and a cameraman from News- 

Live channel. The footage was broadcast on news channels 

prompting a debate on women’s safety in India and asked why 

the journalists didn’t intervene. Police have been criticized 

over their initial indifference towards the attack which 

took place just minutes from the nearest Police station! 

The attack has highlighted the dangers of being a woman 

in India. A global poll last month voted India the worst G20 

country for women, behind even Saudi Arabia. India’s national 

commission for women said that the teenage victim had been 

treated like an animal and had cigarette burns all over her body’ 

This is another example of the grotesque treatment of women ~ 

A woman, executed by the Taliban for adultery, put on internet! 

There’s long lists of inhumane treatment of women, of so called 

‘honor killings’, to forced marriages of teenage girls in Pakistan, 

to the Qatif girl who was gang raped but ordered by a court in 

Saudi Arabia to be given 200 lashes for the crime of ‘mingling ~ 

A Christian girl was framed by a Moslem imam for burning pages 

of the Koran, for which the penalty is death! Even more barbaric 

examples are the mass raping of Moslem women, estimated to be 

20,000, as a militarily condoned ‘objective’ during the horrendous 

1990’s fascist war in Bosnia; the sex slavery and torture prisons! 

Headlines: Another massacre of civilians including children ~ 

taken off the bus in Houla, Syria, shot dead ~ as seen on TV! 

‘So little can be done against the carnage’ an eye witness said. 

A new massacre, 13 workers found, ashes in a fertiliser factory
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Too Pissed to Pay 

‘Don’t Fuck with the rare Elephants!’ 

They’re gentle unless they get drunk ~ 

Attacked by an Emu in an Indian Zoo. 

“I don’t eat anything from the sea ~” 

You touch it and something happens. 

Fukushima Aliens being evacuated! 

* 

Tentacles of SERCO 

“There’s mushrooms in every forest of the World” 

The ground is moving all the time, Psychedelic Lotus. 

The Planet is Non-Stop, breaks the normal Logic,  

Conditioning ~ Paradigm shifting outside the net. 

“Terminate the rogue drone, clone for clear energy. 

Psycho-Robotics, hybrid females come to spawn. 

“If your magic doesn’t work what can you do?” 

Decloaking, become visible again by turning off a cloaking device. 

To believe or not to believe; African slaves chanting to their Gods. 

16-year-olds with a Kalashnikov and Qat, total urban tribal! 

And you with another man’s supremacist boot on your back! 

It’s about humiliation, I’m a hippie not in the slave business. 

Cruising on the Moons of Neptune; babies in prison jackets. 

Success depended on Aphrodite’s vision quests on sacred lakes. 

“If you want it perfect, get a Print.” “In the beginning was Vibration” 

 “What am I doing here, am I contributing to this devastation? 

What’s it like to be in the middle of an eruption? Ask Brahma.  

Absolutely, It’s Give & Take ~ her favourite mantra on the yatra 

* 

Albert Einstein 

“We are slowed down Sound and Light Waves ~ 

A Walking Bundle of Frequencies Tuned into the Cosmos. 

We Are Souls dressed up in Sacred Biochemical Garments and our 

bodies are the Instruments through which our souls play their music.”
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Blasphemy from the Dark Ages 

Pagans enraptured by the scent off Jupiter’s arse; Branded DNA. 

Ayatollah state, Iran ordered Muslims to kill blasphemer Salman. 

‘Employ everything you got to send him to Hell!’ Self-destructive 

frame of Mind; terrorism from the mosque to freedom of thought. 

‘Satanic Verses’ ~ publicly burned in Bradford! A city in England! 

“Violence begets Violence mate.” Having a Fatwa in Lancashire. 

Vilification, Freedom of speech not allowed in this country again. 

A Heretic, ‘When in Wigan do as our Ahmed not as the Wigan’s’ 

or you’ll be condemned to death, filleted his throat by a chippie! 

Their honor ruined his life, murdered for the insult and the shame. 

Buddhists can talk about anything even God ~ Human solidarity. 

Fundamentalism gone mad, strict rules, burnt as a meat pie Love. 

More Inquisitors in the name of Religion still torturing the ‘infidels’. 

Separation & duality couldn’t make it to forgiveness & compassion. 

The Sun & all celestial bodies revolving around the Earth or else! 

They discovered the orbits of the stars * but burnt their telescopes 

tonight and are rampaging on the streets with other demagogues! 

* 

15/2/2003: One Million people marched Against the Iraq War. 

Spinning the ‘UNTruth of Real Politick’; absolutely no WMD!! 

Blair’s fascism, blood all over his body. Believed in the War! 

“The people we were fighting decided to fight back!” You again! 

“Extraordinarily, we were led down the GB. swannee, Oh, Yeah! 

Who’s owning up to a Massive Betrayal?” In the Grip of BBC TV. 

Ignorantly, unconsciously they channeled the Devil’s dark magick 

* 

‘Vous êtes en relations avec un Répondeur téléphonique’  

Naturally, who was a hippy, who is a hippy ~ 

who is not a hippy and who will be a hippy? 

‘No Blacks, No Irish, No Dogs, No Babies 

No Europeans, No Muslims, No Afrasians, 

No Gays, Trippy Humans * No Egobots 
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Not Poor ~ PURE! 

Too High * 3000 signals happening to you in any moment! 

Price of Globalisation ~ Chemtrails poisoning a clear sky! 

Individualised Programming for the Greedy Self -Therapy. 

Having a Panic Attack in the Mind! 

“I don’t Trust Doctors anymore!” 

“I got BOOBS too ~ Look at me!” 

Replacing metal, mercury for ceramic fillings 

Biodegradable, smart, non-fluoride teeth! 

* 

Time’s Up Ali Baba 

Backing a ‘No Plan’ is unbelievable Criminal Negligence. 

History of ‘Satanists against Humanity’, of a White House. 

Robbing the Antiquities from out of our ancient Babylonia. 

“Were there that many vases being looted?” 

They let a country of 25 million fully Collapse! 

The Phone Exchange was bombed by a B52. 

No Protection, no communication, anarchy, gone mad. 

On the streets of Baghdad, they let the rats run wild 

* 

Geisha Bar 

‘A woman can only get to heaven if she has a husband’. 

“I don’t want to live in a conceptual world but the real world.” 

Perception, interpretation is the key; they’ll kill you on the spot… 

People dying because they’re living on the wrong side of a fence! 

‘They’ll put a steel studded boot right into your face, forever!’ 

They’ve all transmuted because of Pol Pot; they got nothing! 

People been skating on the sea; a cold spell the likes that’s 

never been seen before; either that or stumbling in the dark. 

The cats out the bag; saying freely what you think, 

if you do, you’re going to get a call. 

Never did a thing wrong, in nick for 30 years! 

Its Paradise Lost every day.
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Fuzzy Logic Bombs on Oxford Street 

‘Stenography’ ~ hiding something in plain sight... 

“Taking down the Global senses of satellite systems! 

I’m not asking for Permission” 

“She’s dead, whatever you say now, doesn’t matter!” 

In the face of Adversity; what’s the latest Intelligence? 

“Waiting on a Dirty, Radio Active Bomb for Xmas!” 

Found out she’s a double Agent! 

* 

Natural Information 

Free making decisions ~ because I don’t make them anymore. 

Meta-being, regeneration not degeneration ~ Visualising; as it is! 

Micro*organisms, micro mutation, micro Cosmological essences. 

Organic seeds ~ ‘Can’t be Patented for Profit’; Thank God! 

Pharmaceutical Corpse, bio-tech Industries on the Rampage! 

Epidemics of GM. Processed foods, inducing diseases in nature! 

Rejuvenating your body ~ a very energetic, conscious Universe. 

“It’s so easy because it’s here” 

* 

Spiked 

Sitting on top of a pyramid, having a piss on the air-conditioning unit! 

“I was arrested unlawfully, I’ll sue you for punitive damages!” 

“As God is my witness”; you’ve just incarnated him in the room. 

“I was looking for that hungry horse; I couldn’t find it…” 

He had breakfast in the trees with his favorite Geisha. 

Care comes from the body, mind and heart; all in one. 

Feeling heart first, mind’s intention, action in the guts. 

Each breath you take, inhale Love, exhale Love. 

It gives you time to contemplate your existence ~ 

If I shake, I can’t wait ~ flowing in organised chaos. 

Meditation on trees, find a tree, touch it, hug a life. 

“I don’t do violence!”
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‘Cestui Que Vie’ 

Yoked ~ Social Engineering, the AI-Automation of Society 

A Collar on, conformity, compliance of the servile classes. 

Giving the inferiors low quality education, separation from 

top dogs; never realising they’re ignorant; forms of slavery. 

Brainwashed to the Max, marketing that part of the algorithm. 

Wake up! You are a natural wo*man, CEO of your own Corps. 

We’re the Creator’s offspring, no one can order you what to do! 

No despots, the Queen is the trustee reigning in the Creator’s stead. 

I am Executor of my Trust; unless you give the court your authority, 

Jurisdiction, then, you become the Trustee and they’re the Executor!  

Self-ownership, you make your own; inherent Natural Law. 

“I am asserting my rights, otherwise you don’t have any!” 

‘In the Divine We Trust, as children of Universal Nature’ 

* 

“I like all of Spain too” 

Benidorm with the English on Viagra! 

What if; I dream a lot, they do come true. 

You gotta look them in the eye ~ just being 

is more attractive than just being, a fascist. 

“Get me a beer and some doughnuts, Fucker!” 

Fit and Ready; BBC; straight in my white arse! 

Deported, sent off to the Devil’s nightmare, Virtual-REALITY Island. 

Persecuted for religion, having a beard, having an Untouchable wife. 

Won’t give her water from the well or allow her shadow to cross theirs. 

Being a slave, down to your left hand. Sets of rules to include, exclude.  

Ethnic cleansing is totally unbelievable in the eyes of any Gods of Love. 

‘The Irish were white slaves in the Caribbean before Africans turned up’
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Commercialism gone Absolutely Mad! 

Dhamma, eight-fold path, you’re not trying to appease any Idol! 

They’re still using daisy cutting, Carpet Bombing, clusters! 

They want to kill you, all your children, with disease. 

Reaping what you sow; karma is like 24/7 CCTV. 

‘God, he’s watching you everywhere; Never Sin! 

How can I ever know? You can’t! Hallo Paranoia. 

Respect, Gaia is your mother Not your slave! 

You own nothing not even your own life. 

Do you want some loving? 

Beautiful in the heart. 

* 

He Loves It 

'Beer makes life better' 

She just fucked him off  

because she's tired of it 

and she told him! 

A gram a day, powders, they're fuckin for a druggin' 

or druggin’ for a fuckin' ~ hey, don't blow up the rat! 

“The smack is here, crack’s on the way” met in Rehab. 

MDMA and Viagra “Oh no, give us some more, more!” 

Best blowjob ~ Porno stars attacking the BBC!' 

* 

They’re more Equal 

‘I just go with witnessing the Chemistry… 

I don’t think about anything, Mr. Chomsky’ 

It is tracking you ~ You miss the important bits. 

Electro-magnetic weapons working in an ionised atmosphere! 

You don’t wanna lower yourself to them!
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Infinite Shiva * Psychedelic * Vipassana 

Cows doing yoga asanas, ‘all religions are Maya ~ 

They bought, sold and enslaved your soul, mate, 

when you were born ~ Certified for the Matrix! 

Look into your child’s eyes, energetic portals. 

They wheeled into NASA. with Astronauts 

juggling balls, in front of a green screen! 

“To be free you have to be an Outlaw” 

Protecting you from the Truth! 

* 

The Divine Rights of Angels 

Corrupted the whole system to suit themselves ~ 

Interpreting the Law making them into Kings & Queens! 

When I came out of the black years, and for a while… 

It might have been even longer than that. 

The Government is a Trustee of my estate. 

I’m the Executor, beneficiary, I’m God’s child! 

The judge is working for the Crown’s deception, protection. 

The Government considers you legally, as a dead person ~ 

Certified, born as a Slave. You come to life as a Living Man 

* 

‘All for One * One for All’ 

Elves created Ayurvedic before the Indians. 

What am I gonna do with myself, right now? 

‘Casting dark spells of Concealment on you’ 

“They’re driving all the people indoors mate ~” 

‘Bloods thicker than water, bloods thinner than gold’ 

How did they ever think they could take on a dragon? 

“I met a lot of witches”. “I know I married one,” he said. 

Made the Antidote for the most dangerous nerve agent! 

When did we let the Devil become more powerful than us?
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Solipsistic Fire Juggling 

‘The bad seed’ ~ as seen Incessantly on TV! 

I didn’t see that one coming, right in the back! 

“Give me those shoes!” 

Are you ever hearing what you’re saying? 

Living in a Rosie teepee, gleaming inside you and me. 

Decadence, perversion, corruption of Western culture. 

Can’t stand it anymore ~ a pointer, to drop out, Now. 

You’re taking the piss; use me, don’t abuse me dear! 

You really don’t know any better, what a real shame. 

Who and how ~ could you betray such a Love? 

Consciously, realizing the delusional mind. 

Forgiveness is empathy from the heart.  

 * 

TANT*RIC * HYPNO*TIC 

Moses makes black Magic, turned a stick into a snake! 

Ask any rakshasas, ask a white rabbit, or any wise owl. 

Hit one black cow at night ~ called Psychic-automation; 

surrealist belief in the expression of the unconscious ~ 

‘Where he painted, between recurrent spells of insanity’ 

I shot Andy Warhol, or was it you Monsieur Van Goch? 

* 

Admiralty Law over-riding the Law of the Land 

Flesh and blood, made into a commercial contract ~ 

All Capital letters, your straw man’s-Corporative identity. 

No commercialism applies to humans because we’re not a business. 

You've got no authority to harass me, there’s been No crime committed! 

What’s behind the Mask? An advanced calculator, named Deep Blue ~  

Keep the public distracted, disillusioned, fearful, lost, confused, isolated. 

Its ubiquitous criminal justice, Program-Networking, the top of the pile!  

Superior Matrix for enhanced enslavement ~ of body, mind, heart, Spirit
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To the Outer Limits (Violence in every tribal bible) 

‘Vatican strangling you all, an Inquisition stretching your Mind! 

On a screeching rack; Holy Blood stains all over the sacrificial 

ground. Controlling the Psychology of Society through Myths! 

Keepers of the Fraud of Faith, blasphemers, heretics, crusaders. 

The Heartlands of International Conspiracies and Terrorist Acts. 

Who Extracted the False Confessions from whom, in the Media! 

Who Planted the Pancake ‘Evidence’, with Absolutely No Proof? 

No Interception from the Cardinals in white, Thermite hoodies 

Technically Impossible ~ “Is this Real World or an Exercise?” 

Who’s in charge of mobilizing the War Games? ‘Oh, mein Got!’ 

Seeing our brothers & sisters jumping through the dust clouds! 

Brainwashing, another whitewash by the ‘Imperial omission’ 

Globalised Evil, hypnotising you with WMD; slogans of deceit. 

Who’s the new Enemy you Created, to make a Patriotic Society? 

Winds them up with revenge! Need $80 billion to equip an Army, 

need new rules; engaging a rampant Military Industrial Complex. 

Access: Economic, Scientific, Political, Religious, Legal, Media. 

Inside job, ‘Subversion not election’. Making human beings Mad. 

Cause-Reactions, Who Wields the Power? Who holds the debt? 

Who are the slaves, who are the slave owners? Central Banksters 

had banks collapse in Nations controlled by mega credit/bonuses. 

A super state of Bankers, Economic Crisis, Inflation, Interest Rates, 

money supply, bankruptcies, Debt, loans, Credit swindles, TAXES! 

* 

“Panics are Scientifically created; increasing the Money supply.” 

Which Monopoly caused a Recession, a Worldwide depression? 

Legal Tender backed up by what? Nothing! War’s a Control Tool. 

The Federal Reserve is Ultimately Controlling Society, our Planet! 

What happened to an abysmal standard of disastrous regulators? 

How did a democratic government allow this to happen to people! 

Who is getting ripped off, who’s making a fortune, who allows it? 

Needs a new paradigm, life inspiration ~ www.livingthefield.com
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Silent Weapons Systems Collaborating ~ ‘Behold the Pale horse’ 

Who to believe or TRUST? AI to coerce by proxy all the people… 

Creating a Psychological, destabilising environment, society (us). 

There’s No Authority figure to go to, to report to, so you feel Helpless!’ 

Programs Controlling population; what you see in the NEWS; pointing 

 our fingers, directed, enhancing trauma effects, limiting our knowledge, 

through your virtual, interactif, personal simulator in a barren landscape 

* 

“I think Charas is the best!” 

‘Sex gets in the way of everything’ she said. 

Feeling with your heart, being on the Astral plane ~ 

“I spend more time with the devil than I do with Jesus!” 

“We are that man standing on a stage barking like a dog” 

“Nobody is your Boss; that’s how I understand the Law” 

Going into No-mind Space, beyond all the brainwashing 

of your own Government, denying our Human Principles. 

Psy-ops, there’s a Rockefeller sitting on the throne! 

“Now we can smell a rat in everything, 

because there is a rat in everything!” 

Oceanic ~ seas of deadly radiation. 

How to cast-off toxic hypnotic spells! 

* 

Krishna Relationship 

Crabs keep walking into the fire, thinking it’s moonlight. 

Affinity, dynamic between the narcissist and empathic ~ 

Attachment, energetic exchange systems from childhood 

Dependent on this hard wiring, Welcome to the Matrixed. 

Psyche-spiritual bonds to something greater than our self ~ 

Activating bio-energy flow fields, free exchange, attunement. 

Setting them up for non-reciprocal caresses and kisses. 

‘It’s quite an affliction to never be satisfied darling!’ 

Completely and utterly selfish!
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Our Little Secret 

Satanists drinking the blood of children; completely Unbelievable! 

Another sacrifice to lower level frequencies, demons craving feelings. 

‘They’ve been cutting babies’ heads off and gorging on their tiny brains!’ 

Who are these creatures directing our Planet’s destructive devastation? 

Human emotions being splattered all over this poisoned, stolen earth ~ 

They want us living in a dimension of Fear, anxiety, pain and insecurity. 

Capitalism’s weaponised life; what do you believe is happening Guv? 

“Everyone’s got to do it together; we’re not paying, Fuck Off!” 

She lost her only child; the walls were screaming! 

A way out of the field of arising and passing away. 

Connecting mind and body for the highest ideal ~ 

Your good karmas are your friend and heirs. 

* 

They Run the Matrix 

‘She sees it ~ Exactly for what it is’ 

He knows what’s happening in a War! Do the boys? 

“To keep a bunch of Jackasses with MI6’s in Line!” 

“Imposing Order in the World and Killing the People who 

don’t tow the Line.” Authority deems to put you to sleep! 

They have no Idea of compromising, if they don’t have to. 

“Fighting War, Mad but got balls of Male instinctive energy. 

Sitting around doing nothing, nurturing a sick Parasite ~ 

and deep hatred with Religious-Zealotry put on top of it! 

Winding everyone up like a bunch of dysfunctional toys. 

Took all their Resources for Exploitation. 

Outspent them on the Biggest Gun! 

Of course it’s fucking horrible!”
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Reading like a Parrot Priest. 

My dark eyed, Ferrara Lover ~ 

brought parables from fishermen. 

‘Let the dead bury the dead’ 

“The system is there to be used or abused?” 

MP’s Expenses, receipts and lawyers’ deceit. 

‘Can’t put these feelings into any Machine’ 

Let the paranoia’s, allergies, phobias go ~ 

Your hunger for greed or for Knowledge? 

He is the seeker of release ~ Inner Peace 

* 

Onion Sites 

Reshaping society on the dark-net for a white rabbit ~ 

Free marketing, hacking for organised psycho-criminals, 

downloading Tor and becoming Quasi-anon-ymous. 

Why is there Pizza delivery on the new silk road? 

Unplug your computer when you sleep ~ 

Rent a hacker and ruin someone’s life! 

Orchestrating against your name. 

Where does this child-porn live? 

Where the worst of the worst live! 

Innocent until proven guilty. Fire! 

* 

Finite Resources 

Ticket for Saudi women’s Olympic synchronous swimming team! 

Infinity Pools or at your favela neighbours getting a cup of water. 

Nuclear power Chandeliers in your mansion or Solar panels? 

Royal Wedding budget or benefits for society’s most deserving. 

Forests for Export to IKEA or the habitat of 2/3rds. of our Species? 

“We’re all in this together” ~ is a Capitalist Government’s mantra! 

Bless, she’s earning for her family to survive! Human Priorities! 

In the subjugation of humans, ‘Ignorance is Bliss’, who said that?
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Sovereign’s IOU! 

“Bloody, ABSO’s demonized kids on the street today… 

Yu wanna Kill people? Put them in our Imperial Armies! 

Barking mad, that’s where they should go; canon fodder” 

I lost my memory ~ I’m brainwashed, programmed enough! 

Bullet in his Brain, body left in Cold storage in a fruit market! 

& those Against Capitalist, Corporate greed; Health & Safety? 

St Paul’s Protest, closure costing £16,000/day in lost earnings! 

Who are we in debt to? Nobody tells us this Primal fact ~ Why? 

Who’s holding Global Power, who’s Controlling our Governments? 

Despotic three-line whip of a rigid Party; No free democratic voting! 

Might as well be in Pakistan, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia; the big beasts! 

Fake, it’s all a Mirage, take it by the horns and tell it to “Fuck OFF!” 

“Inshallah” ~ What’s that really mean to you? 

* 

Feral Attack 

There’s nothing more cowardly than blowing up a whole village 

with invisible, unmanned, deadly Drones Mrs. Secretary of State! 

Shaking the Polonium -20 into your Litvinenko tea pot comrade! 

Profligate Banks forever blackmailing our wastrel Government. 

Fluore jellyfish & genetically modified cats glowing in the dark. 

Development of Natural proteins preventing Aids in Macaques! 

He got shot in Israel, ‘What was he doing?’ Waving a white flag. 

* 

Mass Incarceration numbers quadrupled since the 1980’s in USA. 

Private prison Incentive keeping the numbers up, Inmates mean $ 

Only answer to their Shareholders, how’s your tax free derivatives? 

How’s your detainees being looked after in their bare, padded cells? 

Lobbying for heavy handed sentencing, more Corporate Capitalism. 

Promoting their business model, top two Conglomerates’ profits up! 

An unfair crack of the whip ~ the secret in their soulless eyes
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Incoming! 

“You’re in God’s country, wherever you go it goes with you ~ 

Morphing, not expressing a body ~ mirror’s reflection of light. 

Who is taking any Responsibility? Who destroyed our Identity? 

Now they’re spying on their population, shredded all our rights! 

This Dictatorial, Oligarchic, Plutocratic, Tyrannical, Neo-Fascism. 

A New World Ordered Government, Kleptocratic Global Empire 

consolidating, aggravating, accumulating All the Earth’s wealth. 

In the hands of a few & you got nothin’ to say; shut your mouth! 

Wall Street’s Money Monsters, Bio-Financial, Military, Industrial- 

Congressional Complex took over Slave COMMAND; “Achtung!” 

‘Who is the Franchise owner of Globalist Conglomerates, Baron?’ 

Fuckin’ dangerous sociopath, megalomaniac, Neocons at it again. 

Do what you’re told or you will DIE with the rest of them in the pit! 

Chosen Puppets in face masks given the Powers to carry out the 

orders of these Controllers in the shadows who made this Crisis! 

Now they proffer the solution; “Can’t let any crisis go to waste!” 

Who saved the World? Give us all your cash, resources, to do it! 

Secret Governments at your disposal, enslaving anyone you like. 

‘Giving a fake cosmetic facelift to Fascism’ 

 

‘GIVE FREE POWER TO THE PEOPLE’ 

Don’t play the system’s game, caught up reacting with the Violence. 

Beaten in Chicago’s streets, putting flowers in the Army’s rifle barrels! 

“The Whole World Is Watching” “Say, You Want Another Revolution!” 

“Life Is too Sacred, Stop the War” ~ “Put an End to War and atrocity!” 

“GIVE PEACE ANOTHER CHANCE” ~ What is your Priority? 

Anthem of a New Anti-War movement. What’s happening today? 

“WE SHALL OVERCOME” ~ that’s a good old Social tune too. 

‘WAR IS OVER, If You Want it’. Who the fuck doesn’t want that? 

Grab it by the balls, don’t let it slip through your fingers again ~ 

It’s cheaper than anyone’s Life brother, or another sister’s Pain. 

“MAKE LOVE NOT WAR ~ let’s all live in Peace and Harmony.”
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Juicy*Pattaya*Titania 

Like a child in a sweet shop with a Gold card ~ 

being able to choose all the flavours on the shelf. 

Put £10 in her fruit machine, every time gets to win. 

“Here You are the Prize” You can pick Any one You want! 

There’s No competition for women, why would men fall out? 

If you don’t want it tonight, have it tomorrow ~ “Up to you ~” 

Long time ~ short time, she’s there to Please You. Happy End! 

Whores that never kiss, see a fuck as a bodily function not love. 

“I don’t want to put a woman on a lead, don’t want a cute dog” 

“It’s up to you!” No really, it’s up to me but I’ll let her think that. 

Lao cow, Thai poulette, pink not battered! Lady boys for toys! 

Just ask for the chicken farm, no anxiety for blondes anymore! 

Ping Pong, body to body, unlocking languages of debauchery 

* 

‘Fuck You LBJ’ 

Original Slogan > ‘DECLARE PEACE’ 

He’s a ‘Peaceful Revolutionary’ 

And She’s a Creative Genius… 

“The World about me was going up in flames!” 

“Don’t want any fuckin’ Peaceniks here!” 

Who is “MAKING WAR NOT LOVE?” And SLAVERY… 

Untouchable Dalits ~ “Not the time for Negative thoughts” 

Identifying me as an Infidel or impure, isn’t that a racist! 

“ALL WE ARE SAYING IS GIVE PEACE A CHANCE” 

“Who can possibly be Opposed to that?” Really! Give me the list. 

The Government was there to scare people into Fighting WARS! 

Try Fighting for Peace, Happy Feelings, Generosity and Bliss ~ 

Not the chanting of the Battle Hymn, throw it in the rubbish bin. 

Unless someone attacks you violently first, give ‘em ~ wu-wei. 

Try again and again, promoting World Peace and Divine Love.
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Altar Boys 

A religious, pervert club of child molesting paedophiles! 

Corporations don’t have to be bloodthirsty Monsters, 

they could be there for social & environmental good. 

‘It’s not about the money, it’s about living the truth’ 

Looking at the TV. thinking it’s Real; You’re Real! 

Never have a number or a letter box on your door. 

Matrixed; they had Mao, now they want Club Med! 

“Philophobe, you make me smile, even if I don’t want to” 

“The Ego, your biggest enemy; merdre, that’s me!” 

Sensual Deva planes; time for our inner consciousness 

to become fully alive within our body ~ “I like it deep!” 

* 

Sharing Inspiration 

‘Don’t let it bring you down, it’s only castles burning’ ~ Haiku. 

Always Loved ‘Crazy Horse & Searching for a Heart of Gold’. 

In keeping with the Holy Grail ~ a divine mission for humanity. 

Whoopee “Give the tyrant a decent burial” Security for Babylon! 

Who’s digging for the Gold? Prospecting in the River Psyche ~ 

Still holding horrific blood lust; Time to stand up and REVOLT! 

Sharpening your Spiritual weapons ~ take a Druid with you! 

“Nothing left to lose”, who said that? Janis Joplin or Boudicca? 

Burning down decadent Imperial Temples full of collaborators! 

“Thank You, Love the snake ~ Love your own Fear Inside” 

* 

Martyrs! 

Another suicide bomber at the Abdul Haq roundabout ~ 

They brought their own helicopters in to finish the Taliban! 

God, they must be really brainwashed, them fellahs, why? 

‘Men in black suits were just leaving the crime scene’ 

“We’re in Control ~ Thanks be to God!”
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Laying down your Life 

They haven’t got their money, they got your money! 

All as bent as you can imagine, as seen on the BBC. 

War for your mind, propaganda ratcheted up to Max. 

Fascists gone mad; have to believe that DNA. is in 

every cell of your body, our common denominator. 

The illusions, the Mental-limits-set ~ going into 

Space, beyond any Controls, of Government. 

Try some Auto-suggestion, in-synch magic ~ 

Who wants to live in Resilient, Smart Cities? 

‘People will make the whirlpool bigger ~ 

and we’ll all get sucked into the Vortex! 

* 

“I only Love Acid!” 

“How badly paid is a torturer in Iran!” she said. 

Houmas is a Killer, try some super mango jam! 

I’d rather be into vegetarianism than cannibalism. 

Interstellar adventurers ~ ‘Booming’ all the time! 

A camel can cost $1 million. “Run for the Jungle!” 

“If you’re on a spiritual path, you’re non-judge-mental” 

“It’s not easy saying goodbye to a Babe” 

“I find myself ~ a big fan of Jesus” 

* 

Forked Tongues Dispelled from the Intra-net! 

A Tyrannical despot they’d supported for over 30 brutal years! 

$1.3 billion/year, a gift from the US; to follow in their direction ~ 

not support for those claiming Democracy; a contradiction, irony. 

Last refuge of a bloody Maniac, murders his own innocent people. 

Sending in a mighty, despised, Egyptian army crushing a Revolt! 

Underneath gloss, they’re fascists keeping their own Power base. 

Mubarak’s henchmen leading repression in the Battle of Camels. 

Being held in a hypocritical cycle of Fear.
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Imbaba Witness 

The Rage of Cairo’s poor; sent the Police to shoot the people! 

Crossing over the Nile ~ “Aiming to Kill” your Moslem brothers, 

your family, sister, your Egyptian neighbour; terrorizing society! 

Is this written in the Koran; how to Govern your people Ahmed? 

Ruthless crackdowns in Tunisia, Yemen, Bahrain, Syria, Libya! 

Arab dictators’ corruption, rigged elections, torturing dissidents. 

Filming Protests, inspiring others to support humanity’s cause! 

Let’s have it in the open, Blog it round the World, brave souls ~ 

using Internet highlighting the violence of Security force’s thugs. 

America got it wrong again, supporting their own proxy Dictators! 

There’s a Revolution at the Pyramids, toppling the old hierarchy. 

Go and ask Khaled Saeed for evidence, exposing the Live fire… 

Been taken to the hated Ministry of the Interior for Interrogation! 

* 

Right Burks! 

The Arab spring with a just cause to revolt for life, but another dismal 

British summer; hoodlums in disguise, Yobs in masks, wanting strife! 

Nout else to do, no higher ideals, stabbing pensioners with a knife. 

Such pathetic examples of cowardice confronting a Police State. 

The Wealth and Power is held and controlled by the richest 1%. 

“It’s yours now, the house and all the money.” 

“What shall we do with it?” 

You are the Stooges! 

* 

“He’s My God Tonight” 

USA. land of the Free & the brave! Now home to 5% of World’s 

population but 25% of its Prisoners. ‘Unpopular wars effecting 

people, You!’ Well Fuck Off! Possibility of standing up to Power 

All Illusury ~ let’s hear you roar!
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By the Grace of… 

Broken to bits, your heart’s not singing ~ 

Wearing a Bomb belt ~ primed to go Off! 

Freedom to make the right choice. Up to You! 

Lovely Unconditional Love ~ Not Terror rising. 

That’s the message they should all be preaching. 

Not here to make a Judgment, here to Express the bliss. 

The joy of joys. 

* 

Pecking Duck! 

You can do what you like! Regressed, ugly repression. 

Don’t Accept any FEAR, Recessionista! LAUGHTER! 

Let’s pray together ~ Live drama. ‘For Officers Only’. 

‘Sacrificed the working class ~ flower of a Nation!’ 

First time she got a Telegram and it was terrible! 

Fixed bayonets, over the top to your death! 

Digesting the juices, the worry is eating you. 

* 

Say, ‘No to Genocide!’ 

The few, .0001% keepin’ their low vibrational control over the many. 

Your secret is safe with me ~ “Kill them all and we’ll sort it out later!” 

Given dishonorable discharges for those who refused to participate 

Refusing to murder your mother, father, sister, brother and children. 

B52 atrocities attacking peasants with napalm, melting their skin. 

500,000 U S soldiers deserted during Viet Nam war’s prosecution. 

Threw their Medals on the steps of Capital Hill in fierce Protest 

at Agent Orange, fragmentation grenades from the Kitty Hawk! 

Massacres at Mai Lai carried on into Afghanistan and Iraq today. 

This fascism is gonna end in another Trail of Tears.
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Predatory Banksters’ Strategy 

Transferring all Wealth Off-shore, sticks it in an Illuminati bank. 

Who has Real Economic, War Power; Cutting Credit, Liquidity? 

Repeating the Slogans, Bilderberger’s, Trilateral Commission’s, 

Council of Foreign Relations, throw in Jesuits too; Owning You! 

No more criminal than that, Capitalist venture’s looting systems! 

Who bankrupted the World, where did the people’s money go? 

Scientifically Engineered - controlling all Global Market Forces. 

Big Brother despotism down at your local Gladiatorial Coliseum. 

Consolidating All Financial Energy under Maximised Chemtrails. 

Dow Jones took over Union Carbide, revoking all responsibility. 

Ask what we gonna do ~ 200,000 babies being born every day! 

* 

Petrified Children 

Yanking your chain! You’re Re/Possessed! 

They loved to hate him, and she likes grass. 

Quality of natural Life ~ improvisation of fire. 

Can’t be easy pulling the trigger on a Tiger! 

“I’m entitled to kill to protect my possessions” 

“Take this we’ve been Bombed out!” 

How about that for transcending reality? 

Another psychopath enjoying inflicting pain. 

* 

Visit 

The Enlightened State 

State of Enlightenment 

‘Nothing lasts forever’ 

“I Love change ~
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Holy Ponzi Constitution! 

They’re enjoying life as Natural primitives ~ no Economic Crisis. 

No knowledge of a Global recession or Conglomerate deception. 

It’s how they live, they still got respect; we’re not Tunin’ into it ~ 

All our wealth is being funneled to the top 1%, Imagine that and our 

‘Democracy’ is really a Government by Banksters for the gangsters! 

All sorts of Fraud on the trading floor, Wall Street structure; Burn It! 

Just living in a well-developed propaganda matrix, slave machinery. 

Endemic Capitalist Corruption from the Very Highest positions! 

How can anyone respect that? It’s clearly the established Mafia! 

The people given the Privilege to uphold the truth have Failed! 

Met a Predatory Lender at my local bank, the High-Risk Casino! 

Playing roulette with your Savings and Pensions, no Regulations. 

Wake Up and See them for what they are! 

* 

Promising to Liberate Ignorance 

All the System’s Rules, Regulations, Levels, Restrictions, Ideas, 

Ids conditionings, codes, identities, illusions, delusions, Allusions, 

Orders, manners, etiquettes, protocols, judgments, d/evaluations. 

Try Observing from your own true essential, inspirational being ~ 

That’s who you really are ~ Lights of eternal Conscious * Flash! 

* 

‘Complicity’ (Gibson Enquiry/Abdel Hakim Belhadj) 

British Intelligence, MI6. Rendered him Extra-ordinarily to the 

Torture chambers of Colonel Gaddafi who was known to be a 

Tyrant; yet didn’t stop them trading in crimes against humanity! 

It doesn’t matter how you spin it now, the cat is out the bag and 

your hands are covered in blood, approved by a cabinet Minister. 

Democratic propaganda exposed supporting their client Despots. 

His rescue pleas to stop the daily brutality fell on her death ears. 

Give her a job in ‘Team Libya’; losing more hearts and minds mate! 

Methods considered so brutal that other countries call them Torture. 

Their Enhanced Interrogation and Secret Interception techniques! 

‘Forsake the Devil and all his works’
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“May we engage?” 

Enough contradictions, lies, cover-ups, to ask is it Conspiracy? 

Waving False Flags. Where are those unarmed Fighter Jets! 

NORAD flew in the completely wrong direction; 

All at sea. Do we have any communication? 

Where’s the President when you need one! 

Flying deliberately blind, lost in a massive systemic confusion. 

A wicked nightmare for anyone living in the Towers of Babel! 

What we gonna do now? Shutting down the entire country! 

That’s it, we’re finished! “We’re at War!” Keep on Preying! 

Who’s in Control? “Call my family tell them I love them!” 

This is a Suicide Mission! Praying with a Bomb in his hand. 

Authorised a Shootdown ~ Not expecting any Survivors! 

* 

Master Mind Sin Drone 

He sold 400 tons of the country's gold at base rate; why on Earth? 

Rumsfeld supplies Saddam Chemical and Biological Weapons! 

‘He’s a bad guy, needs to be replaced once We give him WMD’. 

Who owns the World’s wealth? Ask the Illuminati and Oligarchs. 

‘Be a Terrorist; Join the Stern gang’. Now they’re all Powerless! 

Vigilantes on Bullet street, Machiavellian Icon, their Role Model. 

Solvent abuse, “mucho gracias”, paying another death squad! 

George Michael jailed, smoking marijuana; ‘A Public Danger’ 

Can you see any Irony in this, how about fascistiousness? 

* 

Torture Nature 

You have to go out of the body ~ “You fall in bliss” Unbelievably! 

Surrendering to the PAIN, full emotional body over your Mind ~ 

If you go out of it, you have No Mind ~ left with essential stream. 

Everything is One discovery from out of their cruel inhumanity. 

Who could ever have envisioned that, hung him; nailed to the floor! 

You pray, while they’re raping her with cattle prods! Her SCREAMS!
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Free Parties were Ended so was any Trust! 

UK’s Gov. sold their people out, can’t have a solstice festival. 

Old people’s care homes, hospitals, pensions in utter despair! 

Authority, Regulation by the Predators on your street and GM. 

Cloned foods, polluted air, water, radioactive, nuclear Powers! 

Corruption of your leaders with their noses deep in the trough. 

Dynamited Marine, coral reefs; starvation is no surprise then! 

“They won’t start the war until we get there, will they sir?” Ego. 

“Who made the Gods to prey on the Fears of men?” SLAVERY! 

Supporting a Maniacal Plutocracy instead of a true democracy. 

Wise up! “The Slaves are Mine!” Cobras poisoning Pharaohs ~ 

The Quest in solidarity with an Agent Provocateur of Inspiration 

* 

Who did that to us? 

There’s no time to duck & dive ~ Part of the horror of WAR! 

Somebody is Responsible for making this happen! In Ruins! 

Carpet Bombing!!! Vacuuming up burning tiny bits of flesh… 

Hoping you weren’t going to be a Target; Trapped, ask Shiva. 

Glowing bright red, girl with a pineapple grenade for a head ~ 

Hiding in a lethal Haystack, melted to death in a summer field. 

Where can we get some Protection? Dismiss it from your Mind. 

This is the Front Line ~ Are you ready to burn? 

“I’d rather sit under a Frangipani tree in Hampi” 

* 

Energy of Life 

I am not just this body, how about a cup of sacred Hopi tea? 

A Form to carry the Soul, Nature is Not for fucking, Fracking! 

If you can recognise the source not exploiting it as a resource. 

Use the complete loss of Ego to Open your perception. 

Death is just the loss of the Personal Illusion ~ Interpretation. 

Suffering is limiting the Unlimited * Mind-based Conditionality 

Animals, insects and plants are Life based
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Smack, Crack & Poppy! 

Diaphanous Beauty down at mill. 

‘A marriage made in Heaven for half a shilling’ 

You were on rations while they lived in a Palace. 

Still the same today; what yu gonna do ‘bout it? 

Do you remember? “Give us a penny Mr.” 

Is this a Financial War of our political elites? 

13 Israelis dead and 1400 Palestinians expired! 

Sixty school children killed in their playground ~ 

Who is ever going to make a Peace feeling here? 

Knesset won’t even release their radio frequencies! 

Big Investors are making all the decisions and money. 

The new settlers even burnt the villagers’ Olive groves. 

* 

Holocaust deprogramming 

Lack of talent endangers Japan's Porn Industry ~ 

He shit through the eye of a needle onto her face! 

People are designed to believe their programming 

Insulted, we can't do anything about it… Ignore it! 

You gotta have a bit of pain to sing the blues 

don't you think? 

* 

‘Your Murdering Terrorists - Our Righteous Rebels’ 

Waking up the Human Sidewinder ~ Psychopathic Wipe Out! 

Horrific Traumas of very Unsmart Weapons in a demon’s hand 

The Statistical Inevitability of Civilian deaths; more pure Inhumanity. 

When you got money, you got access. All Tooled up as an Emperor! 

Scenes that some of our viewers may find disturbing but we show 

them every day, so you really should be used to them by now! 

Violence & Executions by your Despots; Our deniable Tyrants! 

Babylon engagement with the dimension, taking out the target! 

The Universe wastes nothing, it doesn’t die but transforms ~ 

 even a little virus like you! “Who has the Alien DNA here?”
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‘C L A S S I F I E D’ 

Higher Intelligence ~ what are your Secret Intentions? 

Disabled all our Violent Weapons! We won’t change! 

Armed missiles up their sleeves ~ Crash landed in Iran. 

Can’t even realize that we’re destroying ourselves now. 

Walk-Ins who came to save the Earth from Destruction. 

Found the ‘Balance of Mind’ disturbed ~ “You’re Beaten” 

* 

Means: ‘Rule by Thieves’, look at the Panama Papers 

Found Tornadoes swirling along equatorial Trade winds! 

‘The First Lady’ what the hell is that title in a Democracy? 

Did I say Religo-Monarchy, Republic, Plutocracy or Kleptocrazy? 

Governments of rampant greed, corruption, subject to no control. 

Fraudulent, embezzlement, the misappropriation of Public funds 

at the expense of the wider population, extending power to Elites. 

“I Want Jam, mam, put that next to a tutti * frutti, banana bullshit” 

“I wanna be a Rebel, being by your side at the Spirit’s insurrection” 

Checking out www.transparency.org 

* 

The Last Thatch 

‘The Sociopathic King in his Castle Tower’ 

Travellers protesting to the High court ~ 

Living on a scrapheap in the green belt 

without the right planning permission. 

Waiting for the Bailiffs. 

Bulldozers at Dawn! 

* 

Even Saudis don’t eat pigeon pie! 

But do like to get married to baby girls rockin’ in the cradle ~ 

Girls attacked with acid on their way to school; Head teacher 

murdered by a Taliban, reminds me, same in U S’ Guatemala. 

“Is this Real World or an Exercise?” “It’s not a f…. exercise!” 

Cheney concluded its Terror! Do you remember your ‘Kaibiles’?
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Summer Afternoon 

What’s on the Master’s Mind with Cruise Missiles flying about? 

Troops in full Riot gear tasering, pepper spraying the Citizenry! 

How did this begin, who set it up, why and how’s it gonna end? 

Infinite examples of Man’s crazy, cruel in/actions on innocents. 

Do you really want this in your Life and that of your children? 

‘Live the Life you want to see in the World’ 

* 

Dancing-Dead Troops 

Who's controlling Your Mind 

Your Thinking? 

Find a compromise, make an agreement. 

“She was my cell mate” 

* 

Gluten Intolerant Putin 

Being Poisoned by something ~ 

Preservatives in the Corn Flakes… 

Something is going on, kids on medication 

'Food for Thought' ~ Venom in the nano-chips.... 

What to do in Phnom Penh with the Khmer Rouge about? 

Eating grasshoppers, frogs, lizards, cockroaches, snakes ~ 

It's RAW, WAR deciding who lives or dies! 

Welcome, Bienvenue to the Killing Fields. 

* 

Du Pont Conspiracy 

South Carolina just legalized Hemp to help its farmers… 

Finally, some Eco*common sense against the global plastic cartel. 

It needs less water and fertilizer and is less environmentally polluting. 

It doesn’t get you high but the US. Federal government has still made 

it illegal as technically it is Hemp and so imports it from China. Crazy!
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Whatever The Moment ~ The Situation 

Where is the appearance of Love ~ 

* 

“We decided that our Indian People are 

more Important to Us than Long Jail Terms” 

* 

Politics:- is a philosophical system 

employed to keep together Man 

within the realm of the known and 

within the power of the resources 

of the known. 

* 

Practically:- to limit these resources 

to man through systems of control 

until demanded as a natural right 

* 

Religion:- is the name of the path 

man’s consciousness believes must be 

followed in order to arrive in essence 

with the natural ~ laws of the universe 

* 

The Church:- is the philosophical 

endeavour to give Man the values 

required to support himself 

along the path of religion 

* 

Practically:- it is a doctrinaire system 

to hold Man together in front of the ~ 

obscure path of religion, thereby in itself 

restraining human courage to walk clearly
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Cultivation in the Brahma Vihara Garden 

Quality of the Highest feeling towards all beings ~ 

Highest Life Attaining Inner * Outer Peace together. 

Pigeon holed, the Predators are out! Buddha’s lesson ~ 

‘Peace or War over a family’s possession of a River ~ 

“Is its intrinsic value more flowing with water or your blood? 

No Wars fought on behalf of dhamma ~ becoming calmer. 

Peace, Impartiality and friendliness to All, after bathing 

in the waters of Loving Kindness, joy and Compassion. 

Conquest > Spiritual ~ Not Political, Ego nor Militarily. 

“Victory breeds hatred, the conquered sleep in sorrow. 

Cast aside victory and defeat. A Peaceful one is at ease. 

Hatred does not cease by hatred, hatred ceases by Love” 

‘Dhammapada’ 

* 

‘Omnia vincit amora’ * ‘Omnia mutantur nos et mutamur illis’ 

Stopping the Pendulum ~ Opening up not Political Correctness. 

Monkeys from space don’t have souls, crimes on every corner. 

London the heartless chakra of a G4 Universe or Vice Versa? 

Living in a Gated country, an Island Prison! Custodial service. 

Security extremely necessary -Your own Protection. Guarded! 

Keeping us all in or them all out, Is there any Real difference? 

Mind Expansion or Consciousness Expansion of Perception. 

Suppression, repression, obsession, oppression, depression. 

Sad old refrain ~ can’t take Suffering without any empathy! 

That’s exhibit A; What are you Really doing about Darfur? 

A bully in every classroom, nursery, each refugee camp! 

Started making art myself ~ streaming of consciousness 

* 

‘Eye to Eye’ not * ‘Eye for an Eye’ 

‘No expectations’ ~ Unexpected in a Spin!
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Us Son 

Don’t knock Nicaragua. 

What’s that? 

It’s turning out to be an original 

A maid whose deep in Love 

Up tempo 

* 

Life too is waking up 

then walking barefoot, 

carrying a heavy sack 

strapped across the brow ~ 

It’s not like running for a bus is it? 

* 

Population 

When in the Land 

of Milk & Honey ~ 

don’t need 16 sons! 

Creating other Realities 

* 

 Nectar * Contact 

Psychiatrists don’t really have a clue, can you believe it? 

Right off the track > Living it, not out of a mental Textbook. 

“Couldn’t even Kill a fish ~ that eye’s always open!” 

Who has been holding the light then? 

* 

To have a House with no doors or windows. 

Others swore Acid was the fuel! 

The Totality of the Magic portal ~ 

No Fear in Fearless Meditation
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Officially Sunflares, Weather balloons blowin’ the Fuse! 

Unnaturally, they’re taking us over ARTIFICIALLY-ID. 

“We’re all part of it mate, don’t go to Chandi Chowk. 

Immersed in NWO programs, it’s all a bit of a mess. 

‘It’s Not about Thinking what you can gain next 

but FEELING what you can give ~ 

Experiencing breath & being here. 

S I M P L E * S M I L E 

The Miracle that you can be 

A L I V E * L I F E * F R E E 

And walk down the street 

* 

Charge of Heart * Change of System 

“The noblest victor is he who would conquer himself,  

rather than defeat 100,000 men in battle.” Dhammapada 103. 

“Conquer enmity with amity, evil with good, conquer miserliness 

with charity and falsehood with truth.”  Dhammapada 222 

Conquest through Dhamma not extremely painful slaughter! 

Devotion to a Cosmic Monarch, Full Heart, Supreme Space. 

A being’s salvation lies in one’s own Universal hands ~ 

Come in as a caterpillar transmutate into a lovely butterfly 

* 

Glory be 

Real produce 

from a social finca 

I stand amazed ~ at these beans… 

Fresh ~ all the way from Nicaragua. 

1984, more people died in Ethiopia 

than in all of the 1st World War! 

Seeds for the future ~ enduring
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Activist on the Short List 

“What do you think of Democracy Mr. Gandhi?” 

“I think it would be a Good Idea” 

Disrespect is based on Fear, drummed up by? 

Colonialism was so, Legitimised on Ancient Civilisations. 

Baghdad was once the Centre of Top Islamic Knowledge ~ 

Not a collateral scrapheap of blown up cars and burnt body parts. 

A Babylon of Classical Texts and sumptuous hanging gardens; 

not a dump for Phosphorous shells and other Monstrosities! 

This continuous cycle of Conquest being Perpetuated! 

These ‘Recidivisionistas’ and ‘Acquisitions’ 

of the Spoils of War 

* 

Vested Massive Interests 

Who’s held to Account for ‘Extraordinary Rendition ~ 

Who is there to ask a Critical question without hiding? 

Feel their Fear of losing their jobs & pensions; Pathetic! 

The WMD. fiasco is a Perfect example. Any Reasoning? 

Any legal precedence obtaining under torture, evidence? 

Mind Boggling, what’s become of us now, boffins & gadgets! 

Resonating a very disturbed Mind with glaring Omissions. 

He’s not the brightest; “This is War, Nothing Personal!” 

   * 

Om*ni 

Not another hotchpotch orthodoxy! 

All this Stuff only causes Confusion. 

Just be Sensitive to the Life force ~ 

that gives this magic loving energy 

After My Own Heart
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Divers Ending 

More than one Real World 

death is merely change ~ not even 

because we are Omnificent 

of the Cosmic infinite scent 

there are no omissions 

no sins of commission ~ 

It’s All Inclusive, resplendent 

no end no beginning, just being. 

No Point but Your Divineness 

Not even a diamond Omphalos. 

Snowflakes fall and disappear 

here is a vision of eternity ~ 

Love is forever and together 

* 

Beautiful Life in India 

‘Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds’, heard that before. 

“No such thing as Bad drugs dude, but Bad Brain ~ 

for your Blame game. A Jackass from the beginning!” 

Discovered the Smoking King ~ Baba Cool’s magic potion. 

“Take LSD, sell everything and come to India.” Co creation ~ 

procreation, permeation, correlation, devotion, Saraswati’s darshan. 

“Just because you got Democracy doesn’t mean you got freedom” 

* 

 Insatiable * Unsociable 

Banks ~ what a payin' in the ass! 

Welcome to Bakshish culture, Governmental Rules! 

Dealing with insanity with a Maxim gun! Automatic trigger! 

She learnt it all in jail, becoming more self-radicalised ~ 

Shiva Space * 'Sorry I've been dancing here for 20 years 

“Fuck Off!”
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No Mind No Expectation 

“The Spirit experiences the World of Form and limitation in 

order to evolve itself back into Conscious Union with that 

Original Oneness” 

* 

Journeys Out of Substitute Existences 

Just Live it ~You’ve Come Alive; Wow! 

Making Puja at the Shiva village Shrine. 

You look like a very happy wreck. 

Let’s have Wampum, no need… 

for bellicose threatening of War 

or motiveless wanton destruction! 

Once a very popular custom. 

Hard to evaluate, judge it! 

To see through what it is, brother. 

Early morning harmony 

tapestry of our being ~ 

embracing with a lovely kiss 

* 

 Have some Fun, We’re Yammin’ It! 

“They can’t imprison you if you’re free inside” ~ 

What’s the difference between Open source and Free? 

“Do what you like, when you like, with whom you like’ 

You’re Free ~ to change your mind, Consciously.  

 

TIME IS MONEY’ 

 How Much ~ Money do you Need?  

How much Time do You have?  

‘Live what you Love’ 

LIVE * LOVE
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Blessed & Subverted 

Got the guard dogs in the local pub, pissed up! 

Caught up in the scum of it all; 1984 Redux. 

Taj Mahal, kill and plunder, then it’s yours! 

It’s not about skill but bigger distractions. 

“I wanna kiss that face forever ~” 

How many emotions are there? 

* 

Life Is Fun 

‘One million seconds is 17 minutes, one billion seconds is 17 days. 

$One trillion is 17,000 years; needed to spend it at $1 per second’. 

 “I’ve seen some pretty realistic, Robot models ~ might marry one!” 

True Love Instagram ~ something to live for, motivation, inspiration. 

“I won’t be able to get out of bed one of these days!” 

20,000 Starfish washed up on the beach ~  

throwing them back into the sea! 

* 

The Red Pill 

“Guess what I got? A New dealer - doctor.” 

Selling Zoloff, “go to sleep, it’ll be fine in the morning” 

Get me out, because all points and the centre sucks! 

Narrow - minded, stuck to your Identity, in fidelity. 

Craving, Addiction, No ambition, Obsessional! 

For what? My energy is focused on me 

on being as free, Objective as I can be. 

Life ~ force frequency, lose your ego, 

go with whatever. ‘Thank you God it’s Friday’ 

“I’m an environmental activist, who are You?” 

“Not in the package I expected, natural in her own way”
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Divine Starburst 

“The Illusion is Real ~ just we Identify with it” ~ Reactionary. 

Atomic galaxy central fusion. “Don’t leave home without one” 

The eight directions of ‘A Pedigree, Party Yogi’ 

Sees right through it ~ Space Soul food, “be who I am” 

That Sweetest Heart ~ who went through Hell (for you!) 

Found it existing in the body & Mind. Changing Imagery 

to a good guy, keeping the bombs out of your backyard! 

Told when to Jump ~ all the strong cells survived the weak 

* 

Keep it simple 

‘Try to be an Angel to someone’ 

Free from Thinking, Ego, like a primitive, celestial Neanderthal. 

Thought-Mind-Identity-Form into the body only relates to Things. 

You paint your own picture through Consciousness ~ Start, Finish. 

Life is timeless ~ Singularity * reflections of conceptual Relativity... 

The canvas is blank, just flowing throughout the whole. 

‘Through the Finite the Infinite is reflected ~ 

“I want someone I can go out and play with” 

* 

Metaphor of the Hidden Cave 

Peter Pan Shaman in my Chrysanthemum garden ~ 

He saved her from a time of madness; got no thanks! 

Conscious butterfly and stung by a pollinating bumble bee. 

The treachery of a caress, no heart, no feelings, Narcissus. 

Who is doing all this terrible abusing today of our children? 

Psychic wars, the explosion occurred at a pop concert! 

“The whole point of the Welfare state is that we all  

protect each other, we’re all protected by each other” 

La Place du Miroir ~ Love is a gift, it’s not self-evident. 

A direct connection with Pachamama, Trusting in Life ~ 

Hand in hand, vibrating, fluttering softly on warm breezes
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Parasite in Paradise 

“I'm dancing for Mother Earth ~ 

“Can't make the connections anymore.” 

The Universe provides what you really need. 

If you allow it to.... 

* 

Pure Madness 

Playing with the Beast! 

“You can play with the Beast” 

You have to take your own responsibility. 

“No Tragic, Magic plan man; which is good” 

* 

REVOLUTION from IMPERIALISTS 

Why my dearest is this land so poor 

we are good people, we work hard but….. 

Is it true, are we inferior to those around us? 

Look at me my dear one. 

Our land was conquered many years ago 

ever since I can remember there was always 

some King or Lord telling us, oppressing us, 

the way he thought was the best for himself. 

* 

Now should we take the blame for their misrule? 

(as they will surely try and make us the guilty) 

We love our land, it is they who exploited it! 

These are the I M P E R I A L I S T S. 

This poverty is not our devotion, hope and faith ~ 

but since I was a little child there have been those 

Kings who wished to control all this beautiful land. 

* 

They used their power so that the spirit ~ 

of me, of you, of this wonder was ignorantly
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repressed and destroyed so they could dominate 

us and greedily live in their castle! 

This poverty is not of me. 

They have corrupted my love so that they could rule, 

they have made us feel weak, 

ashamed, guilty of our simplicity, 

afraid to love ourselves. 

* 

How could I grow since from a child 

they made me fearful, in dire poverty ~ 

Am I my true self or what they made me 

so that they could have the Power? 

Yes, my dearest, our land is beautiful 

it could grow the most inspiring fruit, flora and fauna ~ 

giving us vegetables and healthy food, all of nature’s gifts. 

We have lived too many days under the OLIGARCHS, 

who imagine their wealth is completely ‘Natural’. 

The land needs its freedom ~ REVOLUTION 

* 

My dear one, I remember a man who sang ~ 

that he loved the World, that he knew of lands 

of amazingly colourful flowers, sacred trees, 

birds and butterflies beside the clearest waters. 

How beautiful it could be in your land with love  

he said, Not a land of Intimidation, Occupation! 

I remember how much I loved these words 

And how much I dreamed of change but 

I would look at our land and despair. 

* 

How could I create such a garden? 

I was so used to this reality of poverty 

that I could not imagine much more ~ 

There was always the King up in his castle.
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He psychologically dominated everything, 

so that I could not think beyond this World 

he had allowed for us but oh, 

how I wished and dreamed! 

* 

The man loved us and by this wished to show us how to 

overcome the Imperialist and rebirth our natural beauty. 

But we felt so dependent on the King, 

we could not open the castle's door. 

We gave the man no choice but to leave. 

With tears in his heart 

he promised that one day we shall be free ~ 

My dearest the King is still fortified in his castle 

and we continue to be his subjects manipulated by our 

inferior complex, until we can throw off this relationship 

whereby our hearts have meekly accepted 

his Lordly Superiority. 

We are made the poorest in this Imperial affair. 

They have taught us to deny our inner selves. 

* 

My dear one ~ 

When we love freely, not loving through fear, 

when we are loved freely, not as a subject of 

the Great Caesar and his army and pontiffs. 

Then we will realise that we do share and that  

we all do have a part of this Our Beautiful Land. 

** * **  

UnAware Underneath 

‘We Believe the MATRIX is so Real, 

that we disconnect with Life Itself ~ 

Dramatic ~ it’s just an intense story. 

Inside Is eternity
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The Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) is a milestone 

document in the history of human rights. Drafted by representatives 

with different legal, cultural backgrounds from all regions of the world 

the Declaration was proclaimed by the United Nations General 

Assembly in Paris on 10 December 1948 (General Assembly 

resolution217 A) as a common standard of achievements for all 

peoples and all nations. It sets out, for the first time,  

fundamental human rights to be universally protected  

and it’s been translated into over 500 languages. 

 

Preamble 

‘Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and 

inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation 

of freedom, justice and peace in the world, Whereas disregard and 

contempt for human rights have resulted in barbarous acts which  

have outraged the conscience of mankind, and the advent of a world 

in which human beings shall enjoy freedom of speech and belief and 

freedom from fear and want has been proclaimed as the highest 

aspiration of common people, Whereas it is essential, if man is not to be 

compelled to have recourse, as a last resort, to rebellion against tyranny 

and oppression that human rights should be protected by the rule of law 

Whereas it is essential to promote the development of friendly relations 

between Nations. Whereas the peoples of the United Nations have in  

the Charter reaffirmed their faith in fundamental human rights, 

in the dignity and worth of the human person and in the equal rights of 

men and women and have determined to promote social progress and 

better standards of life in larger freedom, Whereas Member States have 

pledged themselves to achieve, in co-operation with the United Nations, 

the promotion of universal respect for and observance of human rights
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and fundamental freedoms, Whereas a common understanding of these 

rights and freedoms is of the greatest importance for the full realization 

of this pledge, THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY proclaims 

This UNIVERSAL DECLARATION of HUMAN RIGHTS as a common 

standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations, to the end that 

every individual and every organ of society, keeping this Declaration 

constantly in mind, shall strive by teaching and education to promote 

respect for these rights and freedoms and by progressive measures, 

national and international, to secure their universal and effective 

recognition and observance, both among the peoples of Member States 

themselves and among the peoples of territories under their jurisdiction. 

 

Article 1. 

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.  

They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act  

towards one another in Human spirit 

 

Article 2. 

Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this 

Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, 

language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, 

property, birth or other status. No distinction shall be made on the basis 

of the political, jurisdictional or international status of the country or 

territory to which a person belongs, whether an independent, trust, 

non-self-governing or under any other limitation of sovereignty. 

 

Article 3. 

Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.
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Article 4. 

No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery  

and the slave trade shall be prohibited in all their forms 

 

Article 5. 

No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel,  

inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. 

 

Article 6. 

Everyone has the right to recognition  

everywhere as a person before the law. 

 

Article 7. 

All are equal before the law and entitled without any discrimination 

to equal protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection  

against any discrimination in violation of this Declaration  

and against any incitement to such discrimination. 

 

Article 8. 

Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national 

Tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the 

constitution or by law. 

 

Article 9. 

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile. 

 

Article 10. 

Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an 

Independent and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights  

and obligations and of any criminal charge against him.
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Article 11. 

(1) Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right to be presumed 

innocent until proved guilty according to law in a public trial  

at which he has had all the guarantees necessary for his defence. 

(2) No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence on account of any 

act or omission which did not constitute a penal offence, under national 

or international law, at the time when it was committed. Nor shall a 

heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable  

at the time the penal offence was committed. 

 

Article 12. 

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, 

family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and 

reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against 

such interference or attacks. 

 

Article 13. 

(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of movement  

(2) and residence within the borders of each state. 

(3) Everyone has the right to leave any country,  

including his own and to return to his country. 

 

Article 14. 

(1) Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy 

in other countries asylum from persecution.  

(2) This right may not be invoked in the case of prosecutions 

genuinely arising from non-political crimes or from acts 

contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations. 

 

Article 15. 

(1) Everyone has the right to a nationality. 

(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality  

nor denied the right to change his nationality.
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Article 16. 

Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race, 

Nationality or religion, have the right to marry and to found a family. 

They are entitled to equal rights as to marriage, during marriage 

and at its dissolution. 

Marriage shall be entered into only with the free 

and full consent of the intending spouses. 

The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society 

and is entitled to protection by society and the State. 

 

Article 17. 

(1) Everyone has the right to own property alone  

or in association with others. 

(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property. 

 

Article 18. 

Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; 

this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, 

either alone or in community with others and in public or private,  

to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice,  

worship and observance. 

 

Article 19. 

Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right 

Includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, 

receive and impart information and ideas through any media and 

regardless of frontiers. 

 

Article 20. 

(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly 

and association. 

(2) No one may be compelled to belong to an association.
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Article 21. 

(1) Everyone has the right to take part in the government of  

his country, directly or through freely chosen representatives.  

(2) Everyone has the right of equal access to public service 

in his or her country.  

(3) The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of 

government; this will shall be expressed in periodic and genuine 

elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall 

be held by secret vote or by equivalent free voting procedures.  

 

Article 22. 

Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security  

and is entitled to realization, through national effort and international  

co-operation and in accordance with the organization and resources  

of each State, of the economic, social and cultural rights indispensable  

for his dignity and free development of his personality.  

 

Article 23. 

(1) Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment,  

to just and favourable conditions of work and to protection 

against unemployment. 

(2) Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right  

to equal pay for equal work. 

(3) Everyone who works has the right to just and favourable 

remuneration ensuring for himself and his family an 

existence worthy of human dignity, and supplemented, 

if necessary, by other means of social protection.  

Everyone has the right to form and to join trade unions 

for the protection of his or her interests. 

 

Article 24. 

Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable  

limitation of working hours and periodic holidays with pay.
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Article 25. 

(1) Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health 

and well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing,  

 housing and medical care and necessary social services, and the right 

to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, old age 

widowhood, other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.  

 (2) Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care & assistance.  

All children, whether born in or out of wedlock,  

shall enjoy the same social protection.  

 

Article 26. 

(1) Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least 

in the elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall 

be compulsory. Technical and professional education shall be made 

generally available and higher education shall be equally accessible 

to all on the basis of merit. 

(2) Education shall be directed to the full development of the human 

personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and 

fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance and 

friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further 

the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace. 

(3) Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education 

that shall be given to their children. 

 

Article 27. 

(1) Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the 

community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement 

and its benefits. 

(2) Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material 

interests resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of 

which he is the author. 
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Article 28. 

Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the  

rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized.  

 

Article 29. 

(1) Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and 

Full development of his personality is possible. 

(2) In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject 

only to such limitations as are determined by law solely for the purpose 

of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of 

others and of meeting the just requirements of morality, public order 

 and the general welfare in a democratic society.  

 (3) These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised  

contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations.  

 

Article 30. 

Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any State,  

group or person any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act  

aimed at the destruction of any of the rights & freedoms set forth herein 

******* 

Politics  

today is synonymous with power, fear, war, propaganda/spy /psy-ops, 

murder, conspiracy, global devastation, imperialism, religious-bigotry, 

 intolerance, racism, terrorism, betrayal, kleptocracy, fascism oligarchy, 

 pseudo-democracy, lies, media/control, toxic environment, surveillance,  

poverty, mistrust, paranoia, oppression, fundamental unconsciousness.  

Let’s change the mindset to natural love, peace happiness and equality. 

Real Politic for most people in the modern World is determined through  

NWO. Global Media Conglomerates and can be counted on one hand.  

The Power they have determines our view and mass-conscious’ Reality. 

It’s beyond belief due to the revolution of personal computers, AI. smart  

I-phone, Internet access, Social media and Virtual Reality platforms etc. 
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They’re obviously Powerful tools of Government, Global Corporations  

and other Matrix Institutions, ideological, Financial, Religious cabals. 

In the past, innovations in technology, social, Industrial, Art, scientific, 

medical, economic and Military capabilities determined our advances. 

For example, discoveries of the Printing press, radio, TV, fb, Microsoft, 

Google-DARPE, Atoms, Genetics, Quantum theory, black holes etc. ~ 

determined civilisation’s progress. It is no coincidence that these elitist 

sociopathic organisations now dominate the landscape of Power politics 

The Information owners have joined with the Financial cartels, dictating  

to the Planet what we should Know, respond to, live, pay, accept, Obey!  

They work hand in hand with Authorities whether they be Governments  

of all persuasions, religions, Military Industrial congressional intelligence 

complexes, NWO deep-state, secret cabals, they are dictating our lives, 

our natural environment. We only have to look around, listen to people  

to realise how this is going today. Conspiracies are rampant because of  

inequalities existing and being promoted only for Capitalist ventures and 

 shareholders’ profits! This is a story going back as far as we are led to  

believe, to the time of Genesis ~ It is one portrayed in religion and also 

 philosophies, as the fight between good, evil, light and dark, weak and  

powerful, Emperor and slaves. Duality as part of the human condition ~ 

take your pick! Entwined through this narrative is the one of Man’s and  

woman’s free will to be Compassionate or narcissist, sharing or greedy, 

 Conscious, Un/subconscious. (our ego being manipulated subliminally) 

The chosen ones, destined to determine how the weaker of the species 

survive, eugenic or not! Politics is about distribution of the slices of the 

cake, metaphorically. Whether it’s the tribal chief who gets to distribute 

the spoils of the hunt, the king giving land, privileges to those showing  

allegiance, Popes blessing a pious congregation and those supporting 

the Inquisition to maintain their Power and holy status against 99% of  

people who are basically slaves trying to survive. Or is it the hidden - 

hand of the financial elites sitting on top of all their Gold, as research  

(Oxfam) shows, as of 2016 eight people control half the wealth of the
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entire Planet. The list doesn’t even include the Rothschild, Rockefeller  

dynasties; or the Sovereign Funds of Saudi Arabia, Qatar, UAE. etc. 

which probably control the other half. How did this imbalance arise?  

 

What are the obvious consequences? Forbes lists the richest 1% and 

the top bloodline families. Are the Kleptocrats and Plutocrats human?  

(Human as sharing feelings between other life forms, not sociopathic  

and predatory). Investigate alternative forums, not the fake news, spin, 

propaganda, Spy-Psy-Ops troll sites that add to our confusion, ultimate  

depression, repression, separation. ‘Divide and Conquer’ is their motto. 

Another paradigm of Mind-gaming, the Matrix hacking of our brain, is to 

maintain the illusion of acceptance of the entitled status quo, rather than 

 contemplate change ~ People may be successful or tortured slaves, be  

sub-human traffick, cannon fodder or collateral damage! The World is  

witnessing the destruction of living integrity. Earth, its species and eco- 

bio-logical systems we all depend on are under attack, as never before. 

Who has taken over the power, control, surveillance of y/our nanosoul?  

How much is your Spirit worth, in the name of which un-holy Godbot?  

Ask the near extinct bees, Tigers, ask those on the endangered lists ~ 

Who gave these despot self-possessed oligarchs any right to determine  

the destiny of Pachamama? 

* 

‘One well ~ 9 million liters of water per frack’ 

‘The water used in the fracking process cannot be purified ~ 

Not just because of the chemicals used to extract fracked gas; 

because of radioactive particles brought up in the fracked water. 

‘State of the Art’ -Weapons are causing humanitarian catastrophes! 

The Work of a Nation, Center of Intelligence. Fair cracks of the whip! 

‘You shall know the truth and the truth shall make you free’ (John 8:32) 

Mossad's former motto: ‘by wise guidance you can wage your war’ 

Their new motto: ‘By way of deception thou shalt make war’. Shalom! 

There’s no depressive realism perceptions in Dhamma’s world ~
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“We are the creators and creatures of each other, causing and 

bearing each other’s burden.” I find somehow, by shifting the focus 

of attention I become the very thing I look at and experience the kind 

of consciousness it has; I become the inner witness of the thing ~ 

I call this capacity to enter other focal points of consciousness, love. 

You may give it any name you like. Love says, “I am everything”  

Wisdom says, “I am nothing” ~ Between the two, my life flows.  

Since at any point of time and space I can be both the subject  

and the object of experience. I express it by saying that I am  

both and neither and beyond both 

‘Quotes of Sri Nisargadatta’ 

** * ** 

‘Subliminal’ adj. (of a stimulus or mental process) below the threshold 

of sensation or consciousness ~ perceived by or affecting someone’s 

mind without their being aware of it. 

> * < 

‘The Surrealism movement was influenced by Freudian theory that 

expressed subconscious thoughts and feelings through dreams and 

the imagination. This was a ‘new discovery of humans’, a new mind- 

set, paradigm, although this discovery is also observed in Theravadin 

Buddhist Psychology from 2500 years ago. Ref. Nyanaponika Thera, 

Rebirth Explained. Subliminal is always evolving in our consciousness. 

Science has now introduced us to the discoveries of Quantum physics, 

genetics and DNA. which go to our essence ~ Ayuhuasca, DMT. LSD. 

Entheogenic drugs are examples of super-sensory experiences and 

are known to open the proverbial * fractal-hologram light perception 

* 

To answer the question, ‘Who are we, where are we from, and 

where are we going?’ Religions, philosophies, shamans have  

been searching for the answers since the beginning of ‘Time ~
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Concepts of ‘Reality’, Big Bang theory, entanglement, duality, magic, 

dukkha, maya, beacons of human existence (nama-rupa) everchanging 

evolving *existence as nature’s atomic geometry, there are innumerable 

abstract interpretations as integration is now of different orbits, as we’re 

led into universes of Artificial Intelligence and Virtual Reality as material 

progress is implanted into the human race, today we’re slowly realising 

gross human inequality, the destruction of life, natural species extinction 

the planet itself, existing on the edge of big black wormholes in Space! 

**  

http://howtheworldreallyworks.info/ 

‘The objective of ‘U.S’. world domination is not just power for its own 

sake but power to insure plutocratic control of the planet. Power to 

privatize and deregulate the economies of every nation in the world. 

To hoist upon the backs of peoples everywhere, including the people 

of North America – the blessings of an untrammelled ‘free market’ 

corporate capitalism. The struggle is between those who believe 

that the land, labour, capital, technology, and markets of the world 

should be dedicated to maximizing capital accumulation for the few, 

and those who believe that these things should be used for the 

communal benefit and socio-economic development of the many’. 

Michael Parenti. Is this so hard to understand? 

** 

‘No economics book published in recent years has had as much 

impact as Thomas Piketty‘s ‘Capital in the 21st Century’ The book 

discusses how globalization and economic development impact our 

lives, the economy, and the contemporary world. Piketty, after years 

of research, brings us a major essay on how capitalism generates  

inequality for society, increasing the concentration of wealth for a few. 

www.oxfam.org study finds that the poorest 50% of the whole world’s 

population own about $410 billion; total wealth is barely more than the 

combined wealth of the top six richest men in the world, at $400 billion. 

Society is in turmoil both materially and emotionally. We accept that
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the Cosmos is ever-changing and that the Quantum Universe of 

Flora & Fauna has now opened-up to the possibility of inhabiting 

Mars; seems preposterous when there is so much suffering and 

violence perpetrated in our own environment! LIFE itself is viewed 

exclusively as a resource with potential, to be exploited and turned 

into power and more wealth by a few hundred humans. (Ref. report 

‘Five men owning 50% of the world’s wealth today, 2018, which will 

be 66% within ten years’). In the same ten years there will be more 

plastic in the Oceans than fish and we will have lost most of Planet 

Earth’s coral reefs. Today Nuclear Powers are threatening with war 

and mass extinction! This destruction and hoarding of the World’s 

diverse, rare riches is well known yet nothing is done to change it! 

(Ref. Thomas Piketty) ‘In fact it is known that the Planet can not 

recover, and we are all in terminal decline’. 

** 

‘There are more than 60,000 transnational corporations in the world. 

More than fifty of the largest one-hundred economies in the world 

are corporations. Transnational corporations hold ninety percent 

of all technology and product patents worldwide. Transnational 

corporations are involved in 70 percent of world trade. The top 

737 of the super-corporations, super-entities, control 80% of the 

world economy. The top 147 super-corporations or super-entities’ 

control 40% of the global economy through their direct and indirect 

ownership or controlling interest. Hundreds of companies own the 

stocks and bonds of each other - they collectively own themselves. 

It becomes nearly impossible to trace the roots of ownership and 

control. From their relative obscurity, they wield enormous control 

of national and global economies.’ From 2011, the Swiss Federal  

Institute of Technology, study of multinational corporations. 

Ref. Cambridge Analytica, DARPE, NSA. Google and Facebook for 

your subliminal controls, Psy-Ops; or better known as Brainwashing!
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In fact, is it only this proverbial 1%, who are behind these wars and 

disasters for financial profiteering? It would seem from history that 

in fact ‘Civilisation’ has been the psychopathic vision of those who 

have Ruled Empires, and of those who have suffered at the sword, 

thru famine or slavery. Conglomerations are now in Global Control 

and they’re using all means of ‘Intelligence’ to manage their super- 

elite position as International Oligarchs who maintain an Iron fist on 

Humanity through their Military Industrial Complex, secret societies, 

crime cartels, Politico/religious cabals whereby, ‘Collateral damage’ 

and ‘Genocide’ have no meaning to them. We’re ALL expendable 

after serving our purpose of enslavement, as grid fodder! 

* 

We as the Human Race and directly all species on Planet Earth 

are being used in a Matrix, draining all energy for these demons, 

maintaining Devil’s hives. It’s transparent in otherwise confused, 

opaque, mind-disoriented reality; in multi-dimensional Universes ~ 

Offering all life it’s true birth right which these sociopaths only wish  

to deny us and hold for themselves regardless of the price of their 

extremist greediness, ignorance and unconsciousness. This is the 

Monster’s brain! A monopoly of Total Power; Control of all citizens’ 

rights through corruption, Political, legal, scientific, pharmacological, 

medical, psychological, educational, police and Media which are tools 

of this Global Mafia hierarchy! Life means nothing to them, they FEEL 

no human empathy, which is the lowest level frequency of interaction 

and the reason they can proliferate and profligate whilst Mother Earth 

is murdered and burnt to ashes. At Fukushima radiation is invisible ~ 

there’s no mention of this Planetary disaster in the World’s media, yet  

it continues, the Oceans and Marine life are being wiped out! This is 

true of Human disasters being inflicted on omniscient, omnipresent, 

a living, conscious Earth ~ which we’re an integral, holistic part of
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Yet today we are going in the Absolutely wrong direction. Why, 

when it is so obvious, even with the deviousness and deceit of  

the ruling class? Wise People have explained this endlessly at 

World forums, yet it continues to expand just as the 1% continue 

reaping ‘the total profits’ by raping our Mother Nature! 

* 

How do these tyrants get away with it? 

As in Surrealism there opened up the realisation of the workings of 

the subconscious mind. See, ‘Engineering consent’ of the masses 

would be vital for survival of democracy. Edward Bernays explains: 

‘The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits, 

opinions of the masses is an important element in democratic society’. 

Ref. Noam Chomsky, ‘Manufacturing Consent’. 

* 

This was in conjunction with other discoveries; the Atom, DNA; 

genome, Quantum physics, eugenics, exploration of Outer space 

and micro*Inner space, the limits of our brains, Mind-sets, mental- 

manipulation, brainwashing, propaganda, psycho-graphy, Altered-

states, subliminal nanobots, fractals, holograms, crystal conscious, 

extra-sensory * ENERGIES 

(Ref. ‘The Brahma Vihara’ by Nyanaponika Thera and ‘Rebirth 

Explained’ V. Gunaratna, BPS. 1980, Buddhist psychology on 

higher consciousness interacting within our subliminal stream ~ 

* 

As radiation, Invisible to the eye, if used with no consciousness 

is destructive to life-forms ~ so is this hidden, Deep, dark state 

of subliminal control, the Matrix is brainwashing us ~ our minds! 

Thankfully due to true whistle blowers such as Chelsea Manning, 

Edward Snowden, Chris Wylie, wikileaks and others we are now 

aware of these concealed, negative, evil forces. What seems like 

an Unbelievable realisation ~ that even the so-called emissaries 

of ‘God’ are actually working for Lucifer, certainly by their terrible
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motivations and deeds over centuries, and they still want 

to rule, hypnotise, brainwash, exploit us, even more so now! 

Who wants to be chipped, who wants an artificial-intel-polymer 

girlfriend on spec, who wants a Sexbot instead of human being, 

to caress, share time with, who wants Smart kids, addicts to digital 

programs, apps? Who is sensitive, in tune, resonating, channelling 

elements, the sounds, colours, textures of our intrinsic beingness?  

Dr. Emoto showed the reaction in water crystals to different words  

affecting their realm. The change from 432 Khz to 440 Khz also  

effects a change of mood in our brains. What is their Intention? 

* 

Self-Observance open gates to other realities which are normally 

filtered by our brain, so we believe. The spontaneity, poetic charm, 

Art, being all our senses, open this moment now, taking us beyond 

‘Thinking’ ~ finite patterns of existence, to stillness, Infinite SPACE 

of non-ego-mental-attachments. Wise sages in their development 

of Meditation, open their compassionate hearts, human feelings ~ 

integration with all nature, continuing to light the flame of Vibrating 

LIFE * Ultimately transcendent energies, LOVE is resonating in us  

naturally and must be protected from all Unconscious propaganda, 

enslaving us!  

** * ** 

www.dhamma.org 

see: Intelligence Assessment with Kevin Shipp Whistleblowers Round- 
table with Bill Binney & John Kiriakou ~ Hosted by Jason Goodman at 

CROWDSOURCE THE TRUTH  streamed live on Nov 1, 2018, youtube 
Wikipedia, The Guardian, NY Times. 

* 

Enjoy the blessings of Cosmic Art which come with true 

feelings, be here now ~ sharing peace, love * happiness
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As with other Artworks, Cosmic Artcard Collection, the books of 

Sunny Jetsun are created and shared from the heart, as the basis 

of human communication, resonating in the higher fields of Nature, 

empathy ~ love and Consciousness which are ascendant to those 

of the Negative forces being fed to us to make us fearful, paranoid, 

isolated etc. Dividing, Conquering, with the subliminal horsemen of 

eugenics is the motto of these shadow Global hegemonists, not of 

the harmonisers protecting Pachamama’s light ~ our true heritage. 

These are the roots of the spiritual Tree of Life from which our fruit 

will blossom in the Sun or turn to ash blowing in the air 

* 

Unrequited Love 

Even if the secret object of affection did get to know,  

it doesn’t mean that they would give you a smile ~  

‘What is normal? ~ just a setting on your hair drier’ 

“It is no measure of health to be well adjusted  

to a profoundly sick society.” ~ Krishnamurti: 

Be the Observer of the Mind’s illusory reality. 

Live Love Consciously in silent, eternal Space 

‘It's not about being in love with someone it's  

about being love’. Osho, or as the Dalai lama  

says, ‘Even more important than the warmth and  

affection we receive, is the warmth and affection  

we give. It is by giving warmth and affection, by  

having a genuine sense of concern for others;  

in other words through compassion, that we  

gain the conditions for genuine happiness ~  

More importantly than being loved, therefore, is to love’  

The Brahma Vihara in the Theravada Buddhist tradition ~ 

has four highest qualities of being, human consciousness. 

Loving kindness, compassion, joy for others, equanimity 

which all flow together Cosmically.
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ABOUT SUNNY JETSUN 

 
Inspired by the sixties, Sunny started traveling the world in 1970. 

His spiritual journey on the hippie trail to India took him through ~  

San Francisco, Los Angeles, London, Amsterdam, Paris, Vancouver, 

Sidney and Kathmandu to Varanasi. His arrival on the sub-continent ~ 

was the beginning of writing autobiographical verses capturing his travel 

experiences, encounters with remarkable people and his quest for self- 

realization. Combining experimentation with drugs, sex, rock & roll, art, 

meditation, Love and life in general. Sunny started to open up to a multi- 

dimensional Universe. He lived the mantra, “Turn on, tune in, drop out” 

realising Mind’s-illusions, inspired by deeper feelings of holistic nature, 

empathy * energy & Space. 

 

Over four decades Sunny has written & published 33+ books of poetry, 

created over one hundred paintings, traveled the World and considers 

his masterpiece to be his daughter. He has spent the past sixteen years 

in Goa, India inspired by the freedom to experience and the idealism  

of human consciousness. 

 

Sunny Jetsun books and art are available on the web at: 

Website: www.sunnyjetsun.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/sunnyjetsun 

Amazon: www.amazon.com/author/sunnyjetsun 

Smashwords: www.smashwords.com/profile/view/sunnyjetsun 


